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Abstract

At the Planck scale, matter, space, and time
fluctuate collectively. This thesis explores the
phenomenology of a suggested joint theory of
quantum gravity and matter. The discovery of
the Higgs boson has completed the Standard
Model of particle physics, realizing a delicate
balance of the measured masses and couplings
for which the Higgs potential provides a strong
hint for Planckian quantum scale symmetry. The
latter could also tame gravitational and Abelian
interactions and render both General Relativity
and the Standard Model asymptotically safe.

A pivotal weak-gravity mechanism could facili-
tate a gravitationally induced UV-completion of
the Standard Model. Within this scenario, the
asymptotic-safety paradigm potentially enhances
the predictive power of the Standard Model. It
could uniquely fix the Abelian gauge and vari-
ous Yukawa couplings from first principles. We
uncover mechanisms which could link the mass
difference of top and bottom quark to their charge
ratio, could dynamically favor small Dirac neu-
trino masses, and might allows for phenomeno-
logically appealing transitions between different
fixed points of the CKM-mixing matrix. In the
absence of intermediate scales, those Planckian
predictions are connected to the electroweak scale
by Renormalization Group flows. This could per-
mit testing quantum gravity at accessible energy
scales.
Thereupon, we generalize the paradigm of quan-
tum scale symmetry and the associated enhanced
predictivity to grand unification where it poten-
tially restores the predictivity of the complicated
chain of spontaneous symmetry breaking.

Asymptotically safe quantum fluctuations could
also resolve the singularity at the center of black
holes. We obtain the shadow boundary for non-
spinning and spinning regular black holes. In
comparing to the shadow image obtained by the
Event Horizon Telescope, we find that horizonless
objects can not yet be excluded.

An der Planckskala fluktuieren Materie, Raum
und Zeit gemeinsam. Die vorliegende Dok-
torarbeit erforscht die Phenomenologie einer
möglichen gemeinsamen Quantentheore von
Gravitation und Materie. Die Entdeckung
des Higgs-Bosons hat das Standardmodell der
Teilchenphysik so vervollständigt, dass eine
empfindliche Balance der gemessenen Massen
und Kopplungen, für welche das Higgspotential
einen starken Hinweis auf Plancksche Quantum-
Skalensymmetrie liefert, realisiert ist. Letztere
könnte zudem die Gravitations- und Abelsche
Wechselwirkung zähmen und sich damit sowohl
Allgemeine Relativitätstheorie, als auch das Stan-
dardmodell als asymptotisch sicher erweisen.

Ein zentraler Mechanismus, der der schwachen
Gravitation, könnte eine gravitationsinduzierte
UV-Vervollständigung des Standardmodells
ermöglichen. Innerhalb dieses Szenarios erhöht
das Paradigma der asymptotischen Sicherheit po-
tentiell die Vorhersagekraft des Standardmodells.
Es könnte die Abelsche Eichkopplung und ver-
schiedene Yukawakopplungen fundamental fix-
ieren. Wir legen Mechanismen frei, welche die
Massendifferenz von Top- und Bottomquark mit
ihrer Ladungsdifferenz verknüpen, dynamisch
eine kleine Dirac-Neutrinomasse bevorzugen und
phenomenologisch attraktive Übergänge zwischen
unterschiedlichen Fixpunkten der CKM-Matrizen
erlauben könnten. In Abwesenheit intermediärer
Skalen verbinden Renormierungsgruppenflüsse
diese Planckschen Vorhersagen mit der elek-
troschwachen Skala. Dies könnte Tests der Quan-
tengravitation auf erreicharen Energieskalen er-
lauben.
Im Weiteren verallgemeinern wir das Paradigma
der Quantenskaleninvarianz und die damit ver-
bundene erhöhte Vorhersagekraft für Modelle der
großen Vereinigung, in welchen diese potentiell
die Prädiktivität der komplizierten spontanen
Symmetriebrechungskette wiederherstellt.

Des Weiteren könnten asymptotisch sichere
Quantenfluktuationen die Singularität im Zen-
trum Schwarzer Löcher aufheben. Wir bestim-
men den Schattenumriss nichtrotierender und
rotierender, regulärer Schwarzer Löcher. Durch
Vergleich mit dem Schattenbild des Event Hori-
zon Teleskops stellen wir fest, dass Objekte
ohne Horizont noch nicht ausgeschlossen werden
können.
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Conventions

We work in natural units in which Planck’s constant h̵ and the speed of light c are set by
h̵ = c = 1. Also, we use the (−,+,+,+) metric-convention.

The predictivity of scale-invariant regimes will be integral much of the physics presented
here. The following two sets of terminology – despite putting different emphasis – are equivalent,
respectively:

• positive critical exponent, i.e., θ > 0 — relevant — ultraviolet (UV)-attractive
infrared (IR)-repulsive — predicted direction,

• negative critical exponent, i.e., θ > 0 — irrelevant — infrared (IR)-attractive
ultraviolet (UV)-repulsive — free parameter.

While all abbreviations and symbols will be consistently introduced in the main text, we provide
a compendium of the most frequently used ones for reference.

Frequently used abbreviations

AS Asymptotic safety
ASSM Asymptotically safe

Standard Model
CKM Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa

FP Fixed point
EFT Effective field theory
GFP Gaußian fixed point

GR General Relativity
GUT Grand unified theory

IR Infrared
ΛCDM Λ-Cold-Dark-Matter (cosmology)
MSAS Maximally symmetric

asymptotic safety
NGFP non-Gaußian fixed point
νSM Standard Model including νR
QFT Quantum Field Theory
QM Quantum Mechanics
RG Renormalization Group
SM Standard Model

(of particle physics)
UV Ultraviolet

Frequently used symbols

For non-marginal operators, “barred” cou-
plings denote the dimensionful version,
e.g. G, and “unbarred” couplings the dimen-
sionless version, e.g., G.

αg = g2/(4π) squared gauge coupling
(GUT conventions)

αy = y2/(4π) squared gauge coupling
(GUT conventions)

α̃g = g2/(4π)2 squared gauge coupling
(SM conventions)

G Newton coupling
(dimensionless)

gi gauge couplings
k RG scale
Λ Cosmological constant

(dimensionless)
λi quartic couplings

MPlanck Planck scale / Planck mass
µ physical RG scale
yi Yukawa couplings
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Motivation 1

Motivation

Quantum gravity is an attempt to unify Quantum Mechanics and General Relativity. On the
one hand, General Relativity describes how spacetime is curved by the objects within, much like
a trampoline surface is stretched by a heavy object. On the other hand, Quantum Mechanics
requires fundamental particles to not be fully localized. So what happens, if an object is small
enough to be quantum and energetic enough to curve space and time? If, for instance, two elec-
trons were to collide at extremely high center-of-mass energy, the collision would significantly
curve the surrounding spacetime. But, since the electrons are quantized, spacetime itself should
then be quantized, too. The effect of quantized matter on spacetime can usually be neglected
since the associated energy scale – the Planck scale – is enormous. In fact, if a single proton
were to reach this regime, it would have to burn through the entire planet’s natural oil reserve.
Nevertheless, the last decade offered two great experimental breakthroughs in fundamental
physics: the discovery of the Higgs boson and first glimpses of the strong curvature regime.
And both come with the profound and possibly surprising implication that Planck-scale physics
might not be completely out of reach after all.

The discovery of the Higgs boson completes the Standard Model of particle physics such
that it extends consistently up to the Planck scale, i.e., a huge desert is realized. The measured
Higgs-mass value realizes a delicate balance for which the Higgs potential could be perfectly flat
at Planckian energies. The latter provides a strong hint for a new asymptotic form of symmetry
referred to as scale invariance. The desert scenario is supported by the persisting absence of any
new physics in the vicinity of present particle masses: no sign of supersymmetry, no dark-matter
candidate, no statistically significant deviations of the Standard Model at all. This leads us to
consider the tentatively implied alternative, namely that our picture of the universe might be
complete – all the way up to the Planck scale.

On the other hand, neither the Standard Model nor General Relativity is consistent beyond
the Planck scale. The electromagnetic force within the Standard Model is infinitely screened
at the transplanckian Landau pole. Similarly, General Relativity is plagued by transplanckian
singularities as well. These occur at the center of its black-hole solutions. A resolution of these
inconsistencies becomes an even more pressing issue in light of the second great experimental
breakthrough of this decade. The Event Horizon Telescope captured humanities’ first image of
a shadow at the center of galaxies and the LIGO collaboration detected gravitational waves of
compact binary mergers. These extraordinary advances into the strong-curvature regime firmly
establish black-hole-like compact objects as the stable final state of gravitational collapse. They
offer novel probes of horizon-scale physics and put the singularities of General Relativity into the
spotlight of attention. Possible modified gravitational dynamics in this previously unexplored
regime might carry traces of singularity-resolving modifications of General Relativity.

The significance of the Planck scale in all of the above motivates the main synthesis of this
doctoral thesis: It takes two outstanding physical problems, (i) the lack of direct experiments
to constrain quantum gravity and (ii) the implied absence of new physics at accessible energy
scales, and brings them together under the combined framework of quantum scale symmetry.
The consistency of the SM allows to reconstruct the running of its marginal couplings all the
way up from the electroweak to the Planck scale which could establish a unique link between
quantum gravity and observable physics. Hinging on the experimentally suggested Planckian

1



Motivation 2

scale invariance, the theoretical framework of asymptotic safety elevates this hint to the central
paradigm of quantum scale symmetry. Just like discrete symmetries cause crystals to grow in
specific patterns, scale symmetry could relate different running couplings and thereby enhance
the predictivity of fundamental physics. The implied relations for fundamental couplings in
particle physics and modified gravity could allow to test this theoretical framework at colliders
and with strong-curvature observations of black holes.

This Ph.D. thesis is split into three parts: Part I, containing Sec. 1-2, is mostly introductory,
while the Part II (Sec. 3-6) and III (Sec. 7) encompass original material on quantum-gravity
phenomenology in particle and black-hole physics, respectively. To help guide the reader through
this thesis we provide abstracts at the beginning of each of the sections containing original ma-
terial and offer intermediate conclusions where useful.

Sec. 1 will elaborate on the presented motivation. It will review current experimental evi-
dence for unexplained phenomena beyond the Standard Model and General Relativity, focusing
on possible Planckian solutions. We invite the reader to consider this rather unusual perspective.
We proceed to look more closely at the singular behavior of both theories which will naturally
also take us to an introduction to the fundamental problem of quantizing the gravitational force.
Sec. 2 makes an effort to present a concise but accessible introduction to the technical framework
of the (functional) Renormalization Group and the asymptotic-safety paradigm. While intro-
ducing the latter, we emphasize the phenomenology and the predictive power of scale invariance.
These will be indispensable concepts to an understanding of the results in Part II.

Sec. 3 sidetracks from the Planckian scale symmetry. It explores asymptotic safety in the
context of non-gravitational models at subplanckian scales. In a broader context, it exemplifies
how delicately the Standard-Model balance reacts to new physics at intermediate scales. It
highlights that asymptotic safety can also remain predictive as an effective field theory.
Sec. 4 and 5 make up the heart of this thesis and examine the phenomenology and enhanced
predictive power of the asymptotic-safety paradigm for quantum gravity and matter. These two
sections complement each other: Sec. 4 presents non-perturbative functional RG calculations
to determine the contributions of asymptotically safe gravitational fluctuations to the Standard
Model and its Yukawa couplings, in particular. In contrast, Sec. 5 relies on a small set of well-
motivated assumptions and thereupon searches for the most predictive form of quantum scale
invariance within a fully perturbative setup.
Sec. 6 goes beyond the Standard Model. It generalizes the potential quantum scale symmetry to
theories of grand unification. This is particularly appealing since the latter could remain without
any free parameters. It bears the potential to restore predictivity to otherwise undetermined
symmetry-breaking chains. We initiate a program to explore whether an asymptotically safe
grand-unification model can reproduce the Standard Model.

Finally, Part III (Sec. 7) moves to the topic of singularity resolution. We pioneer in explor-
ing the modifications of the shadow boundary of spinning and non-spinning spacetimes due to
singularity-resolving physics tied to local curvature scales. While such singularity-free space-
times can be motivated from asymptotic safety and other quantum-gravity models, their most
appealing phenomenology arises when the singularity-resolving physics is probed more generally.
Within our parameterization, we find that current data from the Event Horizon Telescope is not
yet able to exclude the possibility of horizonless compact objects.

2
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Part I

Quantizing gravity:
An asymptotically safe review
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1 Where to expect new physics? 4

1 Where to expect new physics?

Modern-day fundamental physics has bifurcated into quantum physics, which was developed into
the Standard Model of particle physics (SM), and gravitational physics, beautifully described
by General Relativity (GR). This reflects the arguably most conspicuous shortcoming of our
understanding of Nature – it is also the main focus of this thesis. We can – and most often do
– look at these two regimes of fundamental physics separately because of their vastly separated
fundamental scales. So where do we expect quantum gravity?

The fundamental constant of quantum physics is the Planck constant1

h̵ = 6.62607015 × 10−34 kgm
2

s
. (1.1)

Its units are [energy]×[time]. Whenever a physical system reaches such energies in a corre-
sponding time interval, or equivalently momenta on corresponding length scales, it is subject to
quantum fluctuations. All associated phenomena can nowadays be described consistently by the
laws of quantum mechanics (or its relativistic extension, i.e., Quantum Field Theory). In short:
h̵ sets the scale at which quantum physics becomes important.
Gravitational physics is set by a different fundamental constant, Newton’s constant2,

G = 6.6743(15) × 10−11 m3

kg s2
. (1.2)

Its units can be expressed as [force]×[distance]/[mass2] and it measures how large the gravita-
tional forces are that two objects with specified masses at a given distance exert on each other.
In short: G sets the scale at which gravitational physics becomes important.
Both quantum and gravitational theory share another fundamental constant: the speed of light3,

c = 2.99792458 × 108m

s
, (1.3)

The speed of light unifies quantum mechanics and special relativity into Quantum Field Theory
(QFT) and equates the gravitational force with geometry to form GR.

Combining these three fundamental constants, one can infer characteristic units of all phys-
ical quantities such as (Planck) length, (Planck) time and (Planck) energy4.

lPlanck = tPlanck c =
√

h̵G

c3
, MPlanck = pPlanck/c = EPlanck/c2 =

√
h̵ c

G
. (1.4)

Equating c ≡ 1, i.e., implicitly measuring all velocities in units of the speed of light, identifies
units of length and time, as well as those of mass, momentum and energy.
Characteristic units for QFT and GR are found by also equating the respective other funda-
mental constant. In QFT, the so-called natural units are set by h̵ = c = 1 (and kB = ε0 = 1). In

1Since 2018, the value of h̵ is decided upon as an exact definition, part of the SI units, and replaces the
definition of a kg [11].

2G is not part of the definition of SI units. The above value is the CODATA recommended value [12].
3The value of c is again part of the definition of SI units and thus exact.
4To describe temperature one needs an additional constant, the Boltzman constant kB = 1.380649×10−23 J/K.

Similarly, to describe processes involving electromagnetic (as well as weak or strong) forces one requires the
corresponding coupling constant.
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1 Where to expect new physics? 5

GR, the so-called geometerized units are set by G = c = 1. Planck units, the characteristic units
of quantum gravity are set by G = h̵ = c = 1. In natural units, the Planck energy (or equivalently
Planck mass or momentum) corresponds to an enormously large scale of

EPlanck =
√

h̵ c5

G
≈ 1.2209 × 1019 GeV . (1.5)

In comparison, the most energetic current collider experiments at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) run at a center-of-mass energy of 1.3 × 104 GeV [13]. Even astrophysical observations of
ultra-high energy neutrinos only reach ∼ 106 GeV [14]. As a consequence, gravitational effects are
suppressed by 15 (13) orders of magnitude. Similar estimates demonstrate that direct quantum
effects are highly suppressed in all of gravitational physics accessible to experiment to date.
It is misleading to expect quantum gravitational effects if only one of these scales is reached.
For instance, we surpass the Planck mass, MPlanck ∼ 22µg, in most everyday processes. To
expect quantum gravity, all scales involved in a physical process must become Planckian. Put
differently, one can identify the following non-Planckian limits:

• gravity is negligible whenever length
mass ≫ G

c2
,

• quantum effects are negligible whenever length ×mass ≫ h̵.

Both of the above limits are tremendously successful descriptions of all measured physical pro-
cesses in each of the respective regimes of physics. Their unification into a quantum theory of
gravity remains a century-long challenge for fundamental theoretical physics.

The following introductory chapter advocates the possibility that our subplanckian under-
standing of Nature could be complete. This rather radical viewpoint is suggested by the current
absence of unexplained experimental signatures. We will review current experimental evidence
for unexplained phenomena in both particle and gravitational physics, with particular focus
on solutions which can be attributed to Planckian scales, see Sec. 1.1. Despite subplanckian
completeness, Landau poles in QFT and singularities in GR constitute glaring theoretical short-
comings, indicating that our understanding of transplanckian scales is incomplete, see Sec. 1.2.
Together this motivates the Planck scale as the next scale at which new physics is truly required.
Sec. 1.3 briefly reviews why a standard perturbative quantization of GR fails and how different
quantum-gravity approaches emerged from there.

1.1 The Standard-Model desert conjecture

While GR and the SM are tremendously successful descriptions of Nature, there are a few
measured phenomena which cannot be explained within these theories. We will group them
into (i) particle physics, (ii) gravitational physics, and (iii) the shared riddle of Dark Matter.
Along the way, we will briefly introduce basic concepts from GR and the SM which will become
important later on. The discussion is presented from a somewhat unusual vantage point: Most
theoretical models to explain observed indications for new physics are deliberately built according
to the principles of (a) being minimal in adding new parameters and degrees of freedom, and
(b) constructing new physics which is detectable by current or near-future observations. See,
e.g., [15, 16] for examples of beyond Standard Model (BSM) constructions which obey these
principles. A growing body of observational evidence, some of which is collected below, disfavors
the second model-building principle. We will, therefore, replace the principle of associating
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1 Where to expect new physics? 6

BSM physics with a nearby energy scale (electroweak scale model-building) with the attempt
to associate all new physics with the Planck scale (quantum scale symmetry). The latter, as we
will argue in Sec. 1.2, is a fundamental scale at which new physics is required anyhow. Along
those lines, we will now discuss unexplained observations and possible Planckian solutions. It
is quite striking that this allows for the consistent possibility of (almost) no new subplanckian
physics.

1.1.1 The Standard Model and unexplained phenomena in particle physics

Within the framework of group theory and modern QFT, for which we refer to the many available
textbooks [17–20], the SM is characterized by (i) its gauge group

GSM = SU(3)⊗ SU(2)L ⊗U(1)Y , (1.6)

(ii) its three generations, i.e., i = {1, 2, 3}, of group-theoretic fermionic matter content, cf. Tab. 1,

FSM = (1,2)(−1/2)
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
L
(i)
L =(ν(i)L ,e

(i)
L )

⊕ (1,1)(1)
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

e
(i)
R

⊕ (3,2)(1/6)
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

Q
(i)
L =(u(i)L ,d

(i)
L )

⊕ (3,1)(−2/3)
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

u
(i)
R

⊕ (3,1)(1/3)
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

d
(i)
R

, (1.7)

i.e., the left-handed quark and lepton SU(2)-doublets Q
(i)
L and L

(i)
L , as well es the right-handed

SU(2)-singlets u
(i)
R , d

(i)
R and e

(i)
R . Here, (a,b)(c) refer to the dimension a of the SU(3) represen-

tation, the dimension b of the SU(2) representation, and the U(1) hypercharge c of the field.
Additionally, the SM contains a single complex scalar field, the Higgs-doublet H, i.e.,

SSM = (1,2)−1/2 . (1.8)

Finally and (iii), the SM realizes all possible perturbatively renormalizable couplings ci and in
addition a scalar mass term for H. These correspond to free parameters and have to be deter-
mined from experiment.
An important and non-trivial feature of the SM is its cancellation of gauge anomalies. An
anomaly is a symmetry (global or gauged) which is broken by quantum fluctuations. For gauge
symmetries, these anomalies are problematic because they would excite longitudinal gauge de-
grees of freedom which induce unitarity violations. At the renormalizable level, gauge theories
couple to two charged matter fields with one gauge boson. Hence, anomalies are most straight-
forwardly understood as arising from triangle diagrams with three external gauge bosons and
internal matter loops, cf., e.g. [20, Ch.30]. The absence of gauge anomalies thus translates into
conditions on the sum of traces over three generators of the respective matter representations.
For the SM, the non-trivial relations can be summarized as

U(1)3
Y ∶ (2Y 3

L − Y 3
e ) + 3(2Y 3

Q − Y 3
u − Y 3

d ) = 0 ,

SU(3)2U(1)Y ∶ (2Y 3
Q − Y 3

u − Y 3
d ) = 0 ,

SU(2)2U(1)Y ∶ (2Y 3
L + 3YQ) = 0 ,

grav2U(1)Y ∶ (2YL − Ye) + 3(2YQ − Yu − Yd) = 0 . (1.9)

Here, we have generalized the hypercharges (lower-indexed numbers) in Eq. (1.7) to arbitrary
values. In fact, we can now see, that the hypercharge assignments of the SM are not arbitrary.
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1 Where to expect new physics? 7

lepton doublet quark doublet lepton singlet up-type singlet down-type singlet

LL = (1,2)(−1/2) QL = (3,2)(1/6) ER = (1,1)(1) UR = (3,1)(−2/3) DR = (3,1)(1/3)

1st (νe
eL

) (uL
dL

) eR uR dR

2nd (νµ
µL

) (cL
sL

) µR cR sR

3rd (ντ
τL

) (tL
bL

) τR tR bR

Table 1: Three generations of group-theoretic matter content of the SM, with SU(2) structure shown explicitly
in vector notation.

Reducing the above set of anomaly constraints gives two families of solutions

(i) ∶ const = 2YL = Ye = −6YQ = −3

2
Yu = 3Yd , (1.10)

(ii) ∶ const = Yu = −Yd , YL = YQ = Ye = 0 . (1.11)

Reinstating the SM hypercharges realizes the first solution. An arbitrary constant can be ab-
sorbed by a rescaling of the measured charge. Thereby, anomaly cancellation implies charge
quantization in the SM [21–24]. For now, it remains a mystery of the SM, why the first and not
the second solution (which would be equally viable in terms of anomalies) is realized, cf. Sec. 6
for a review of anomaly cancellation in grand unified theories.

The couplings of the SM can be measured (or at least be systematically constrained) in
scattering experiments. We summarize the experimental values and respective couplings at a
common energy scale in Tab. 9 in App. A5. Being central to Part II of this thesis, these coupling
values will serve – unless stated otherwise – as reference values. For now, we conclude that the
SM has 19 free parameters.
The concept of the Renormalization Group (RG) will be properly discussed in Sec. 2.1. At this
point, it suffices to state that quantum fluctuations introduce an energy dependence of all SM
couplings in Tab. 9. Denoting this energy scale by k, the scale dependence of the SM couplings,
collectively denoted by ci, is captured by the respective β-functions, i.e.,

k ∂k ci = β(1)
ci + (higher-loop contributions) , (1.12)

where (1) denotes the universal 1-loop contribution to the running of couplings. Fig. 1 presents
the resulting 1-loop running of the SM couplings. The energy-scale dependence in Fig. 1 uncovers
three unexpected features and one riddle of the SM which are quite uniquely tied to the particular
set of experimentally measured values.

(i) Remarkably, the running develops no pathologies up to transplanckian scales.

(ii) The gauge couplings (far-left panel in Fig. 1) almost unify in a single point only a few
orders below the Planck scale.

5 For simplicity, we use a 1-loop renormalization group (RG) scheme properly defined in [25]. For state-of-the-
art RG equations, we refer to [26].
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Figure 1: 1-loop running of SM, gauge, quark Yukawa, lepton Yukawa and Higgs quartic from left to right
respectively, couplings with initial conditions as in Tab. 9. We refrain from showing the running of CKM-matrix
elements, as it is negligibly small, cf. Sec. 5.4. The Higgs-mass parameter scales linearly and θQCD is consistently
set to 0. The quartic coupling depends critically on the measured value of yt (dashed lines in the left-middle
panel), see main text. The red dots denote the minimum of the running quartic coupling.

(iii) The quartic coupling becomes almost flat and develops a minimum close to the Planck
scale (inner-left panel in Fig. 1). Its dip below zero is partially an artifact of the simple
1-loop approximation and moreover depends very sensitively on the measured top-mass
value. In fact, recent data is consistent (1σ) with an exact zero at the Planck scale [27, 28].

(iv) The Standard-Model Yukawa couplings of both the quarks (middle-right panel in Fig. 1)
and leptons (far-right panel in Fig. 1) exhibit a significant hierarchy.

The lack of any pathologies or poles (i) highlights the theoretical consistency of the SM up
to the Planck scale and beyond. For the Abelian hypercharge coupling, the far-left panel in
Fig. 1 already signals the onset of a divergence – the transplanckian Landau pole, cf. Sec. 1.2.2.
Gravitationally induced scale symmetry could provide a Planckian solution to this theoretical
inconsistency, cf. Sec. 5. (ii) suggests gauge coupling unification in the vicinity of the Planck
scale, cf. Sec. 6. Moreover, (iii) points to scale invariance of the Planckian Higgs potential. We
emphasize that all these features are a rather particular consequence of the measured values:
Doubling the measured value of gY , results in a subplanckian divergence, not to mention that
it invalidates gauge coupling unification. The Higgs potential is even more sensitive: a different
top-mass value, a few percent off from the measured value, decides whether Planckian scale
invariance is realized or not. Hence, the experimentally observed SM coupling values all seem to
point to the Planck scale as a very special fundamental scale, see Sec. 4-6. In Sec. 5, we attempt
to connect Planckian scale symmetry to the riddle of quark and lepton mass-hierarchies.

Stability of the Standard Model vacuum and the Planck scale. The scale-dependent
Higgs-quartic coupling λH (left-middle panel in Fig. 1) might turn to negative values and thereby
generate a second vacuum of the Standard-Model Higgs potential at very high energies. The
value of this metastability scale depends very sensitively on the top-Yukawa coupling yt and
therefore on the measured top mass value [29–33]. A top mass of a few GeV higher or lower
shifts the metastability scale by many orders of magnitude. Current experimental data is con-
sistent with instability, metastability as well as absolute stability of the Higgs potential [27, 28]
(cf. dashed lines in the left-middle panel of Fig. 1). Vanishing λH at the Planck scale thus fixes
the ratio of top mass and Higgs mass, which has been exploited to predict the latter [34].
The following secondary observation though does not depend on the measured top-mass value.
Fixing all other Standard-Model parameters at their (comparatively well measured) values, the
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1 Where to expect new physics? 9

minimum of the Higgs potential (red dots in the left-middle panel of Fig. 1) depends solely on
the top mass Mt and the Higgs mass MH . For each Higgs mass, demanding that the minimum
occurs at λH = 0, i.e., that the Higgs quartic-coupling and its scale dependence both vanish
at the same scale, singles out a particular high-energy scale kβλ=0=λ(MH) (and with it a given
top mass value). Strikingly, this scale is the Planck scale. Put differently, demanding that not
only λH(MPlanck) = 0 but also βλH(MPlanck) = 0 fixes two independent moments of the Higgs
potential. These two can be used to fix the top mass and the Higgs mass independently [35].
Vice versa and given that the experimental values are known, it can be interpreted as a strong
hint for scale invariance at the Planck scale which motivates Part II of this thesis.

Neutrino masses and mixing. The only true requirement for new physics below the Planck
scale are massive neutrinos. The latter are required by neutrino oscillations6. As for the case
of quark mixing, the oscillations are attributed to a misalignment of the eigenstates of the
kinetic basis (associated with gauge-interactions), and the mass basis (in the case of Dirac
neutrino-masses associated with Yukawa-interactions). Without explicit mass terms, such a
misalignment is not possible – the neutrinos are flavor-locked. Vanishing neutrino masses are
thus in contradiction to the observation of neutrino oscillations. Or at least, there is no currently
known mechanism for oscillations without a mass term. We will be concise in the following
summary and refer to, e.g., [52, 53] for extensive reviews of the topic.
Before addressing the SM, it is instructive to consider a generic Weyl decomposed Dirac fermion
ψ = ψTL + ψR, which we conveniently write in vector notation NT = (ψTL , Cψ̄R), where C is the
charge conjugation operator transforming ψ → −iγ2ψ

∗ ≡ Cψ and γµ denote the Dirac matrices.
The ψL/R can be interpreted as their own anti-particles [54] and thereby admit for multiple
possible mass terms – the usual Dirac mass, a Majorana mass, or a mixture of both, i.e.,

Lmass =
1

2
NT C† [mL mD

mD mR
]

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
≡M

N + h.c. = −mD ψ̄RψL
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

Dirac mass

+1

2
mLψ

T
LC†ψL

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
left-handed Majorana

+1

2
mR ψ

T
RC†ψR

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
right-handed Majorana

+h.c. ,

(1.13)

where we have defined the mass matrix M7. A left-handed Majorana mass term, just as well
as a Dirac mass term, violates the SU(2)L gauge symmetry. Both mass terms are thus not
allowed in the SM. Additionally, Majorana mass terms also violate global U(1) symmetries, i.e.,
they violate lepton number conservation8. In case of a real (complex) mass matrix M , CP is
conserved (broken).
In the SM, the three generations of left-handed neutrinos νi are part of the left-handed lepton
doublet LLi = (νLi, eLi) where i = (e, µ, τ) for electron-, muon- and tau-neutrino. They are
electrically neutral, and thus both, a unique astrophysical messenger, and very hard to detect.
But they participate in the weak interactions and are hence referred to as ‘active’ neutrinos9.

6 The prediction of neutrino oscillations [36, 37] was experimentally confirmed by an overwhelming number of
observations of solar [38–45], atmospheric [46, 47], reactor [48, 49], and accelerator neutrinos [50, 51], rewarded a
Nobel prize, given to representatives of the SuperKamiokande and SNO collaborations.

7 Dirac himself originally dismissed Majorana mass terms because they violate parity, but Wu and Yang
noticed that this had never been tested experimentally. The now-famous ‘Wu experiment’[55] indeed discovered
parity violations of the weak force. Chien-Shiung Wu was not officially recognized while the discovery of parity
violations earned Lee and Yang the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1957.

8 This can be seen by transforming the Majorana mass term under ψ → eiαψ (and Cψ → e−iαCψ) with α ∈ R.
9 Active neutrinos also have non-vanishing U(1)Y -hypercharge such that Qem(νLi) ≡ TL3+Y = 0, cf. Eq. (1.7).
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1 Where to expect new physics? 10

Such ‘active’ neutrinos can neither have a direct Dirac nor a Majorana mass term, without ei-
ther violating renormalizability or gauge symmetry.10 The question of Dirac or Majorana mass
is thus irrelevant for the conclusion that neutrino masses require a minimal extension of the SM11.

The arguably straightforward and minimal extension of the SM to allow for neutrino mass
terms is the inclusion of three generations of right-handed neutrino singlets, i.e., FνSM = FSM ⊕
(1,1)(0), referred to as the minimally extended Standard Model or νSM [58, 59]. The right-
handed neutrinos do not carry any SM charge and are hence referred to as ‘sterile’. Firstly,
such sterile neutrinos do not modify the conclusions about anomaly cancellations. Secondly,
they are not protected by any gauge symmetry, so they admit for both right-handed Majorana
masses and Dirac mass-terms via Yukawa couplings with the left-handed fermions. Neutrino
masses in the νSM are thus naturally an unknown combination of Dirac and Majorana mass.
Oscillation experiments provide indirect evidence for neutrino masses and measure the squared
mass-difference between neutrinos [49, 51] and the leptonic PMNS mixing angles [37, 60]12. All
constraints apply only to active neutrino masses. Sterile right-handed neutrinos can be arbi-
trarily heavy.

The mass Lagrangian in Eq. (1.13) can be diagonalized by a unitary transformation N = U n,
which defines the mass eigenstates nT = (νT1L, νT2L) by the condition that

UT M U = [m1 0
0 m2

] . (1.14)

Without CP violations (real M), U is orthogonal and the mass eigenstates become

m1/2 =
1

2
(mL +mR ∓

√
(mL −mR)2 + 4m2

D) . (1.15)

In the SM, mL = 0 is required to preserve gauge invariance. If additionally mD ≪ mR, the
see-saw mechanism [68–71] is realized. The name is intuitively understood when expanding
Eq. (1.15) for small mD which splits the physical masses m1 and m2, i.e.,

m2 =mR +O(m2
D) , m1 = −

m2
D

m2
R

+O(m4
D) , for: mL = 0 and mD ≪mR . (1.16)

The right-handed Majorana-mass scale not only sets m2 ≈ mR, but also parametrically sup-
presses m1 ∼ m2

D/m2
R. Provided a large Majorana-mass scale mR for the sterile right-handed

neutrino, it offers an explanation for tiny neutrino masses even in presence of a Dirac mass mD

generated by Yukawa couplings of the same order of magnitude as those of the SM quarks. The
see-saw mechanism invites us to speculate about very-high-energy new-physics scales which set

10For nonrenormalizable Weinberg operators which can generate mass terms in the context of effective field
theory (EFT), we refer to [56].

11 The pure-Dirac mass limit is distinguished from non-zero Majorana mass terms by Lepton-number conser-
vation. The detection of any lepton-number violating processes such as neutrinoless double-beta decay [57] would
signify a Majorana nature of neutrinos, even though additional Dirac-mass terms remain possible.

12 While lower mass bounds can be inferred, these experiments give no upper bound on the overall neutrino
mass scale. Ongoing direct mass searches, see, e.g., [61, 62] constrain Majorana masses to below 120 − 250 meV
[63], potentially to be improved to the ≈ 25 meV region by future experiments [64]. Assuming the validity of
the νSM, in conjunction with the ΛCDM standard model of cosmology, as well as a thermal production of stable
neutrinos, CMB measurements constrain the overall neutrino mass to ∑jmj < 170 meV [65, 66], with projected
future constraints at ∑jmj < 20 meV [67].
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1 Where to expect new physics? 11

mR, and thereby explain the non-observation of m2 and the smallness of m1. One such scale is
the grand unification scale, cf. Sec. 6. Another naturally very large scale would be the Planck
scale itself, cf. 5. We conclude by noting that a minimal extension of the SM by three generations
of right-handed neutrino singlets suffices to incorporate all neutrino observations.

Matter anti-matter asymmetry. A more subtle requirement for new physics is the observed
matter anti-matter or baryon asymmetry of the universe (BAU)13. Baryon asymmetry is related
to CPT invariance. Before the conjectured [72] and subsequently observed BAU [73, 74], it
was assumed that all physical processes are invariant under simultaneous mirroring of position
(parity P), momentum (time T) and charge (C). Indeed, any process which is to result in
baryon asymmetry needs to violate CPT. This is reflected in the famous Sakharov conditions
[75] according to which the BAU requires

1. Violation of baryon number: Obviously, producing an asymmetry in the number of baryons
requires a process which violates the corresponding conserved charge.

2. C and P violations: if either C or P were conserved, the reverse process would occur with
equal probability and no net asymmetry could develop.

3. Departure from thermal equilibrium: All processes in thermal equilibrium are time rever-
sal. A departure from thermal equilibrium is thus equivalent to time irreversibility.

In principle, the SM and its electroweak phase transition fulfill all the Sakharov conditions
[76, 77]14. But, neither are CP-violations from SM CKM-mixing strong enough [82–89], nor is
the electroweak phase transition close enough to first order, i.e., out of equilibrium [83, 90, 91].
The latter is related to the Higgs mass being heavier that ∼ 70 GeV [92, 93]. Both of these
shortcomings can be overcome by BSM physics [94, 95]: see [96, 97] for possible BAU in the
context of the νSM [98], as well as [99–101] for baryon-number violations in the context of
GUT-scale proton decay, cf. Sec. 6.
The Sakharov conditions are sufficient conditions for generating a matter anti-matter asymmetry
[102], at least in the framework of QFT. They are not necessary though, see [102, Sec. 4-7]. For
instance, a charge-violating but baryon-number conserving decay into heavy and light baryons
and anti-baryons in the vicinity of a black hole [103]15 is one of the potential examples violating
the Sakharov conditions, see, e.g., [104, 105]. It might thus be misleading to interpret the BAU
as an unmistakable sign of new physics – even more so of new physics close to the electroweak
scale.

A comment on fine-tuning and naturalness. The standard argument in favor of new
physics at the electroweak scale is the fine-tuning problem associated with the Higgs mass-
parameter. The latter has to be chosen with 17 digit precision to arrange for the large sepa-
ration between the electroweak and the Planck scale. It is important to distinguish between

13 Explaining the BAU by specific initial conditions of the universe is impossible if the SM is embedded into a
standard inflationary cosmology. Inflation washes out any such initial condition. Concurrently, this implies that
any explanation must be post-inflationary.

14 See [78–80] for non-perturbative baryon-number violating sphaleron processes, and [15, Sec. IV.1] and [81]
for accessible reviews.

15 If the decay widths are distinct due to charge-symmetry violations and the heavy partners are more likely to
be trapped by the black hole horizon, a net asymmetry could be generated. Baryon number is conserved by all
particle physics processes but dynamically broken in the vicinity of black holes. Strictly speaking the black-hole
horizons simply separate baryons and anti-baryons and the overall universe is still matter anti-matter symmetric.
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1 Where to expect new physics? 12

radiative stability against higher-loop corrections (which might well be a technical problem of
our ignorance expanding in a perturbation series around low-energy physics) and the fact that
physics drastically changes if an input parameter is slightly modified (fine-tuning).
The technical question of radiative stability depends on whether the small parameter at hand is
protected by symmetry and therefore technically natural [106]. This is the case for small Yukawa
couplings or fermion masses but not for the Higgs mass. Independent of technical naturalness,
there exist renormalization schemes such as dimensional regularization or the use of a dilaton
scalar field which avoid any new quadratic divergences at higher loop orders in the perturbative
expansion. The small parameter has to be fine-tuned only once. While fine-tuning remains, the
question of radiative stability thus depends on the technical choice of RG scheme and is thus an
unphysical problem.
One may still wonder why, given a particular theoretical model of our universe with a set of
input parameters, the experiment has determined one (or multiple) of these parameters at a
vastly different order of magnitude from all others. This usually occurs if the separation of two
scales in the RG-flow of the theory depends on a power-law running parameter. While this calls
for an explanation, this explanation need not occur at nearby scales, see, e.g. [107] for a possible
scenario which does not explain the large separation of the electroweak and the Planck scale but
successfully diverts it to the transplanckian regime. For a discussion of fine-tuning we refer to
[108] and remain with the conclusion that while an explanation for different physical scales is
always desirable, this by no means requires any new physics close to the electroweak scale.

1.1.2 General Relativity and riddles of cosmological evolution

Similar to the SM, all astrophysical data is currently consistently described by GR. This includes
the exciting first glimpses into the strong-curvature regime and the first image of a black hole
[109–114]. GR is a classical field theory of the spacetime gµν metric itself. It is governed by the
Einstein-Hilbert action

SGR = 1

16πG
∫
x

√
g (2Λ −R) + ∫

x

√
g Lmatter , (1.17)

where G and Λ denote the Newton coupling and the cosmological constant, respectively,
√
g =√

det(−g) denotes the metric determinant, and R is the curvature scalar The Einstein field
equations are obtained by varying SGR with respect to the fundamental field gµν , i.e.,

Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν +Λgµν = 8πGTµν , (1.18)

where Tµν is the energy-momentum tensor of the matter part of the theory, i.e.,

Tµν ≡
−2
√
g

δ(√gLmatter)
δ gµν

= −2
δLmatter

δ gµν
+ gµν Lmatter . (1.19)

The Einstein-Hilbert action, and equivalently GR, is the unique local action of a diffeomorphism
invariant metric field which generates linearized second-order equations of motion of only the
a massless spin-2 field. In the appropriate weak-field limit, the theory reduces to Newtonian
mechanics and GN governs the non-relativistic laws of gravitational motion. In combination
with the Ostrogradsky theorem, which disfavors higher-derivative equations of motion, this can
be used to argue that GR is unique, cf. Sec. 1.3.1.
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1 Where to expect new physics? 13

The Standard Model of cosmology (ΛCDM). This thesis will not have much to say
about cosmology, so the following section is very brief and we refer to, e.g. [115], for a more
complete introduction to cosmology. Observations have confirmed that the universe is spatially
homogeneous and isotropic at large scales such that, apart from perturbations, cosmological
evolution is described by the symmetry-reduced FRW metric [116–118], i.e.,

ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)
1 −K r2

+ a2(t) r2 dΩ2 , (1.20)

where t is the cosmological time, a(t) the scale factor and K = 0, K > 0, and K < 0 indicate van-
ishing, positive, or negative curvature, respectively. Solving the dynamics of GR, cf. Eq. (1.18),
for a perfect-fluid matter content Tµν = ρuµuν + p(uµuν + gµν) with pressure p, densitiy ρ and
fluid velocity field u, results in the cosmological field equations

H2 ≡ ( ȧ
a
)

2

= 8πG

3
ρ − K

a2
,

ä

a
= −4πG

3
(ρ + 3p) , (1.21)

supplemented by ρ̇ + 3H(ρ + p) = 0 (continuity equation). Here, the Hubble constant H was
introduced and dots denote derivatives with respect to cosmological time. Solving Eqs. (1.21)
requires a microscopic equation of state. ΛCDM cosmology [119–121] is driven by a barotropic,
i.e., pi/ρi = wi = const., combination of baryonic matter (wm = 0), photons (wγ = 1/3), neutrinos
(wν = −1/3), cold dark matter (wCDM = 0), and a cosmological constant (wΛ = −1), for which
the FRW Eqs. (1.21) imply

H2 =H2
0 ∑

i

Ω
(0)
i (ao

a
)

3(1+wi)
. (1.22)

Here, H0 and a0 are the Hubble constant and scale factor at the present time. From astrophysical
observations, one infers that at the present day the visible matter density is Ωm = 0.046± 0.002.
Within GR, an additional dark matter density ΩDM = 0.23± 0.01 is required, cf. below. Finally,
the observed current(late)-time expansion [122–125] of the universe requires a cosmological con-
stant with density ΩΛ = 0.73 ± 0.02. Accepting another huge fine-tuning problem, it is sufficient
to associate this to an evenly distributed vacuum energy parameterized by Λ in the action of
GR16. Despite fine-tuning, Occam’s razor certainly favors a cosmological constant as the sim-
plest model since current observations only provide a single data point. This would change if a
dynamical cosmological constant were to be observed, see e.g. [129].

Cosmic initial conditions and inflation A priori, any cosmological evolution can have
arbitrary initial conditions. To that respect, near-flatness, -homogeneity, and -isotropy of the
cosmological evolution, which have been spectacularly verified by the observation of the cosmic
microwave background (CMB), are very special and call for an explanation. The standard
explanation is a period of inflation [130–135] in which the Universe expands faster than local
lightcones. Thereby, the observable cosmological horizon only extends to a patch of the Universe
all of which has originally been in close causal contact and which is therefore very homogeneous
and isotropic.
Many inflationary models can successfully fit the observed cosmological perturbations in the
CMB power spectrum with a small set of free parameters [136–139]. Any scalar field – referred
to as inflaton – with a suitable potential can source inflation. The predictivity of inflation can

16Other possibilities include the addition of a new scalar field (quintessence [126, 127], cf. [128] for a review).
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1 Where to expect new physics? 14

be improved if the inflaton is identified with a scalar field of separate physical significance such
as the Higgs, see e.g. [140] for a recent summary. Alternatively, inflation might also be driven by
a large R2 coupling in an effective gravitational action at inflationary scales [130, 141] possibly
sourced by quantum fluctuations. Both options are candidates for a viable cosmological period
of inflation without requiring any additional fundamental physics.

1.1.3 What constitutes dark matter?

Dark matter can be defined as all components of the universe which obey a baryonic equation
of state, cf. Eq. (1.22), but has – until now – only been detected in observations of gravitational
physics. The first signature of dark matter resulted from the observed flattening of the rota-
tional velocity of spiral galaxies with growing distance to the galactic center [142, 143]. Given
the distribution of visible matter within a galaxy, one would expect a faster falloff.
The requirement of dark matter can be averted by postulating modified gravitational dynamics
at galactic scales. Such modified Newtonian dynamics (MoND) are disfavored in comparison to
dark matter, for instance, by (i) the observed CMB angular power spectrum [125], (ii) baryon
acoustic oscillations (BAO) [125], and (iii) the observation of a local displacement of the gravi-
tational and visible center of mass within a recent collision of two galaxy clusters [144].
A plethora of new particles has been suggested as dark-matter candidates. Following the
electroweak-scale model-building paradigm, many of them have been tied to the TeV scale,
but this is by no means necessary. Sterile right-handed neutrinos provide for an excellent dark-
matter candidate [145]. The summary below will focus on dark-matter candidates which do not
require any new physics beyond the (ν)SM.

Primordial black holes and other baryonic dark-matter candidates. Depending on the
particular inflationary model, gravitational collapse of densely populated regions of space during
the early cosmological history may have formed primordial black holes [146–154]. A possible
window between microlensing and wide-binary constraints [155, 156] might even suggest that
the observed gravitational waves [157] could originate from primordial black-holes which make
up dark matter [158–160]. This proposal remains a viable dark matter candidate [161] and can
potentially be ruled out by non-observation of FRB echos [162] or GRB echos [163].
For small primordial black holes, Hawking radiation becomes increasingly significant. As they
evaporate to reach Planckian mass scales, the semiclassical description breaks down and most
quantum-gravity models give indications for a Planck-size stable black-hole remnant, cf. Sec. 7.
Primordial black-hole remnants could be produced during inflation [164–170], cf. [171] for a
production proposal in Higgs inflation.

Conclusion

In summary, all new physics can be attributed to Planckian or transplanckian energies. In some
cases, such as for the seesaw-mechanism of neutrino masses, the absence of proton decay, and
the Higgs potential, theoretical solutions even point to scales in the vicinity of the Planck scale.
Put differently, one should maybe not be surprised if the current absence of new physics at the
TeV scale persists.

14



1 Where to expect new physics? 15

1.2 Field theories predicting their own breakdown

Having argued that no new physics is required up to the Planck scale, why do we need new
physics at all? For instance, Newtonian mechanics was and still is a complete theory without
internal inconsistencies. By now, of course, we know it fails when confronted with experimental
reality. But, there is no intrinsic reason for its failure and Newton could not have known better.
Fortunately or unfortunately, both GR and the SM are not such theories. Black-hole singularities
in GR, as well as Landau poles in the SM, indicate a breakdown at transplanckian scales.

1.2.1 Singularities of General Relativity

As it is sufficient to discuss the main properties of singularities, we will stick to static spherically
symmetric solutions of the field equations. Given a general such ansatz for the metric, i.e.,

ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + g(r)dr2 + r2 dΩ2 , with dΩ2 = dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2 , (1.23)

the Einstein field equations (1.18) in combination with a correct weak-field limit require

f(r) = g(r)−1 = (1 − 2 ḠM

r
) . (1.24)

The one-parameter family of solutions is parameterized by the mass of the central object M
– the Schwarzschild black hole [172], see also [173]. The metric is singular at r = rs ≡ 2 ḠM
and at r = 0. The singular point at r = rs is connected to the black hole’s defining property –
the event horizon. Since a singular metric component is a coordinate-dependent statement, a
proper definition has to be given via geodesics. An event horizon is a boundary surface in space-
time such that no two events separated by the boundary can in the future be in causal contact17.

To the contrary, the divergence at r = 0 is not a coordinate but rather a physical singularity18.
This can be observed by calculating a curvature invariant such as the Kretschman scalar19

K = RµνρσRµνρσ =
48G

2
M2

r6

r→0Ð→∞ . (1.25)

By definition curvature invariants are coordinate invariant objects. Hence, the singularity at
r = 0 is a physical prediction of GR. Two comments are in order, to appreciate the severity of
such singularities. Firstly, Schwarzschild spacetime is not an isolated solution but the stable final
state of spherically-symmetric gravitational collapse [174, 175]. Also, less-symmetric spacetimes
collapse to generalized black-hole spacetimes, all of which feature singularities.
Secondly, the singularity of Schwarzschild spacetime is hidden behind an event horizon. Hence,
unphysical implications from the singularity can never impact any outside observer. It has there-
fore been conjectured that Nature veils all physical singularities behind horizons [176]20. If true,

17An event horizon is thus a global property of spacetime and its determination requires knowledge about the
entire future spacetime. For dynamical spacetimes, the notion of an apparent horizon as the boundary surface
separating inwards and outwards directed light rays is more suitable. This thesis is only concerned with static
black-hole spacetimes for which the notions of an apparent and an event horizon coincide, cf. Sec. 7.

18The big-bang singularity poses a similar divergence.
19Schwarzschild spacetime is Ricci flat, i.e., the Ricci curvature vanishes everywhere. Hence the lowest curvature

invariant is not a useful criterion.
20 The weak (strong) version of the cosmic censorship conjecture states that no external observer at spatial

infinity (no observer at all) can see the singularity, i.e., is connected to it by a lightlike geodesic.
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1 Where to expect new physics? 16

such cosmic censorship would remove all physical phenomena associated with new physics in the
vicinity of singularities from the experimentally accessible part of Nature. By now counterex-
amples, i.e., matter configurations that can collapse to form naked singularities unprotected by
horizons have been constructed, see, e.g., [177–180]21.

In summary, GR predicts curvature singularities, thus predicting its own breakdown. Some
new physics can be expected to avoid the divergence. In the vicinity of singularities, length,
mass, density, and curvature eventually reach the Planck scale. Physics close to singularities
thus enters the regime of quantum gravity which could resolve the singularity, cf. Sec. 7.

1.2.2 Singularities of the Standard Model

In quantum mechanics and QFT alike, unitary time evolution corresponds to conservation of
probability and is an indispensable requirement for any physically meaningful theory. In the
context of effective field theories (EFTs) [56, 183–188]22, unitarity provides a quantitative frame-
work to determine the cutoff scale at which new physics is necessary.

The optical theorem and tree-level unitarity. For a QFT to preserve probability, its
scattering matrix (S-matrix) S has to be unitary on the physical Hilbert space of asymptotic
states. This implies (see e.g. [20, Ch.24] for a derivation) the generalized optical theorem which
relates matrix elements at 1-loop level (or more generally at loop order n + 1) to tree-level ones
(or more generally of loop order n). It allows for the exploration of unitarity order by order
in perturbations theory. Hence, if tree-level unitarity breaks down, probability is no longer
conserved – at least not in perturbation theory. At the respective scale, new physics is necessary
to preserve unitarity, either in the form of new degrees of freedom or in the form of a non-
perturbative restoration of unitarity.
As a direct physical consequence of the optical theorem, one finds partial wave unitarity bounds
(related to the Froissart bound [190]). For the special case of 2→ 2 elastic scattering, unitarity
bounds the s-channel tree-level amplitude M2→2(s), i.e.,

∣M2→2(s)∣ < 1 . (1.26)

This allows for a simple estimate of the scale of new physics in EFTs.

New physics at the breakdown of unitarity. We take Fermi’s theory of weak interactions
[191] as an example. In the simple case of a single generation of leptons, i.e., for a Lagrangian L =
−GF /

√
2(ν̄γµ(1−γ5)e)(ēγµ(1−γ5)ν), the partial-wave unitarity bound in Eq. (1.26) constrains

the center-of-mass energy Ecm of the scattering amplitude M(ν e→ν e)(s), i.e.,

Ecm =
√
s < (2π

√
2

GF
)

1/2

. (1.27)

Having measured Fermi’s constant at GF ≈ 1.17 × 10−5 GeV−2, unitarity requires new physics
at or below 870 GeV. The underlying reason is that Fermi’s theory of weak interactions is

21 These configurations can be constructed from matter obeying the null-energy condition. The remaining
objections to such solutions are whether they form a null set, whether configurations with non-vanishing pressure
exist, whether they are stable [181], and whether all such naked-singularity forming configurations correspond to
ill-posed initial value problems [182].

22See [189] for a recent review of the SM as an EFT (SMEFT).
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1 Where to expect new physics? 17

non-renormalizable and that cross sections grow faster than log2(Ecm) (Froissart bound [190]).
By now we know that the required new physics manifests in weak gauge-bosons. Subsequently,
similar unitarity bounds also demand the existence of the Higgs boson (or the onset of other
new physics close to the electroweak scale)23.

Absence of unitarity bounds for the Standard Model. With the discovery of the Higgs-
boson [199, 200] at a mass of MH = 125 ± 0.5 GeV, the SM is completed into a perturbatively
renormalizable theory. Hence, there are no tree-level unitarity bounds which indicate that new
physics is required beyond the SM24. As discussed in Sec. 1.1.1, cf. Fig. 1, the SM develops no
subplanckian pathologies, even if loop-corrections are included.

The U(1) Landau pole. Nevertheless, ignoring gravitational contributions and blindly ex-
trapolating the SM running couplings beyond the Planck scale, results in transplanckian diver-
gences. The onset of the first such divergence can be observed for the U(1) gauge coupling gY
in the far-left panel of Fig. 1. Integrating its 1-loop running k∂k gY = βgY = bY g3

Y /(16π2) with
bY = 41/6 > 0 characterizing the screening behavior of matter fluctuations, cf. Sec. 5.1, results
in an energy scale k dependence

g2
Y (k) = g2

Y (k0)
1 − 41

96π2 g
2
Y (k0) log(k/k0)

. (1.28)

Clearly, the coupling diverges once k = k0 exp(96π2/(41 gY (k0)2)). Plugging in the experimental
low-energy value gY (k0 = 173 GeV) = 0.35 yields the so-called Landau pole at k ≈ 1041 GeV [202].
The corresponding triviality problem has been confirmed beyond perturbation theory [203–205].
Similar poles can also occur for all Yukawa and the Higgs quartic coupling. The Landau-pole
divergence occurring first is a result of the specific measured SM parameters25.

We conclude that while there is no demand for new physics below the Planck scale, the
SM develops singularities when extrapolated beyond the Planck scale. As we will argue in the
upcoming section, the Planck scale implies new physics in the gravitational sector anyways. The
simplest answer would thus be that a proper theory of quantum gravity should resolve not only
the singularities of GR but also those of the SM.

1.3 The perturbative quantization of gravity

Standard lore tells that since the Newton coupling G has negative mass dimension −2, GR is
power-counting non-renormalizable. An actual proof on perturbative non-renormalizability is
difficult though because new divergences could miraculously cancel at every loop order. And
indeed, pure Einstein gravity turns out to not require any counterterm at 1-loop level [214].
Including matter, 1-loop renormalizability is lost. At 2-loop order, even pure gravity requires
a counterterm, although just a single one [215]. Following [216], all of this can be understood

23As an alternative to the original Glashow-Weinberg-Salam [192–194] gauge-theory construction, the principle
of unitarity bounds provides another route to the SM [195–198].

24In fact, one can also reformulate the logarithmic divergence of the U(1) Landau pole in terms of a partial-
wave unitarity bound [201]. Ignoring the breakdown of perturbation theory, one thereby recovers, for instance
for (ν e → ν e) weak-gauge-boson exchange, a logarithmic unitarity bound and thus a transplanckian cutoff scale
close to the U(1) Landau pole.

25Prior to measurement, the possible subplanckian Landau pole for the Higgs-quartic coupling was used to
constrain the Higgs mass to below 180 GeV [206–213].
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1 Where to expect new physics? 18

by means of (i) dimensional analysis, (ii) gauge invariance, see, e.g., [217] for a background-field
method treatment of gravity, and (iii) demanding on-shell conditions. Furthermore, we demand
that the counterterms be local. To do so, one expands the action of GR, cf. Eq. (1.17), in
(perturbatively small) metric fluctuations hµν around a flat background δµν

gµν = δµν + ε hµν , with ε =
√

8πG , (1.29)

where ε2 ∼ G is the perturbative expansion parameter. By dimensional analysis we conclude
that every loop order ε2n requires counterterms of mass dimension −[Gn] = −n[G] = 2n.
For pure gravity at 1-loop order, there are 3 such invariants with mass dimension 4, i.e.,

∆S1-loop = ∫ d4x
√
g [c1R

2 + c2RµνR
µν + c3RµνρσR

µνρσ] , (1.30)

where R, Rµν , and Rµνρσ are the Ricci scalar, Ricci tensor, and Riemann tensor, respectively.
But, Einsteins equations (1.18) in vacuum require R = 0 and thereby also Rµν = 0, on shell.
In four dimensions the only remaining counterterm RµνρσR

µνρσ can be expressed by the two
vanishing ones by means of a topological invariant ∫x

√
g(R2 − 4RµνR

µν +RµνρσRµνρσ) = 0. To
conclude, all three counterterms at 1-loop level have to vanish on shell in four dimensions. The
resulting 1-loop renormalizability of vacuum GR is confirmed by explicit calculation [214]26.

1.3.1 Renormalizable quadratic gravity and unitarity

The seemingly obvious outcome is that GR is non-renormalizable. This conclusion is altered if
one treats the 1-loop counterterms, cf. Eq. (1.30), as independent couplings, i.e., also allows for
a finite part in the ci. This leads to the quadratic gravity action

SQG = ∫ d4x
√
g [aR2 + bRµνRµν] , (1.31)

where the 4D-topological invariant has been exploited to remove the third independent term.
For the special case of a = −b/3 the theory reduces to Weyl-invariant or conformal gravity27. Ex-
plicit calculations confirm that pure quadratic gravity SQG and even the combination SEH+SQG

(henceforth called quadratic gravity) define perturbatively renormalizable [221] and for partic-
ular coupling values even asymptotically free [222, 223] quantum field theories28.

Unitarity violations in quadratic gravity. If quadratic gravity is perturbatively renormal-
izable, why not adopt it as the quantum theory of gravity? Upon linearizing quadratic gravity,

26 At 2-loop, the counting of independent invariants of mass dimension 6 is more involved but results in only
a single non-vanishing counterterm after the use of the on-shell equations of motion. It is named after Goroff
and Sagnotti who performed the explicit 2-loop calculation first [215]. It is likely but remains an open question
whether more counterterms arise at higher loop order.

27 This particular version of quadratic gravity is not only invariant under diffeomorphism symmetry but also
under Weyl conformal transformations gµν(x) → e2σ(x)gµν(x). It has been argued [218–220] that conformal
gravity (and thus also the more general quadratic gravity theory) could reproduce the observed gravitational
physics. Certainly, they admit the Schwarzschild solution and therefore also the Newtonian weak-field limit.
However, stability, even in the classical theory, see below, remains an open issue.

28 Concerning power counting, it is quite intuitive that this action is renormalizable since, in 4D, its couplings
are marginal, i.e., have vanishing mass dimension. Although this turns out to be true, this is a deceptive argument
because the concept of power-counting renormalizability only applies to theories with quadratic propagators (as
in counting powers of momenta). To the contrary, pure quadratic gravity has quartic propagators since R2 and
RµνR

µν contain four derivatives each. See below, for a relation to unitarity and the Ostrogradky theorem. Given
the different powers of momenta in the propagator the usual power counting does not apply.
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1 Where to expect new physics? 19

the Ricci scalar R and the trace-free Ricci-tensor Rµν − 1/4 gµν R give rise to a massive spin-0
and a massive spin-2 degree of freedom in addition to the usual massless spin-2 graviton [221].
While these massive modes (in particular the massive spin-2 mode) guarantee renormalizability,
the massive spin-2 mode and the graviton have opposite-sign kinetic terms. Already at the
classical level, this results in a linearly unstable Hamiltonian (Ostrogradsky instability [224]),
at least within the linear theory. In the quantized theory, the massive spin-2 mode resurfaces
as a potentially problematic negative-norm state. It is ghost-like, i.e., it propagates positive
(negative) energy backward (forward) in time, while the graviton propagates negative (positive)
energy forward (backward) in time, see [225]. It remains an open issue whether the spin-2 ghost
is stable and should be considered as part of the asymptotic spectrum [226–233]. If so, pos-
sible unitarity violations could lead to a breakdown of quantized quadratic gravity at high scales.

Quantum gravity as an effective field theory with Planckian cutoff. Assuming that the
ghost is part of the asymptotic spectrum, quantized GR can still be treated as an EFT [234], see
[235] for a review. Using graviton-mediated s-channel scattering of a scalar field (φ φ→ φ φ) as
a simple approximation to estimate the scale of new physics, one finds the following partial-wave
unitarity bound, see, e.g., [236, 237],

∣M(φ φ→φ φ)(s)∣ ∼
s

8π Ḡ
∼ Ecm

MPlanck
< 1 . (1.32)

Against the backdrop of no clear new signs for subplanckian new physics within the SM, this
advocates the Planck scale MPlanck ∼ 1019 GeV as the next scale of new physics.

1.3.2 What next? Different branches of quantum gravity

A viable quantum theory of gravity must – at least in some effective IR limit – recover a 4D,
Lorentzian, local, causal and unitary, perturbatively renormalizable QFT of the metric which
reproduces continuum GR at tree level. But, as we have seen, a straightforward perturbative
quantization leads to a conflict between renormalizability and unitarity, cf. Sec. 1.3 and 1.3.1.
Most quantum-gravity approaches can be characterized by loosening one of the above principles
while insisting on others. In the absence of direct experimental signatures, each such approach
is equally justified and part of a more general effort to find a quantum theory of gravity.

• Arguably, quadratic gravity is the most conservative quantum gravity ansatz. As previ-
ously mentioned, the massive spin-2 ghost might not be part of the asymptotic spectrum
of perturbatively renormalizable quadratic gravity [226–233]. Even if this promising possi-
bility can be formally established in the future, the corresponding quantum gravity theory
typically contains Planckian causality violations. Further, the theory is still phrased as a
Euclidean and not Lorentzian QFT. The required Wick rotation remains non-trivial.

• Another ansatz to consolidate unitarity and renormalizability is to include infinitely many
higher-derivative terms which resum into an entire and thus invertible function without
additional poles in the propagator [238–241]. Such theories give up on the principle of lo-
cality and it remains unclear how predictivity amongst the a priori infinitely many different
entire functions should be restored.

• One such principle to restore predictivity is Weinberg’s asymptotic safety paradigm [242].
It conjectures (and systematically verifies) the existence of an RG fixed point and the
corresponding Reuter universality class [243]. If realized, quantum scale-symmetry fixes
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1 Where to expect new physics? 20

infinitely many higher-order curvature terms (or equivalently the infinitely many higher
moments of the entire function) in terms of a finite set of lower-order ones. The asymptotic-
safety paradigm is at the heart of this thesis, cf. Sec. 2. As for the previous two branches of
quantum-gravity, it remains within the realm of Euclidean QFT. Consequentially, Wick-
rotation and unitarity persist as non-trivial open issues.

• String theory, see, e.g., [244, 245] for a textbook series, abandons the demand for 4 space-
time dimensions and the QFT-framework.

• Loop quantum gravity, see, e.g., [246] for reviews, at least in its original formulations,
imposes a fundamentally discrete area spectrum.

• Causal set theory [247] – the arguably only truly Lorentzian theory of spacetime – also
relies on a fundamental discreteness scale.

• Alternatively, such discrete quantization procedures can be interpreted as a non-fundamental
and lattice-like approach to regularize spacetime. This technical notion of discreteness in-
cludes dynamical triangulation, see [248] for a recent review. It is the hope that as the
cutoff is removed, i.e., the fundamental discreteness scale taken to zero, these models
recover a corresponding continuum field theory similar to asymptotic safety.

Conclusion.

On the one hand, we have established the Planck scale as the next scale at which new fun-
damental physics is truly expected. On the other hand, we have laid out that perturbative
renormalizability and unitarity seem contradictive in quantum gravity, whereupon many differ-
ent branches of quantum gravity have emerged – all potentially equally viable. To help guide
these theoretical efforts to realize a more complete theory of quantum gravity, some contact
with observation is absolutely crucial. In combination with the tentative hint for Planckian
scale symmetry obtained from the values of masses and couplings in the SM, cf. Sec. 1.1.1, this
provides two strong incentives to explore physics at the Planck scale and its possible link to
observation, see Part II of this thesis.
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2 Fixed points and the status of renormalizing gravity 21

2 Fixed points and the status of renormalizing gravity

Without profound explanation, we stated in Sec. 1 that the couplings of a QFT vary with scale.
Renormalization is a procedure to ensure that physical quantities described at the scale µ0 do
not depend on the scale µ at which its fundamental degrees of freedom are set. For physics at
µ0 to remain unchanged, the couplings have to change (be renormalized) as µ is varied. This
change is captured by the Wilsonian Renormalization Group (RG) [249–252]29.
Physically meaningful renormalization proceeds from high energies (UV) to low energies (IR),
i.e., from many microscopic to fewer macroscopic degrees of freedom. Most of physics relies on
the powerful principle that some information from more microscopic physics is unnecessary for a
description of macroscopic scales, while other information is crucial: QCD is irrelevant once the
quarks are confined inside an atom; atoms themselves become irrelevant once bound in molecules;
single molecules are irrelevant to describing the motion of a car or a fluid. Nevertheless, some
microscopic properties are decisive in determining, for instance, which molecules can form a car
and which others can form a fluid. The RG gives a mathematical framework to determine which
degrees of freedom are relevant and which others are irrelevant.

2.1 A brief introduction to non-perturbative renormalization

As QFTs incorporate infinitely many degrees of freedom, the RG flow describes the continuous
integrating out of momenta at scales above the energy scale k. The associated theory space
is spanned by the dimensionless versions ci of all (possibly) dimensionful couplings c̄i of the
QFT. The RG flow in theory space can be expressed by continuous differential equations – the
Callan-Symanzik beta functions [253, 254],

βi = k ∂k c̄i = −dci ci + k ∂kci . (2.1)

If the couplings at hand only dress marginal operators Oi whose canonical dimension [Oi] equals
the inverse spacetime dimension −D, s.t., ci = c̄i, the RG flow can be inferred from calculating
diagrams in a standard perturbative loop expansion of the QFT. If, however, non-marginal op-
erators for which dci = D − [Oi] ≠ 0 and thus ci = c̄i/kdci are included, a proper description of
the RG flow requires non-perturbative methods.

The flow equation. The non-perturbative method of choice in this thesis is the functional
RG [255], see also [256–258]. Its governing equation can be derived from whithin the path-
integral approach to Euclidean QFT. The D-dimensional Euclidean path integral is defined by
the generating functional Z, or equivalently the effective action Γ30, i.e.,

Z[J] ≡ eW [J] ≡ ∫ Dϕ e−S[ϕ]+J ⋅ϕ , or equivalently Γ[φ] = supJ (J ⋅ φ −W [J]) . (2.2)

Here, we restrict the discussion to a simple scalar field ϕ with a fundamental action S[ϕ] but
the following results generalize to fermions [259–261], gauge fields [262–264], and gravity [264].
In Eq. (2.2), J ⋅ϕ ≡ ∫ dDxJ(x)φ(x) denotes a source term where we use the shorthand notation

29Kadanoff developed a coarse-graining picture of grouping degrees of freedom at smaller length scales into an
effective degree of freedom at larger length scales, see [249] in which this block-spinning is applied to the Ising
model. Wilson developed this physical picture into a differential language applicable to general (statistical and
quantum) field theories [250, 251], see [252] for a review and a connection to QFT.

30The effective action Γ removes redundant information about reducible correlation functions contained in the
generating functional Z.
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of functional calculus, φ = ⟨ϕ⟩ corresponds to the expectation value of ϕ, and supJ denotes the
supremum in the Legendre transformation. The effective action Γ[φ] derives its name from the
corresponding quantum equation of motion resembling the classical equation of motion

δΓ[φ]
δφ(x) = J(x) ←→ δS[ϕ]

δϕ(x) = 0 . (2.3)

Solving such equations amounts to solving the path integral of the QFT by integrating out all
quantum fluctuations at once. Following the Wilsonian RG picture, one can instead integrate
out quantum fluctuations step by step. To do so, one regulates the above expressions by an
artificial mass-like cutoff term ∆Sk[ϕ], i.e.,

Zk[J] ≡ eWk[J] ≡ ∫ Dϕ e−S[ϕ]−∆Sk[ϕ]+J ⋅ϕ , Γk[φ] = supJ (J ⋅ φ −Wk[J]) +∆Sk[ϕ] ,

where ∆Sk[ϕ] =
1

2
∫

dDq

(2π)2
ϕ(−q)Rk(q)ϕ(q) , (2.4)

and Rk – the regulator – should satisfy the following three properties: (i) Rk(q2/k2 → 0) > 0
to ensure that it properly regulates IR modes; (ii) Rk(k2/q2 → 0) = 0 to ensure that the scale-
dependent effective action converges to the full effective action, i.e., Γk → Γ for k → 0; and
(iii) Rk→∞(q2) → ∞ to ensure that by use of a saddle-point approximation one recovers the
fundamental action, i.e., Γk → S, for k →∞.
Having introduced the regulating scale k, on can derive an a priori exact functional RG equation
[255], see also [265–267]. It governs the flow S → Γk → Γ, i.e.,

k∂kΓk[φ] =
1

2
Tr

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1

Γ
(2)
k [φ] +Rk

k∂kRk

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= 1

2
, (2.5)

The second equality expresses the flow equation (2.5) in diagramatic form. As for a usual
Feynman diagram, the looped line corresponds to an internal propagator. In crucial distinction

to the Feynman diagrams involving bare propagators only, the term 1/(Γ(2)
k [φ] + Rk) and the

corresponding diagramatic line represent the fully dressed regulated propagator including all

quantum fluctuations above k. Here, Γ
(2)
k [φ] denotes the second functional derivative of Γk[φ]

with respect to φ. As a consequence, the flow equation is structurally a 1-loop equation. The

⊗ denotes the regulator insertion k∂kRk.
Eq. (2.5) is formally exact but as an infinite dimensional integro-differential equation not exactly
solvable in practice. Instead, Γk[φ] can be expanded in systematic truncations, cf. Sec. 2.2.1.
At each order – by taking functional derivatives on both sides of Eq. (2.5), projecting appro-
priately, and setting all remaining fields to zero – the RG flow of couplings in front of specific
operators contained in Γk can be extracted. Most importantly, Eq. (2.5) thereby breaks down
the hard problem of solving a full QFT path integral to the much more feasible task of solving
differential equations. Given a proper expansion scheme, the obtained approximate RG flow
converges to the full RG flow with growing order of the respective truncation. At k = 0, the
result is independent of the regulator. In practice, and at intermediate k, residual regulator
dependence provides an approximation to the systematic error at finite truncation order.

Physical scales. Ideally, the RG-flow is fully solved down to k = 0, incorporating all energy
scales µi of the physical process of interest. RG running with the physical scales µi can then be
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studied in the obtained quantum effective action Γ at k = 0. This requires to still solve non-local
integro-differential equations. For physical processes involving only a single physical energy scale
µ, an identification µ = k seems justified since there simply are no other scales present. In those
cases, the RG scale k can be regarded as the physical energy scale of the process. Part II of
this thesis, which is concerned with single-scale particle physics at the center-of-mass energy of
collider processes, will always implicitly assume this identification. In part III, which is devoted
to studies of black holes, multiple physical scales might complicate the picture.

Other non-perturbative methods. The functional RG is by no means the only non-
perturbative method to explore RG flows and their fixed points. Other methods include the lat-
tice approach to quantum gravity, i.e., dynamical triangulations, both Euclidean (EDT)[268–276]
and causal (CDT) [277–280], see [248] for a recent review, the LQG spin-foam [281–285] renor-
malization [286–288] as well as LQG Hamiltonian renormalization [289], and holographic renor-
malization [290]. Recent generalizations of the flow equation (2.5) to background-independent
[291–295] tensor models and to Lorentzian spacetime [296, 297] – see also [298] for a formula-
tion of the functional RG in Lorentzian signature – are particularly important for progress in
studying possible fixed points of quantum gravity.
Whenever these different renormalization schemes agree on the physical assumptions, e.g.,
whether they physically break Lorentz invariance, they should eventually lead to the same
physical statements about the quantized and renormalized theory. Thereby non-perturbative
RG-flows can provide novel points of contact and promise joint progress within the quantum-
gravity community.

2.2 Weinbergs asymptotic-safety paradigm

This section introduces the concept of fixed points of the RG flow. Fixed points dominate
the RG flow of field theories. Close to a fixed point an enhanced scale symmetry results in
universal scaling properties. These determine phase transitions in condensed matter physics,
cf. [25, 299] for textbooks. Partial fixed points play a key role in the SM of particle physics
[300–303]. Moreover, cf. Sec. 1, indications for Planckian scale symmetry tentatively point to a
fundamental and joint fixed point for quantum gravity and the SM, cf. Sec. 4 and 5.
The following discussion covers both asymptotic freedom and asymptotic safety. It encompasses
the notion of UV and IR fixed-points and clarifies this terminology for a multi- or infinite-
dimensional coupling space. In the Wilsonian EFT picture, the coupling space of any QFT
is infinite-dimensional. The RG flow, cf. Sec. 2.1, defines a vector field on this theory space.
Attractors and sources within this vector field define special points – so-called fixed points – in
theory space at which the QFT becomes scale-invariant. In this abstract picture,

• asymptotic freedom [304] of trajectories in theory space restores classical scale-invariance
at a fixed point for which all couplings vanish;

• asymptotic safety [242] of trajectories in theory space generates a novel form of quantum
scale-invariance at a fixed point for which some couplings remain finite.

Therefore, asymptotic freedom is a special case of asymptotic safety. Typically, the terms
are only used for fixed points which are not fully IR-attractive. To introduce the concepts of
fixed points and attractive eigendirections more rigorously, we reduce the infinite-dimensional
couplings space – first to one and then to finite dimensions, cf., Sec. 2.2.2 and Sec. 2.2.3, re-
spectively. In specific theories, a meaningful reduction requires an ordering principle in the
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infinite-dimensional space of couplings. One such ordering principle is perturbation theory
around the free fixed point and the corresponding canonical power-counting. For now, we will
simply assume that such an ordering principle exists and that it defines a meaningful truncation
scheme. Only after introducing asymptotically safe gravity, cf. Sec. 2.4, will we return to the
limit of infinite-dimensional coupling space, cf. Sec. 2.4.4.

Finally, the RG defines a preferred direction of the flow, namely from the UV to the IR.
Physically, this represents the loss of information when integrating out degrees of freedom,
cf. Sec. 2.1. Mathematically, it is reflected in the fact that the Renormalization Group, despite
its name, is not actually a group, but a semi-group only, see, e.g., [260]. In any case, the
UV-to-IR arrow of the flow cannot be reversed in full theory space. This property is lost in
finite-dimensional truncations in which the flow can be tracked in both directions equivalently.
Crucially, only one direction can be extended to recover the infinite-dimensional case. This
“arrow of information loss” also makes a crucial distinction in the significance of IR and UV
attractive directions: every physically meaningful fixed point must exhibit a finite number of UV-
attractive and therefore an infinite number of IR-attractive directions. Otherwise, no meaningful
IR-directed flow towards this fixed can be established.

2.2.1 Approximation schemes to the full effective action

In general, the scale-dependent effective action Γk[Φ] for a specified field content Φ contains (i)
arbitrary functions of all possible invariants Oi formed from the field content, each potentially
dressed by (ii) an arbitrary function of spacetime derivatives. We can schematically write

Γk = ∫ dDx∑
i, j

Fi (Oi, ∆j) , (2.6)

where the ∆j denote the derivative operators acting on the invariants Oi. For the special case of
a single-component scalar field, there is only one such invariant. In the case of gravity, already
the task of finding a basis in curvature invariants is very non-trivial [305].
As a result of this general expansion, the flow equation (2.5) remains an infinite-dimensional
integro-differential equation (IDE). Additional systematic expansions can be employed to reduce
the complexity and obtain more feasible truncations of the RG flow.

• Vertex expansion: This scheme expands the continuous functions of all possible field
invariants in a set of fluctuating fields δΦ. At truncation order n, this comprises an Mn-
dimensional basis set of all possible such vertex structures, i.e.,

Γk =
∞
∑
n=1

1

n!
∫ dDx1 . . . d

Dxn
Mn

∑
m=1

Γ
(n,m)
k (x1, . . . , xn)O(n,m)(δΦ1, . . . , δΦn) . (2.7)

This expansion retains the full momentum dependence of the vertex function or form

factors Γ
(n,m)
k . Although now of finite order, the flow equation remains an IDE.

• Derivative expansion: Contrary to an expansion in field invariants, the derivative ex-
pansion truncates the arbitrary functions of momenta but retains full functions of the field
invariants, i.e.,

Γk = ∫ dDx
∞
∑
j=0

(∆i)j Fj(Oi) . (2.8)
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Here, F0 ≡ V corresponds to the effective potential and the lowest order to the local-
potential approximation [265]. At each finite order, this scheme reduces the integro-
differential equation (IDE) to a set of partial differential equations (PDEs).

• Combined expansion: Expanding both the operator and derivative structure to finite
order reduces the scale dependence of the effective action to a finite set of couplings. The
flow equation collapses to a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) – the β-functions.

In the following two sections we will define asymptotic safety for such finite-dimensional trun-
cations of infinite-dimensional theory space.

2.2.2 UV and IR fixed points for a single coupling: Conformal window for QCD

Given a single coupling α and its RG flow βα = k ∂kα, the set of all fixed points α
(i)
∗ with

i = 1, . . . , n is defined by βα(α = α(i)
∗ ) = 0. We assume that βα is continuous. For the special

case without a fixed point, the coupling diverges both in the UV and the IR. If there exists a
single fixed point, the theory will approach it either towards the UV or towards the IR. This
defines the critical exponent

θ
(i)
∗ = −∂α βα∣α=α(i)

∗

. (2.9)

For θ
(i)
∗ < 0 (θ

(i)
∗ > 0), the fixed point is IR (UV) attractive and thus defines an IR (UV) complete

theory for all values of α. For any finite n ⩾ 2, it is unambiguous to define theories which are
both UV- and IR-complete. Because βα is a continuous function, the critical exponents of its

fixed points must alternate in sign. Thus, each pair of two neighboring fixed points, g
(i)
∗ and

g
(i±1)
∗ , automatically defines such a UV- and IR-complete window of coupling values31.

The arguably most famous example is the conformal window of SU(N) non-Abelian gauge
theories. The perturbative 2-loop RG flow for the gauge coupling α = g2/(4π)2, cf. [306], reads

βα = −Bα2 −C α3 +O(α4) . (2.10)

B and C depend on the matter content, see [307]. In general, there are two fixed points with
corresponding critical exponents

α
(1)
∗ = 0, θ

(1)
∗ = −B and α

(2)
∗ = −B/C, θ

(2)
∗ = B . (2.11)

Fixed points at α < 0 correspond to imaginary values of g and thus have no direct physical
meaning. For B > 0 and C > 0 the theory has only one physical fixed point at α∗ = 0 which is
UV-attractive. Hence, the theory is UV-complete (asymptotically free) for any value of α > 0
which does not invalidate perturbation theory32. For N = 3 and NF fermions in the fundamental
representation, this case is realized for NF < 8.05. At NF = 8.05 the sign of C flips, i.e., C < 0.

As long as B > 0, the non-vanishing fixed point α
(2)
∗ is physical and IR attractive. This is the

Banks-Zaks fixed point [307, 308], cf. Fig. 2. Now, the theory is both IR- and UV-complete.
B > 0 remains positive up to the famous value NF = 16.5 which signals the (complete) loss of
asymptotic freedom. In fact, already at 16.5 > NF > 8.05 asymptotic freedom is restricted to

α < α(2)
∗ because the Banks-Zaks fixed point screens larger values, cf. Fig. 2. For NF > 16.5,

only the fixed point at α
(1)
∗ is physical, but now it is IR-attractive for all coupling values. The
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Figure 2: β-function of the squared gauge coupling. Red dots mark the fixed points. Arrows point towards the
IR. Left-hand panel: UV- and IR-complete trajectory between a vanishing UV and a non-vanishing IR fixed point
for Nf = 12. Right-hand panel: UV- and IR-complete trajectory between a non-vanishing UV and a vanishing IR
fixed point. This case (e.g., B = −6, C = 100) cannot be realized in a single-coupling gauge theory.

resulting theory has a triviality problem, cf. Sec. 1.2.2.
The other mixed case of B < 0 and C > 0 corresponds to the first example of a UV-attractive
fixed point at non-vanishing coupling value. This sign-combination cannot be achieved for any
NF > 0. Nevertheless, the right-hand panel in Fig. 2 depicts this situation for the artificial case
of B = −6 and C = 100. This form of asymptotic safety can be realized in gauge-Yukawa theories
with multiple couplings, cf. [309] as well as Sec. 2.3.

2.2.3 Fixed points for multiple couplings

For a single coupling, each fixed point can be unambiguously classified as either a UV or an IR
fixed-point. Such unambiguous cases can persist for theories with finitely many couplings, but
this need not be the case to define an asymptotically safe theory. Transitioning from a finite to
an infinite number of couplings, every physical fixed point must at some point acquire infinitely
many IR-attractive directions anyways, i.e., every physical fixed point is mostly an IR fixed point.

Given a (finite) set of couplings λi and their truncated flow βi = k∂kλi, a fixed point is defined
as a set of couplings λ∗ = {λi∗} for which all βi(λ∗) = 0. To determine UV/IR attractivity, it is
sufficient to linearize the flow around the fixed point λ∗, i.e.,

βi =∑
j

Mij (λi(k) − λi∗) Ô⇒ λi(k) = λi∗ +∑
j

Cj × (Vj)i ( k
k0

)
−θj

, (2.12)

whereMij is the stability matrix and the critical exponents θj are its negative eigenvalues. The
associated eigenvectors Vj span the corresponding basis. The Cj are the constants of integra-
tion. Every positive (negative) critical exponent corresponds to a UV-attractive (IR-attractive)
direction33.
Along the UV-attractive directions, the set of constants {Cj ∣θj > 0}, parameterizes the departure

31The two boundary windows for g < g(1)∗ and g > g(n)∗ remain UV or IR divergent, respectively.
32The opposite case of B < 0 and C < 0 defines a theory which is always IR-complete.
33There are many equivalent terminologies for this linearized attractivity. UV-attractive, IR-repulsive, and

relevant directions are interchangeably used for positive critical exponents. IR-attractive, UV-repulsive, and
irrelevant directions are used to describe negative critical exponents. Also, the definition of the sign in θj is
arbitrary and some of the literature uses the opposite definition.
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from the scale-invariant fixed point towards the IR. These directions span the critical hypersur-
face T (λ∗) associated to the fixed point λ∗. This constitutes a special hypersurface because the
flow towards the IR along all other directions attracts trajectories towards this surface. This
is reflected by the set of integration constants {Cj ∣θj < 0} becoming less and less important
towards the IR. We are now in a position to rigorously define an asymptotically safe fixed point:

• For a theory space which is expandable in a (possibly infinite-dimensional) basis of cou-
plings, a fixed point is asymptotically safe if it has at least one but at most a finite number
of UV-attractive directions in this basis.

It is merely a convention to exclude fully IR-attractive fixed points. Every asymptotically safe
fixed point λ∗ defines a special set of theories which emanate from it. They correspond to the
critical hypersurface T (λ∗). Its dimension is determined by the number of UV-attractive direc-
tions. Whether it is unbound and extends to infinite coupling values depends on the presence of
other fixed points and possible physical poles. In any case, T (λ∗) defines the set of all asymp-
totically safe theories associated with this λ∗. By definition, asymptotically safe theories are
predictive since only a finite set of initial conditions {Cj ∣θj > 0} has to be fixed by experiment
to fully determine them. We will refer to this as fundamental asymptotic safety.

The qualifying term ‘fundamental’ is added because the predictivity of an asymptotically safe
fixed point reaches beyond the fundamental theories which it defines. Indeed, the attractivity
properties of the fixed point extend to its entire critical hypersurface. Any trajectory within the
basin of attraction of the fixed point λ∗ – not screened by other fixed points or by poles – will be
attracted to the critical hypersurface T (λ∗). Towards the IR, any such non-fundamental the-
ory will more and more resemble one of the fundamentally asymptotically-safe theories. Hence,
these theories exhibit effective asymptotic safety. A perturbative Wilsonian EFT corresponds
to the special case of effective asymptotic safety around the free fixed point – one could refer to
it as effective asymptotic freedom.

To discuss the above concepts for specific examples, we use the most general β-functions of
two couplings λ1 and λ2 up to second order in a combined expansion, i.e.,

β1 = a1 λ1 + b1 λ2
1 + c1 λ1 λ2 + d1 λ2 + e1 λ

2
2 +O(λ2

i ) , (2.13)

β2 = a2 λ2 + b2 λ2
2 + c2 λ1 λ2 + d2 λ1 + e2 λ

2
1 +O(λ2

i ) , (2.14)

Obviously, the system has 4 fixed points, some of which can lie in the complex plane. Also, for
special relations between the coefficients, the fixed points can be degenerate or moved to ∞.
Although they can be the cause of collisions in the real plane, d1/2 and e1/2 merely shift the
fixed points around. For d1/2 = e1/2 = 0, the fixed points take a simple analytical form

FPλ1λ2

## = (λ1 = 0, λ2 = 0) , (2.15)

FPλ1λ2

 # = (λ1 = −a1/b1, λ2 = 0) , (2.16)

FPλ1λ2

# = (λ1 = 0, λ2 = −a2/b2) , (2.17)

FPλ1λ2

  = (λ1 =
a2 c1 − a1 b2
b1 b2 − c1 c2

, λ2 =
a1 c2 − a2 b1
b1 b2 − c1 c2

) . (2.18)

The nomenclature indicates which couplings take vanishing (empty circle #) or non-vanishing
(filled circle  ) values. Whenever all 4 fixed points are real, the critical exponents of the
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Gaußian FPλ1λ2

## determines all other ones. For instance, if the FPλ1λ2

## is fully UV-attractive,
each transition to a nonvanishing fixed-point value flips one associated critical exponent to
become IR-attractive. This simply follows from continuity of the flow. This is a generic property
of such systems and will serve to easily discern many of the main results of this thesis.
In fact, the schematic system in Eq. (2.13) already contains much of the essence of the results to
come. We notice that the transition β̃i ≡ βi λi does not change the fixed-point structure or the
sign of the critical exponents. It merely adds to the degeneracy of the Gaußian FP (and changes
the magnitude of the critical exponents). With this understanding, we can indeed identify the
following physical mechanisms of how non-vanishing fixed points can arise:

• Classical vs. quantum: The terms ai in βi correspond to classical scaling, cf. Eq. (2.1) as
can be understood intuitively: When integrating βi, a linear term corresponds to a power-
law running of λi in the vicinity of λi = 0. This is the prototypical EFT scaling of couplings
associated with canonically (ir)relevant operators. The terms bi, ei and ci correspond
to lowest-order quantum self-interactions, quantum mixing, and quantum induction by
another coupling, respectively. Provided the signs work out, any of the latter terms can
balance against the classical one. This mechanism is explicitly discussed in Sec. 2.3.1.

• Competing degrees of freedom: If the classical contribution vanishes, i.e., ai = 0,
the different quantum fluctuations bi, ei and ci can still balance against each other. The
prime example of this is the competition of fermionic and bosonic fluctuations since the
Grassmannian nature of fermions contributes a relative sign in loops.

• Balancing loop orders: Finally, with the transition to β̃i, Eq. (2.13) also represents ad-
jacent loop-orders. This was exemplified in case of a single coupling in the last section and
holds for multiple couplings, provided the right signs. Both, the Banks-Zaks, cf. Sec. 2.2.2,
as well as the Litim-Sannino fixed point, cf., [309] and Sec. 2.3, are such examples.

2.3 Mechanisms for asymptotic safety

We will now discuss the above mechanisms in more detail.

2.3.1 Classical vs quantum scaling

The question of whether a coupling is marginal or not depends on the dimension of the quan-
tum field theory. Fixed points arising from the balance of classical and quantum scaling can
thus potentially be connected to asymptotically free, perturbatively renormalizable theories in
another dimension.

Perturbatively renormalizable quantum field theories in their critical dimension.
Given a general set of quantum fields Φ, potentially obeying global or even local symmetries, each
invariant O(Φ) built from these fields defines a renormalizable field theory in the corresponding
critical dimension dc. The critical dimension can be obtained by dimensional analysis of a
Lagrangian with kinetic term and interaction term corresponding to O(Φ), i.e.,

L = ΦiDΦi + λ̄OO(Φ) , (2.19)

where D is a derivative operator which defines the kinetic term. E.g., for fermionic fields,
[D] = [DF ] = 1 has mass dimension one, while for bosonic fields [D] = [DB] = 2 has mass
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dimension two. Since the action – which corresponds to integration of the Lagrangian over D
spacetime dimensions – has to be dimensionless, the Lagrangian has to be of mass dimension D.
Hence, the mass dimension of the fundamental fields is [Φi] = (D − [D])/2, i.e., [Φi] = (D − 2)/2
for bosons and [Φi] = (D − 1)/2 for fermions. Therefore, one can infer the mass dimension
of O(Φ). The critical dimension Dc is the one in which [O(Φ)] = Dc, and the corresponding
coupling [λ̄O] = 0 is marginal.
The running of such couplings, i.e., βλ̄O = k∂k λ̄O, is (1-loop) 2-loop universal in (massive) mass-
less RG-schemes, see e.g., [18]. It can, for instance, be obtained within perturbation theory. A
negative (positive) sign of the leading-order antiscreening (screening) quantum self-interactions

βλO = ±#λ2
O + higher order , (2.20)

determines whether the coupling is asymptotically free (or Landau-pole like). In such a way one
can classify all quantum field theories (at least those with a single interaction) by whether they
are screening (+#λ2

O in Eq. (2.20)) or antiscreening (−#λ2
O in Eq. (2.20)) in their respective

critical dimension.

Theories away from their upper and/or lower critical dimension. Perturbation by a
small parameter, i.e., moving to D = Dc ± ε, and introducing the corresponding dimensionless
coupling λO = λ̄O k∓ε, generalizes the above β-function to arbitrary dimension, i.e.,

βλO = ∓ ελO ±# λ2
O + higher order , (2.21)

where, a priori, the first ∓ refers to above and below Dc, while the second ± refers to antiscreening
and screening leading-order quantum fluctuations. It is instructive to combine the signs in the
above fashion since this selects the cases in which a non-vanishing fixed point is generated at

λO ∗ = ε/# . (2.22)

• A quantum field theory with an antiscreeing self-interaction – which is therefore asymptoti-
cally free in its critical dimension – develops an interacting fixed point with a UV-attractive
direction above its critical dimension.

• A quantum field theory with a screening self-interaction – which is therefore Landau-pole
like in its critical dimension – develops an interacting fixed point with an IR-attractive
direction below its critical dimension.

In condensed-matter physics, universality classes can be generated by this mechanism. One
thereby defines the upper (lower) critical dimension of a universality class. This includes the
famous screening Wilson-Fisher fixed point [310] with Dc = 4, the anti-screening Gross-Neveu
universality class [311] with Dc = 2, asymptotically free (anti-screening) Yang-Mills theory [312]
with Dc = 4, and potentially antiscreening quantum gravity with Dc = 2, see below.

2.3.2 Balance of fermionic and bosonic fluctuations

For theories in their critical dimension, put differently, for perturbatively renormalizable theo-
ries, there is no canonical contribution for the running of couplings because such theories are
classically scale-invariant. Nevertheless, classical scale invariance is broken by quantum effects.
It can either be restored, if all quantum contributions vanish (asymptotic freedom) or if they
cancel against each other (asymptotic safety).
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Such a cancellation can be realized by the balance of contributions from different interacting
fields Φ1 and Φ2, schematically,

βλ = βΦ1

λ − βΦ2

λ , (2.23)

where β
Φ1/2

λ > 0. A prime example is the balance of fluctuations from bosonic and fermionic
superpartners in supersymmetric field theories [313–315]34. Even without the presence of super-
symmetry bosonic and fermionic quantum fluctuations can cancel against each other at particular
coupling values λ∗, see [316–318] for the possibility of asymptotic safety in simple Higgs-Yukawa
systems, and [6] as well as Sec. 3.1 for a possible four-dimensional example of asymptotic safety
via competing degrees of freedom.

2.3.3 Balance of different loop orders: the Litim-Sannino fixed point

Another mechanism to generate asymptotic safety within the critical dimension of a theory is
the cancellation of different orders, e.g., 1-loop against 2-loop terms [309]. By construction,
these asymptotically safe fixed points violate perturbative loop ordering at low order. Any such
fixed point should thus be verified at higher order in the perturbative expansion, see [319].
It is non-trivial to construct such perturbative asymptotically safe theories in D = 4, mainly
because the balance has to hold not just for one coupling, but for all renormalizable couplings
of the given field content. The first successful realization of asymptotic safety in D = 4 is a non-
Abelian SU(NC) gauge-Yukawa theory [309] for large-NC (growing with the number of gauge
fields) and large-NF (number of fermions), i.e., in the Veneziano limit [320]. In this limit one
takes both NC →∞ and NF →∞, while keeping a particular ratio fixed to define an arbitrarily
small perturbative parameter

ε ≡ NF

NC
− 11

2
. (2.24)

The corresponding Litim-Sannino fixed points will be discussed in the context of gravitational
corrections and effective asymptotic safety in Sec. 3.2. As we shall see, asymptotic safety is
generated by a combination of the mechanisms of balancing different loop orders and competing
degrees of freedom.

The fixed-point mechansim is based on a non-Abelian gauge coupling g, or the more conve-

nient definition35 α̃g = NC g
2

(4π)2 . In its β-function (to second loop order), i.e.,

βα̃g = −B α̃2
g +C α̃3

g , (2.25)

the negative sign indicates the antiscreening character of the leading-order contribution associ-
ated to asymptotic freedom. This holds as long as antiscreening gauge self-interactions dominate
over fermionic matter fluctuations, i.e., as long as B > 0. If, in addition, C > 0, then a non-
vanishing fixed point arises at

α̃g ∗ = B/C . (2.26)

34In supersymmetry this type of quantum scale-invariance is usually not discussed in the context of fixed points,
but rather as a theory which never departs from quantum scale-invariance.

35We denote this definition by α̃g to distinguish it from the similar definition αg = g2/(4π) commonly used in
the context of grand unification.
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Whenever antiscreening is lost – because of too many matter degrees of freedom – at leading
order (α̃2

g), i.e., B < 0, but restored at next-to-leading order (α̃3
g), i.e., C < 0, this fixed point

inherits the UV-attractive nature of asymptotic freedom and can thus serve to UV-complete the
theory.
It has been proven [309, 321, 322] that C < 0 is only possible in the presence of Yukawa inter-
actions36. In turn, this requires a mechanism to generate an asymptotically safe (or free) fixed

point for the Yukawa coupling y itself. Again, we introduce α̃y = NF y
2

(4π)2 , for which the β-function

to leading (1-loop) order reads,

βα̃y = E α̃2
y − F α̃g α̃y . (2.27)

A non-trivial fixed point in the Yukawa sector can be generated by the competition of bosonic
gauge fields and fermionic fields, i.e.,

α̃y ∗ =
F

E
α̃g . (2.28)

See [321, 322, 324] for generalizations to an arbitrary number of Yukawa couplings, to semi-
simple gauge groups, and to supersymmetry [325, 326].

2.4 The Reuter fixed-point of asymptotically safe quantum gravity

We have discussed two perturbative mechanisms of how asymptotically safe theories can arise
within the critical dimension of a given theory: (i) via competing degrees of freedom and (ii) via
cancellations of different (adjacent) loop orders. Moreover, (iii) moving away from the critical
dimension allows to generate non-vanishing fixed points by balancing classical against quantum
scaling. In physical – therefore integer – dimensions, this automatically requires some degree
of non-perturbativity because an O(1) classical contribution needs to be balanced by quantum
effects. Non-perturbative techniques ranging from resummation [327], lattice simulations [328],
to the functional RG [265, 329, 330], have gathered substantial evidence for several non-trivial
universality classes that realize quantum scale-invariance in condensed matter theories. In this
context, a possible asymptotically safe fixed point for quantum gravity appears as just one of
many realizations of this mechanism37.

The asymptotic-safety program, cf. [331, 332] for recent textbooks and [333, 334] for reviews,
investigates the possibility of a non-perturbative fixed point for Euclidian quantum gravity. The
question whether – and if so, how – Euclidean and Lorentzian asymptotically safe gravity are
related is subject to active research, see [335–339]. This thesis will investigate only the Euclidean
theory.

As discussed in Sec 2.2, the asymptotic-safety paradigm involves all (infinitely many) op-
erators allowed by symmetry. Canonical scaling and therefore perturbative renormalizability
guarantees a powerful principle to single out a finite subset of these operators which are impor-
tant for quantization around the Gaussian fixed point – the classically relevant and classically

36See also [323] for a proof that non-Abelian gauge interactions are required to generate perturbative asymp-
totically free or safe fixed points.

37As we have argued in Sec. 2.2, every physical fixed point must be mainly an IR fixed point. Hence, the
statement that universality classes have only been explored for IR- and not UV-fixed points is meaningless.
Nevertheless, quantum gravity makes for a very particular example because of its dynamical background and
Lorentzian origin.
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marginal couplings.
For Euclidean quantum gravity, the canonical dimension of operators can be obtained knowing
that the metric is a dimensionless field, i.e., [gµν] = 0. For instance, the Ricci scalar which
involves two spacetime derivatives has mass dimension 2. We schematically write a general
gravitational action ordered in a power series of curvature invariants and derivatives by

Sgravity = ∫ dDx
√−g 1

16π Ḡ
(R − 2Λ̄) + ∫ dDx

√−g ∑
n>1,m⩾0,i

ᾱ
(i)
(n,m)O

(i) (Rn,2m) . (2.29)

The first term is the Einstein-Hilbert action with dimensionful couplings Ḡ and Λ̄. The second
term denotes a series expansion in curvature invariants Rn and derivatives 2m. The 0th and 1st

order are contained in the Einstein-Hilbert term. The three curvature invariants (two in D = 4,
see Sec. 1.3) at 2nd order define the quadratic-gravity action, cf. Eq. (1.31) in Sec. 1.3. Here, we
are only concerned with the canonical dimensionality of the couplings, i.e.,

[Λ̄] = 2 , [Ḡ] = 2 −D , [ᾱ(i)
(n,m)] =D − 2(n +m) . (2.30)

Resembling a mass-term, the cosmological constant corresponds to a relevant direction in ev-
ery dimension. The Newton coupling Ḡ becomes more (canonically) irrelevant with growing

dimension38. To the contrary, higher-order gravitational couplings ᾱ
(i)
(n,m) become increasingly

(canonically) relevant with growing dimension. The Newton coupling is marginal in D = 2, in
which Einstein gravity is perturbatively renormalizable. With growing and even dimensionality,
other perturbatively renormalizable gravitational theories may be defined via higher curvature
invariants at the level (n+m) =D/2. For obvious reasons, an example of particular importance
is quadratic gravity in D = 4, cf. Sec. 1.3.
Focusing only on Ḡ, the β-function of its dimensionless counterpart G = Ḡk2 in D = 2 + ε
takes precisely the form discussed in the context of non-vanishing fixed points from a balance
of classical and quantum scaling, cf. Sec. 2.3.1. For convenience, we recapitulate its form,

βG = εG − β(1−loop)
G G2 +O(G3) . (2.31)

The 1-loop coefficient reads β
(1−loop)
G = (25−c)/24π, where the central charge c parameterizes the

matter content of the theory [242, 340, 341]. It is universal (meaning RG-scheme independent)

in D = 2 but non-universal for D ≠ 2, and found to be antiscreening, i.e., β
(1−loop)
G > 0, unless too

much fluctuating matter, i.e., c < 25, is included39. The antiscreening property of gravity leads
to an asymptotically safe fixed point and corresponding critical exponent

G∗ = ε/β(1−loop)
G , θ = ε . (2.32)

Hence, the quantum critical exponent θ becomes more relevant with increasing dimension 2 +
ε > 0. This is in contrast to the canonical dimension which drops with increasing dimension.
Asymptotic safety thus necessarily implies that the quantum scaling of the dimensionless Newton
coupling G differs considerably from canonical scaling.
In the remainder of this section we will (i) extend to the conjectured set of relevant directions

38We cannot naively redefine ᾱ0 = 1/(16πḠ) to be a relevant couplings in D = 4. This is connected to Ḡ entering
the equations of motion, i.e., the Einstein equations, cf. (1.18), and a proper connection to IR dynamics.

39See [342] for two-loop results within the ε-expansion. Unfortunately, the latter are not sufficient to consistently
obtain the second order in the ε-expansion.
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at the Reuter fixed point in D = 4 and formulate the corresponding near-canonical-scaling
conjecture in Sec. 2.4.1, (ii) match the Einstein-Hilbert truncation in the presence of matter to
a viable infrared limit, see Sec. 2.4.2, (iii) discuss a posteriori evidence for and thereby justify
the near-canonical-scaling conjecture in Sec. 2.4.3, and finally (iv) review how to extend finite-
dimensional truncations to an infinite-dimensional expansion, see Sec. 2.4.4.

2.4.1 The near-canonical-scaling conjecture

The symmetries of a theory (such as diffeomorphism symmetry for GR) are insufficient to limit
the respective EFT to a finite set of admissible interactions40. The powerful principle of renor-
malizability is able to close that gap. Perturbative renormalizability around the free fixed point
singles out a finite set of relevant and marginal interactions to span a hypersurface of renormaliz-
able theories. The ε-expansion around Dc ± ε suggests non-perturbative fixed points in adjacent
dimensions. Exploring asymptotic safety, cf. 2.2 amounts to conjecturing a non-perturbative
principle to limit the set of all UV-attractive directions, i.e., free parameters. This conjecture is
justified a posteriori through non-perturbative techniques. In the case of quantum gravity the
asymptotic-safety conjecture can be stated as:

The UV-attractive sector of the Reuter universality class of 4D quantum gravity is
restricted to the 2 couplings of GR, cf. Eq. (1.17), and the 2 independent couplings
of quadratic gravity, cf. Eq. (1.31). All other canonically irrelevant couplings remain
IR-attractive at the Reuter fixed point. Their inclusion is important for quantitative
convergence, but does not introduce additional free parameters.

The conjecture states that canonical dimensionality is still a useful ordering principle to identify
the UV-attractive couplings. As we shall see in Sec. 2.4.3, there is substantial evidence for the
conjecture. For now, its validity shall be assumed to discuss the resulting physical consequences.
The main aim of the following section is to present the physics of asymptotically safe gravity
in the most accessible way. Remarkably, for most of the physical mechanisms SGR is sufficient.
The influence of SQG will thus only be discussed if necessary.

2.4.2 The Einstein-Hilbert truncation and the classical limit

When treating (quantum) gravity as a QFT, the gravitational couplings are subject to renor-
malization and therefore vary with energy scale k. Differently to the Standard Model couplings,
gravitational couplings exhibit a canonical power-law running. The running of dimensionless
gravitational couplings G and Λ, governed by their β-functions, can be approximated by trun-
cated functional Renormalization Group studies [343]

βG = 2G +A(Λ)G2 , βΛ = −2Λ +A(Λ)GΛ + B(Λ)G , (2.33)

where A(Λ) and B(Λ) are threshold functions. Their value depend on the choice of truncation,
on how to close the flow with respect to the background spacetime [344–346], on how to split
the metric into background and fluctuation field [347–349], and on the choice of regulator [350].
Physically, they depend on the matter content [343] of the theory. Explicit truncated expressions
including Standard-Model matter can, for instance, be found in [338, 343, 351]. Expanding A(Λ)

40One exciting exception are purely fermionic theories in which the Grassmannian nature of n fundamental
fields causes all interactions involving more than one of each such fields, i.e., interactions with m > n fields, to
vanish.
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Figure 3: Stream plots (outer panels): RG-flow emanating from the gravitational UV fixed-point (red dot) in
the UV-de-Sitter (left two panels, Neff = −1, Ñeff = 1) and the UV-anti-de-Sitter (right two panels, Neff = −1,
Ñeff = −1) case. Running dimensionful couplings (inner panels): trajectories matching viable IR-values for G
(continuous) and ∣Λ∣ (dashed when positive, dotted when negative) in the infrared. These trajectories are also
marked as thick green lines in the stream plots.

and B(Λ) to zeroth and first order in Λ respectively, results in the following schematic form,
which is sufficient to discuss the qualitative physics, i.e.,

βG = 2G +NeffG
2 , βΛ = −2Λ + ÑeffG + (Neff +

17

6π
) GΛ . (2.34)

These exhibit a Gaussian (GFP) and a non-Gaussian (NGFP) fixed point, i.e.,

G∗GFP = Λ∗GFP = 0 , θ∗GFP
1 = 2 , θ∗GFP

2 = −2 . (2.35)

G∗NGFP = − 2

Neff
, Λ∗NGFP = − 6π Ñeff

12πNeff + 17
, θ∗NGFP

1 = 2 , θ∗NGFP
2 = 17

3πNeff
+ 4 . (2.36)

Neff and Ñeff depend crucially on the matter content of the theory, cf. [338, 343, 351–357] and
Sec. 4. The asymptotic-safety scenario interprets the NGFP as a UV fixed point for quantum
gravity.
Due to a topological obstruction in the flow, RG-trajectories cannot cross from positive to nega-
tive G. Therefore, Neff < 0 is required to allow for trajectories connecting the UV-fixed point to
viable IR-physics with positive G. The cosmological constant on the other hand can cross from
de Sitter (dS), i.e., Λ > 0, to anti de Sitter (AdS), i.e., Λ < 0, and vice versa without obstruction
[2]. In particular, the flow can connect a classical scaling regime with a positive cosmological
constant with both a UV-de-Sitter as well as a UV-anti-de-Sitter phase.
For Neff = −1 and Ñeff = 1 (Ñeff = −1), the UV-fixed point lies at positive (negative) Λ,
cf. left-hand (right-hand) panel in Fig. 3. In both cases, the UV-fixed point is UV-attractive
in both directions. This allows to reach the measured values of the Newton coupling and
cosmological constant, i.e., G(k ≈ 10−5 eV) ∼ 10−57 eV−2 measured at laboratory scales and
Λ(k ≈ 10−33 eV) ∼ 10−66 eV2 measured at Hubble scales.
Both cases exhibit three distinct scaling regimes. Beyond the Planck scale, the flow is domi-
nated by fixed-point scaling of the NGFP for which the dimensionless couplings are constant
and the dimensionful couplings scale with their canonical dimension, i.e., Ḡ ∼ 1/k2 and Λ̄ ∼ k2.
At k ≈MPlanck, the flow departs from the fixed point and the Newton coupling quickly freezes
out. After a rapid transition, the flow approaches the GFP and exhibits EFT scaling, i.e., both
dimensionless couplings scale ∼ k2 and hence Ḡ ≈ const. and Λ̄ ∼ k4. At kEFT ≈ 10−5 eV, see also
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2 Fixed points and the status of renormalizing gravity 35

[358], the flow starts to scale away from the GFP and the dimensionfull cosmological constant
freezes out. In the corresponding classical scaling regime, both Ḡ ≈ const. and Λ̄ ≈ const..

A running cosmological constant at CMB scales. Having fixed the running of G and Λ
by two measurements, the RG-trajectories are uniquely fixed at all scales. The cosmological
constant transitions between EFT and classical scaling at kEFT ≈ 10−5 eV, i.e., roughly at the
CMB scale of 2.725 K = 2.36 × 10−4 eV which could be a rephrasing of the coincidence problem
[359]. Consequently, the asymptotically safe cosmological constant measured at CMB scales
might differ from the one measured at Hubble scales. The scale kEFT ≈ 10−5 eV only depends
on the relative order of magnitude of the gravitational fixed point values ∣G∗NGFP/Λ∗NGFP∣ and
not on their precise values. On the other hand, the location of the asymptotically safe NGFP
impacts the eigenvectors at the GFP and thereby decides whether the cosmological constant is
larger or turns negative at energy scales above the CMB scale. Cautioning that the presented
RG-flow is approximate, such properties might be observable with present experimental tech-
nology.

Quadratic-gravity couplings and cosmology. Truncations of asymptotic safety including
both invariants at the curvature-squared level and the corresponding quadratic-gravity couplings,
cf. Eq. (1.31), have been investigated in [360–364], see Sec. 2.4.3 for truncations projecting onto
a single quadratic invariant. All truncations find at least one UV-attractive direction which
overlaps with the R2-direction. This is of phenomenological significance because a large value
of the R2-coupling α at inflationary scales can drive Starobinsky inflation [130, 141]. Since
α is associated with a free parameter of asymptotically safe gravity, its flow can be matched
to the one that drives inflation [358]. The inclusion of the R2-term does not affect the above
conclusions.

2.4.3 Evidence for the near-canonical-scaling conjecture

The RG flow of entire functions f(R), cf. [348, 365, 366]41 results in a PDE of the general form

f ′′′(R) = F(f ′(R), f ′′(R),R) . (2.37)

The latter can be expanded in powers of R to recover a polynomial expansion in a tower of
high-order invariants cnR

n [368–370]. The asymptotically safe fixed point persists at all orders
and no further UV-attractve directions are introduced at any order of Rn>2 up to n = 70 [370].
This provides a strong a posteriori justification for the asymptotic-safety conjecture in Sec. 2.4.1
and suggests that – except for the Newton coupling G – canonical power counting still provides
an ordering principle for the non-perturbative renormalization of quantum gravity.

2.4.4 Towards infinite-dimensional theory space

Extending truncations to infinite dimensions corresponds to finding global solutions to the PDE
(2.37). The fixed-point solution f∗(R) should be smooth and singularity-free (moveable singu-
larity) for any R > 0 to define a physically meaningful fundamental action42. If an asymptotically

41 See also [367] for projections on different quadratic-curvature invariants. Since these analyses evaluate
the flow on a spherical background, the different quadratic-curvature invariants cannot be disentangled. While
changing the operator structure on the left-hand side of the flow equation (2.5), the right-hand side thus always
projects on the same structure.

42 A discontinuous regulator as in [371] can introduce artificial discontinuities in the fixed-point solution f∗(R).
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safe fixed point is realized, f∗(R > 0) at fixed R should be determined by a finite number of free
parameters only. The dimensionality of the solution of Eq. (2.37) is reduced by fixed singularities
corresponding to simple poles in F . If the number of independent fixed singularities outgrows
the order of the differential equation, no global solutions exist. Whether the asymptotically safe
fixed point persists in infinite-dimensional truncations, depends on the singularity structure,
possible symmetry identities relating different simple poles, and the influence of the regulator
and is subject of current research [372–377].

2.5 Outstanding questions in asymptotically safe gravity

Background independence and Ward identities. The derivation of the flow equation (2.5)
for quantum gravity [264] requires to introduce a background metric ḡµν with respect to which
the regulator43 and the gauge-fixing term can be defined. The metric is thus split gµν = ḡµν +hµν
into background and fluctuation hµν , see [378] and [344, 379] for an alternative exponential
and a geometrical metric split, respectively. The obtained RG flow remains fully background
independent only if all backgrounds are treated on an equal footing. To the contrary, most re-
sults of the last Sec. 2.4 were obtained by identifying background and fluctuation fields to close
the flow equation. Generalizing results to bi-metric truncations [380, 381] is a focus of current
investigations [345, 382, 383]. In particluar, the dynamics of the RG flow should be driven by
the fluctuation metric [384–386]. The RG-flow of Ward identities [387, 388] restores background
independence for scalar fields [389], cf. [390–393] for similar efforts in quantum gravity.

Wick rotation to Lorentzian signature. Wick rotation from Euclidean to Lorentzian signa-
ture is non-trivial in quantum gravity. It depends on possible additional poles in the propagator44

and it is unclear whether Euclidean and Lorentzian quantum gravity are related. In the ADM
decomposition [394], in which Wick-rotation is better behaved, RG flows tentatively suggest that
asymptotic safety persists [335–337]. See also [298, 395] for formulations of the functional RG in
Lorentzian signature and [296, 297] for a flow equation of a Lorentzian Causal-Sets discretization
for quantum gravity.

A link to observation. These outstanding conceptual questions are supplemented by the need
for quantum-gravity phenomenology. The main difficulty in connecting quantum gravity to ex-
periment is to find ways to overcome the scale suppression by the huge ratio MPlanck/Mew ∼ 1016.
For instance, all Rn>2-level higher-order couplings predicted by the asymptotically safe fixed
point, cf. Sec. 2.4.3, are increasingly suppressed by (Mew/MPlanck)2n and thus unobservably
tiny at experimentally accessible scales. To the contrary, marginal couplings only run loga-
rithmically, see Fig. 1. Provided the (SM) desert conjecture holds as indicated by experiment,
cf. Sec. 1, the set of marginal couplings serves as a unique kind of theoretical microscope into
the quantum-gravity regime. This includes (i) the couplings of quadratic gravity, cf. Eq. (1.31),
(ii) the non-minimal Higgs-curvature coupling ξ H†HR2, (iii) and all the Standard-Model cou-
plings. In Part II of this thesis we will investigate this unique link between the Planck and the
electroweak scale. Part III will explore black holes as another potential window into quantum
gravity.

43Integrating out modes from high to low momentum requires a background with respect to which one can define
what is meant by large or small momentum. See Sec. 2.1 for approaches to define the RG flow in a background
independent manner.

44See Sec. 1.3.1 for the related question of unitarity.
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Bridging the gap:
Particle physics and
Planckian scale symmetry
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The Standard-Model is consistent up to the Planck scale and the Higgs potential hints
at Planckian scale-invariance. New physics can easily spoil this delicate balance. This
is exemplified here for a Higgs-portal coupling to fermionic dark matter for which
asymptotic safety might be realized without gravity. Such non-gravitational matter
fixed-points should be analyzed from the perspective of effective asymptotic safety
with a Planckian cutoff scale. The remaining effective predictivity is discussed for
the fermionic Higgs-portal model as well as for Litim-Sannino type Standard-Model
extensions.

3 Beyond the Standard Model: New physics – new problems

The experimental values of SM couplings give hints for scale symmetry at the Planck scale,
cf. Sec. 1, and a natural candidate is a scale-invariant theory of quantum gravity, cf. Sec. 2.
Before investigating this exciting prospect in Sec. 4 and 5, we explore two other possibilities
to generate asymptotic safety, i.e., scale-invariance in the presence of quantum fluctuations, in
sectors of the SM without gravity45. The following two examples also demonstrate the difficulty
of adding predictive beyond SM physics which does not destroy the subplanckian consistency of
the Standard Model.

3.1 The Higgs potential as a window into new physics

Uncertainties in the top-mass measurement and its conversion to the running Yukawa coupling
significantly influence the Higgs potential. Experimental values are therefore consistent with
both, a near-Planckian metastability scale or scale-invariance at MPlanck [32, 396, 397]46. The
second possibility provides a strong hint for Planckian scale symmetry [29, 34], in particular,
for an asymptotically safe Standard Model (ASSM) in the presence of gravity, cf. Sec. 4 and 5.
In any case, the corresponding Higgs-stability bound – and with it the validity of the SM up
to Planckian or inflationary scales – is very sensitive to new physics [140, 403–407, 407–410].
Moreover, if the dark-matter puzzle, contrary to alternatives presented in Sec. 1.1.1, implies
a new fundamental particle, the Higgs provides a natural portal to the dark sector, see, e.g.,
[411–417]47.

3.1.1 The Higgs-potential and (fermionic) dark matter

Here, we present the first evidence for an asymptotically safe fixed-point in a toy model con-
taining an O(N) scalar φ and Nf Dirac fermions ψ endowed with a U(Nf) flavor symmetry
[6]. To lowest order in power counting, fermions and bosons are coupled by a perturbatively
non-renormalizable portal coupling

LHP ∼ λ̄hψ ψ̄ ψ φφ . (3.1)

45A SM UV-completion can also be achieved by completely asymptotically free grand unification, cf. Sec. 6.
46Novel ATLAS [27] and CMS [28] run-II data points towards Planckian scale invariance. The significant shift in

the measured top-pole mass compared to the PDG’18 world average [398] originates from the previously unheeded
difference between the pole-mass and the Monte-Carlo mass. HL-LHC data [399, 400], as well as future collider
[401, 402] proposals will be able to better distinguish between these two scenarios.

47 Any form of particle dark matter (DM) can only couple to SM fields via operators like (DM-DM)(SM-SM).
If only one DM or SM field were involved in the interaction, dark matter (or SM matter) would decay. Also, dark
matter – by definition – is typically not charged under the SM gauge group. The lowest-dimensional operator of
such type will thus always be a coupling to the scalar Higgs. In particular, a Higgs-portal to a dark scalar even
provides a perturbatively renormalizable operator.
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A renormalizable Yukawa coupling would violate the scalar O(N) symmetry. Phenomenolog-
ically, a similar Higgs-portal coupling to uncharged fermions is a candidate for dark-matter
searches. The functional-RG calculation to determine the corresponding β-functions [6] is dele-
gated into App. B.1. We will explore a combination of the mechanisms presented in Sec. 2.3.1
and 2.3.2 to generate asymptotic safety in this model. If the asymptotically safe fixed point can
be verified in extended truncations, it predicts the portal coupling in terms of the scalar quartic-
coupling and the respective masses. Once established, this and similar theoretical predictions
could inform experimental dark-matter searches.
We approximate the full theory space by a lowest-order derivative expansion, cf., Sec. 2.2.1, i.e.,
by the truncated effective action

Γk = ∫ ddx[i
Nf

∑
j=1

ψ̄j(Zψ /∂)ψj + 1

2
Zφ

N

∑
a=1

∂µφ
a∂µφa + i

Nf

∑
j=1

ψ̄jψj V̄ (ρ) + Ū(ρ)] , (3.2)

where ρ = 1
2 ∑

N
a=1 φ

aφa is the radial scalar mode. V̄ (ρ) and Ū(ρ) denote functions of the scalar
field and Zφ/ψ(k) denote the scalar and fermionic wave-function renormalization. This corre-
sponds to the local-potential approximation, cf. Sec. 2.2.1 as well as, e.g., [265]. We transition
to renormalized fields and dimensionless couplings/potentials by

ηφ = −∂t lnZφ , ηψ = −∂t lnZψ , φ̃ = Z1/2
φ φ , ψ̃ = Z1/2

ψ φ , ρ̃ = Zφ k−2 ρ ,

U(ρ̃) = k−4Ū(ρ) , V (ρ̃) = k−4V̄ (ρ) , (3.3)

where we will drop the “̃” in the following. One can expand the potentials in the symmetric
(SYM) or spontaneously broken (SSB) phase, i.e.,

USYM(ρ) =
NU

∑
n=1

λ2n

n!
ρn , VSYM(ρ) =

NV

∑
m=0

λ
(V)
2m

m!
ρn , (3.4)

USSB(ρ) =
NU

∑
n=1

λ2n

n!
(ρ − κ)n , VSSB(ρ) =

NV

∑
m=0

λ
(V)
2m

m!
(ρ − κ)n , (3.5)

where κ denotes the dimensionless vacuum expectation value of the broken phase. The scalar

and fermionic masses are identified with mφ = λ2 and mψ = λ(V)
0 . λ4 corresponds to the quartic,

and λhψ = λ(V)
2 to the portal coupling. The general β-functions are presented in App. B.1. The

mechanism to generate asymptotic safety in this model is manifest already at order NU = 2 and
NV = 1 with ηφ = ηψ = 0 in the symmetric phase, for which the β functions read

βλhψ = λhψ +
3λ4 λhψ

16π2(1 +m2
φ)3

+
mψ λ

2
hψ(2 +m2

ψ +m2
φ)

8π2(1 +m2
φ)2(1 +m2

ψ)2
, (3.6)

βλ4 =
9λ2

4

16π2(1 +m2
φ)3

+
λ2
hψ

4π2(1 +m2
ψ)2

−
m2
ψ λ

2
hψ

π2(1 +m2
ψ)3

, (3.7)

βmψ = −mψ −
λhψ

32π2(1 +m2
φ)2

, (3.8)

βm2
φ
= −2m2

φ +
mψλhψ

4π2(1 +m2
ψ)2

− 3λ4

32π2(1 +m2
φ)2

. (3.9)

The non-trivial denominators arise from functional RG mass-thresholds, decoupling the respec-
tive degrees of freedom at k ≈ mi. Setting the thresholds to one, recovers the universal 1-loop
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mψ ∗ m2
φ∗ (κ∗) λ4∗ λhψ ∗ ηφ θ1 θ2 θ3 θ4

SSB
′

(20,1) 18.3 2 ⋅ 10−3 129.4 -9497 0.50 12.54 3.71 1.71 -1.90

SSB(20,1) 24.8 2 ⋅ 10−3 143.4 -12280 - 11.77 4.26 1.20 -0.99

SYM(20,1) 4.61 -0.45 25.3 -438 - 2.2 + i 2.1 2.2 - i 2.1 0.56 -4.70

Table 2: Fixed-point values of the masses and quartic couplings, the four leading critical exponents in the lo-
cal potential approximation (LPA) of the symmetric and symmetry-broken expansion, SYM(20,1) and SSB(20,1)

respectively, as well as the improved local-potential approximation (LPA’) in the symmetry-broken parameteri-

zation, i.e., SYM
′
(20,1), where we also give the scalar anomalous dimension ηφ, see also App. B.2.

result for βλ4
48.

Generating asymptotic safety. The asymptotic-safety mechanism in this scalar-fermion por-
tal model combines those of Sec. 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. The running of the marginal quartic in βλ4 ,
cf., Eq. (3.7), receives contributions from bosonic (first term) and fermionic (second and third
term) quantum fluctuations. For large fermionic mass ∣mψ ∣ > 1/3, these fluctuations have oppo-
site sign. Hence, they can balance to generate a non-trivial zero in βλ4 . The masses as well as
the portal coupling are not marginal and already run classically, see the respective first terms in
Eqs. (3.6), (3.8), and (3.9). The respective canonical dimensions can balance against quantum
fluctuations if the couplings are sufficiently non-perturbative and λhψ < 0.

Convergence properties. The fixed point arising in the lowest non-trivial order in the sym-
metric expansion, i.e., SYM(2,1), has three UV-attractive and one IR-attractive direction. Here,
the first and second index denote the order NU of the expansion of U and the order NV of the
expansion of V . At the fixed point, m2

φ < 0 which signals a symmetry-broken regime. Indeed
the same fixed point can be obtained in the symmetry-broken expansion SSB(2,1), in which its
vacuum expectation value is positive, i.e., κ > 0. This is expected since the fixed point realizes
a symmetry-broken phase. In both expansions of the potential U(ρ), the fixed point can be
tracked to high order NU . Tab. 2 lists the fixed-point values for λ4, λhψ, mψ, and m2

φ (or equiv-
alently κ in the SSB expansion) as well as the four most relevant critical exponents at NU = 20.
All other critical exponents remain IR-attractive at each order in NU .
In the SYM expansion, fixed-point values and critical exponents converge very fast, cf. Fig. 35
in App. B.2. In the SSB expansion, convergence is less fast, cf. Fig. 34 in App. B.2. In partic-
ular, the UV-attractive critical exponents drift to larger positive values and converge only very
slowly. Nevertheless, no further UV-attractive direction arises. At first sight, this is unexpected.
Since the fixed point lies in the symmetry-broken regime, one expects better convergence when
expanding around a non-trivial vacuum expectation value. We point out that while the scalar
fixed-point potential U∗ is clearly in the symmetry-broken phase, the same need not be true
for the portal fixed-point potential V∗. The slow convergence might signal that the symmetry-
broken parameterization does not capture the properties of V∗. More definite statements about
the convergence and existence of the fixed point thus require to explore larger truncations in the
fermionic sector. In particular, this includes four-fermion interactions dressed by further scalar
potentials.

Phenomenological implications. For an effective field theory without a fixed point, the two
masses (mφ and mψ) and the two couplings (λ4 and λhψ) all correspond to free parameters. To

48The other couplings are dimensionful and thus scheme dependent.
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Figure 4: Left-hand panel: RG evolution of the portal coupling λhψ from kUV = 1010 vev down to the IR
kUV = 104 vev. All values at kUV within the plotted range (and beyond) are attracted to a very narrow IR window.
This effectively predicts λhψ,IR. The relevant couplings are chose such that vev2 = 2κIR = 0.2, MH,IR/vev = 1.44
and Mψ,IR/vev = 1.13 × 108.
Right-hand panel: Running physical masses MH/vev(k) (dashed) and Mψ/vev(k) (solid) on the same RG trajec-
tory. Above Mψ,IR, the flow is dominated by the asymptotically safe fixed point. At Mψ,IR, the dark fermions
decouple dynamically and the flow departs from the fixed point. Below MH,IR, the bosonic degree of freedom
decouples as well and the flow enters the IR-scaling regime in which all masses freeze out.

the contrary, the asymptotically safe fixed point features only three UV-attractive directions.
The critical hypersurface of all admissible IR is therefore only three-dimensional. Consequently,
asymptotic safety predicts a relation amongst the four couplings, e.g., λhψ(mφ, mψ, λ4). Inter-
preting the scalar sector as the SM Higgs sector, its mass mφ and quartic coupling λ4 are fixed
by the electroweak vacuum expectation (vev) value and the Higgs mass MH , respectively. This
implies a – possibly complicated but fixed – relation λhψ(mψ) between the portal coupling and
the dark-fermion mass.
Despite the neglected SM gauge structure, the present model (for Nf = N = 1) closely resembles
a single dark fermion coupled to the SM Higgs. For N = 1 there are no remaining scalar Gold-
stone modes and below kIR < max (Mφ, IR, Mψ, IR) the RG flow freezes out completely49.
We demonstrate the predictive power for the lowest non-trivial truncation order, cf. Eqs. (3.6)-
(3.8), and in the symmetry-broken phase. The three free UV-initial conditions at some high
scale kUV are chosen such that vev2 = 2κ̄(k → 0) = 0.2, MH,IR/vev =

√
λ4(k → 0) = 1.44 and

Mψ,IR/vev = m̄ψ/
√

2κ̄(k → 0) = 1.13 × 108 after complete freezeout. The first identification sim-
ply sets the units in which dimensionful quantities are measured. Here, we choose to measure
everything in units of the vev. The right-hand panel in Fig. 4 shows the freezeout of the two
masses after the RG flow has dropped below all thresholds. The left-hand panel of Fig. 4 shows
explicitly that the low-energy value of λhψ is determined by the asymptotically safe scaling
regime.
When interpreting the asymptotically safe fixed point as fundamental, i.e., removing the cutoff
kUV →∞, the prediction becomes exact. In any asymptotic-safety scenario not including gravity,
we strongly advocate the perspective of effective asymptotic safety instead, since pushing the
cutoff beyond MPlanck is meaningless. Hence, we initialize the flow in a large range of λhψ(kUV)
values at some high but subplanckian kUV. In the present model, the degree of effective pre-
dictivity is very high because the corresponding critical exponent is O(1). As a result, the
IR-attractive direction of the asymptotically safe fixed point maps a large window of UV-values

49In the Standard Model one would remain with a perturbative running due to the massless photon, and above
ΛQCD also with massless gluons.
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Figure 5: Relation between the Higgs-portal coupling λ̄hψ,IRvev and the dark-fermion mass Mψ,IR/vev implied
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vev2 = 2κIR = 0.2. We show cases for different scalar masses MH,IR/vev. The gray-shaded region at small coupling
and small dark-fermion mass cannot be reached within the present truncation.

to an extremely narrow IR-window, cf. left-hand panel in Fig. 4. Effective asymptotic safety
can hardly be distinguished from fundamental asymptotic safety.
In Fig. 5, we vary the fermion mass Mψ, IR to obtain a relation between the two phenomenolog-
ically unknown parameters λhψ and Mψ, IR and obtain a rather robust conclusion. The asymp-
totically safe fixed point of the scalar-fermion system predicts that fermionic dark matter cannot
be weakly coupled and light at the same time. Once the asymptotically safe fixed point is more
rigorously established, such conclusions can serve as a guidance principle for model building and
experimental searches.

3.1.2 Fermionic dark matter and the Standard-Model Higgs potential

The asymptotically safe fixed point of the above scalar-fermion portal model requires strong
dynamics and future studies are required to establish its existence. From a more conservative
viewpoint, any departure from the perturbative regime can be interpreted as a signal for the
onset of unknown new physics that is out of reach of the EFT of the presently considered
degrees of freedom. The region of validity of an EFT can be defined as the parameter space
in which all dimensionless combinations of the EFT couplings remain perturbatively small. For
the above portal model, this requires50 that the scalar quartic coupling λH < 4π, and that the
dimensionless combination of fermion mass and portal coupling λ̄hψ m̄ψ < 4π. This defines an
EFT cutoff scale. For the SM, as discussed in Sec. 1.1.1, it lies at transplanckian values, i.e.,

Λ
(SM)
EFT ≈ 1041 GeV ≫MPlanck.

A second possibly problematic scale can arise from the Standard Model Higgs potential. If the
latter develops a second high-energy vacuum expectation value (VEV), the electroweak-scale
vacuum could be metastable and might decay [29, 31, 397, 405, 418–420]. In the perturbative
picture, such a second VEV develops due to a zero-crossing in the running of the quartic coupling

50The exact value of 4π is somewhat arbitrary. But, unless there exists a fixed point just outside the thereby
defined EFT, any O(1) number will lead to similar conclusions.
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λH . Due to large experimental uncertainties in the top-mass measurement, it remains unclear
whether the Standard Model develops a subplanckian metastability scale, cf. Sec. 1.1.1 and
the discussion at the beginning of Sec. 3.1. Assuming a metastability scale, we extend the
above Higgs-portal model by a Yukawa coupling (again dressed with a scalar potential) and a
fiducial gauge sector to mimic the running SM gauge couplings, see [405] and App. B.3 for the
explicit definition and derivation of the corresponding running. This fiducial SM develops a

meta-stability scale at Λ
(SM)
meta = 2.54 × 109 GeV. The following consideration is independent of

the exact location of the subplanckian metastability scale. In combination with the EFT cutoff
scale, it defines the scale at which new physics is expected, i.e.,

Λ
(SM)
new-phys = Min (Λ

(SM)
meta ,Λ

(SM)
EFT ) . (3.10)

If the metastability scale actually exists, it is desireable to find new-physics models, for instance
for dark matter, which stabilize the Higgs potential. It is well-established that an additional
scalar field, accounting for dark matter via a thermal freezeout [412, 421–424], can also shift the
metastability scale to higher energies via its Higgs-portal coupling [411–414, 417, 422].

Fermionic dark matter can stabilize the Higgs potential. As can be seen in Eq. (3.7),
fermionic dark matter has the right structure to similarly delay the onset of metastability. While
it is well-known that marginal Yukawa couplings to fermions destabilize the corresponding scalar
quartic coupling, the same does not hold for the higher-order portal coupling λhψ. In the
threshold regime at scales k ≈ m̄ψ, i.e., for mψ = m̄ψ/k < 1/3, the contributions of λhψ are
positive, cf. Eq. (3.7). Hence, they can stabilize the quartic coupling. The different effect of
marginal Yukawa-type fluctuations compared to perturbatively non-renormalizable portal-type
fluctuations can be attributed to their distinct symmetry structure. While Yukawa interactions
break the discrete scalar symmetry φ→ −φ, portal interactions do not. The extensive functional
RG study in [4], see also App. B, confirms the following simple intuition:

• Decoupling: m̄ψ ≫ Λ
(SM)
meta . If the fermionic dark matter is too heavy, it has already

decoupled and cannot affect the metastability scale.

• Destabilizing: m̄ψ ≈ Λ
(SM)
meta . If the dark fermion’s mass is close to the metastability scale,

it destabilizes the scalar potential further.

• Stabilizing: m̄ψ ≪ Λ
(SM)
meta . Fermionic Higgs-portal dark matter with a mass below the

metastability scale can stabilize the Higgs-potential.

While the stabilizing effect is very desirable, the non-perturbative nature of the portal coupling
λ̄hψ can quickly overstabilize the scalar potential. Its dimensionless counterpart λhψ grows with
a power-law behavior towards larger energies. As it outgrows O(1) values, it generates a novel
Landau-pole like divergence in the scalar potential. The non-perturbative analysis in [4] confirms

that portal couplings λ̄hψ > 1/Λ(SM)
meta lead to a scalar Landau pole below the former metastability

scale such that the overall regime of validity of the EFT cannot be extended.
A numerical investigation of how far the EFT-regime can be extended due to fermionic por-

tal dark-matter with mass m̄ψ and portal coupling λhψ is presented in Fig. 6. It confirms

that fermionic dark matter with a mass m̄ψ ≈ Λ
(SM)
meta = 2.54 × 109 GeV destabilizes the Higgs-

potential further (red region). The upper-right gray-shaded triangle lies outside of the EFT
bound λ̄hψ m̄ψ < 4π. In the left-hand gray-shaded triangle, fermionic dark matter is coupled too
strongly to the scalar sector and causes a new Landau-pole like divergence. Correspondingly, the
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Figure 6: Regions in the parameter space of dark matter mass m̄ψ and portal coupling λ̄hψ, in which the Higgs
potential is (de)stabilized. In the green (red) region the Higgs stability-bound is shifted to larger (smaller) values.

The thin contours show the relative increase of the metastability scale, i.e., (Λ(fdmSM)
meta −Λ

(SM)
meta )/Λ

(SM)
meta . The shaded

regions indicate where a perturbative EFT description, either in the fermionic sector or in the scalar sector breaks
down.

EFT breaks down below the SM metastability scale, i.e., Λ
(fdmSM)
EFT < Λ

(SM)
meta . In all these three

regions, either strong dynamics or additional new physics is required to extend the Standard

Model beyond Λ
(SM)
meta . Only comparatively light, i.e., m̄ψ ≪ Λ

(SM)
meta , and weakly coupled, i.e.,

λ̄hψ > 1/Λ(SM)
meta , fermionic dark matter (green region in Fig. 6) can slightly increase the metasta-

bility scale without introducing new divergences. Even in the latter case, similar to higher-order
couplings in the scalar potential itself [403, 405, 406, 408, 425–429], the fermionic Higgs-portal
coupling can only delay the onset of the metastability scale by one or two orders of magnitude.

Relic-density constraints. Assuming that the fermionic dark matter is produced by a thermal
freeze-out after inflation, its Higgs-portal coupling connects to its relic abundance. The larger
the portal coupling λ̄hψ, the more dark matter decays into visible matter and vice versa. A very
small portal coupling thus leads to an overabundance of dark matter in the early universe and
prohibits a viable cosmological evolution. Perturbative studies place this relic-density bound for
fermionic Higgs-portal dark matter at λ̄hψ < 10−3 GeV−1, see, e.g., [430]. Under the assumption
that non-perturbative effects do not qualitatively alter this conclusion, the relic-density bound
is in stark conflict with the present study of Higgs stability. On its own, fermionic dark matter
coupled via a Higgs-portal would either overclose the universe or destabilize the Standard Model
at energies far below the Planck scale and even below a possible metastability scale.
This conclusion persists even if the SM itself does not develop a subplanckian metastability
scale. It exemplifies that the validity of the SM up to the Planck scale is a very subtle balance.
Demanding that this balance is not broken by new physics, i.e., that new degrees of freedom
preserve the possibility of a transplanckian cutoff scale, severely constrains the admissible form
of new degrees of freedom. In the present example, fermionic dark matter has to either develop
a strongly coupled fixed point as tentatively suggested by the functional RG study in Sec. 3.1.1,
or inevitably requires a larger subplanckian dark sector.
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3.2 Asymptotic safety at a large number of degrees of freedom

In this section, we investigate the only known perturbative example of four-dimensional asymp-
totic safety without gravity. The corresponding Litim-Sannino fixed point [309] in gauge-Yukawa
theories at a large number of fermions and gauge bosons has been introduced in Sec. 2.3 as an
example for scale invariance due to a balance of different perturbative loop orders. Its possible
phenomenological consequences have been studied in [431, 432]51. Here, we emphasize two cru-
cial points. Firstly, we investigate if Litim-Sannino fixed points can persist in the presence of
gravitational contributions, see Sec. 3.2.1. Secondly, we will explore these fixed points as pos-
sible intermediate fixed points which might dominate the running between the Planck and the
electroweak scale in Sec. 3.2.2. This example will also further elucidate the concept of effective
asymptotic safety.

3.2.1 Litim-Sannino fixed points and gravitational corrections

The Litim-Sannino fixed points of an SU(NC) gauge-Yukawa theory are perturbatively con-
trolled by an arbitrarily small parameter ε = NF /NC − 11/2 (Veneziano limit [320]) where NF is
the number of vector-like fermions, cf. [309]. For the rescaled gauge and Yukawa coupling

α̃g = NC g
2

(4π)2 and α̃y = NC g
2

(4π)2 a fixed point is achieved by a balance of different loop-orders,

cf. Sec. 2.3.3 for a detailed explanation of the fixed point mechanism52. Working at next-
to-leading order, the pure gauge-Yukawa fixed point arises at α̃g ∗ = O(ε) and α̃y ∗ = O(ε) with
one IR-attractive direction with critical exponent θ1 = O(ε) and one UV-attractive direction
with critical exponent θ2 = O(ε2). It can thus be expected that any additional O(ε) contribu-
tion potentially alters the corresponding fixed-point structure. Here, we will investigate under
which conditions such a fixed point persists under the inclusion of subplanckian gravitational
contibutions, cf. [10]. This will allow to estimate the highest scale k <MPlanck at which it is still
viable to neglect gravitational fluctuations.

Below MPlanck, we can approximate the leading-order gravitational contributions to be pro-
portional to the Newton coupling G, while all other gravitational couplings are approximated
to vanish. In the classical regime, the dimensionful G is still constant. Hence, the dimensionless
Newton coupling runs quadratically with energy scale k, i.e.,

G = Gk2 = k2

8πM2
Planck

. (3.11)

Including the respective gravitational contributions α̃g fg(G) and α̃y fy(G) to the running of α̃g

51The relation to possible large-NF fixed-points at a finite number of gauge bosons, cf. [327] for a recent review,
remains uncertain. Given the phenomenological interest [433–440], one should keep in mind that such fixed
points arise very close to a pole in the 1/NF expansion (where NF is the number of fermions). This entails
huge anomalous dimensions and even though couplings might remain arbitrarily small, the huge shift towards
relevance in the critical exponents signals an extremely large degree of non-perturbativity. This casts doubt on
the stability of such fixed points under possible additional poles at higher-order in 1/NF , cf. also [441–443]. For
a recent summary see also the respective sections in [444].

52We do not discuss the respective extension of this fixed point to the scalar quartic couplings, cf. Sec. [309],
as the main fixed-point mechanism resides in the gauge-Yukawa sector. While scalar quartic couplings and
their stability are crucial for phenomenological viability, the question whether the fixed point persists under
gravitational fluctuations remains unaltered.
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Figure 7: Left-hand panel: β-function and fixed points of the Litim-Sannino gauge coupling α̃g for ε = 0.1
and different values of the dimensionless Newton coupling G. Right-hand panel: critical scale kcrit/MPlanck above
which the Litim-Sannino fixed point annihilates due to gravitational fluctuations (red line). Its reappearance
above the gray dashed line is considered an artifact of the truncation, see main text.

and α̃y in [309], we find

βα̃g = α̃g [Cα̃2
g +Bα̃g − fg(G)] with C = (25 + 26

3
ε) , B = 4

3
ε − 2(11

2
+ ε)

2

α̃y , (3.12)

βα̃y = α̃y [Eα̃y − Fα̃g − fy(G)] with E = (13 + 2ε) , F = 6 . (3.13)

The gravitational contributions are not suppressed by the limit of large NC and NF because they
act like an anomalous dimension53. We determine the contributions fg(G) and fy(G) within a
functional RG scheme specified in Sec. 4 and App. C54. The explicit contributions read

fg(G) = G

2π
, fy(G) = −17G

10π
. (3.14)

Anticipating results in Sec. 4, we note that an O(1) cosmological constant can potentially
flip the sign of fy(G). The cosmological constant evolves like k4 in the subplanckian regime,
cf. Sec. 2.4.2. It can thus safely be neglected in the regime of interest, i.e., for k <MPlanck.
As long as α̃g ∗ > fy/F holds, the Yukawa coupling α̃y will always have a positive fixed point. We
verify this assumption a posteriori in the following results. Inserting the solution back into βα̃g in
Eq. (3.12), we find that in the perturbative regime of interest, i.e., for 0 < ε < 1 and 0 < G < 1, the
coefficients of α̃g, α̃

2
g, and α̃3

g are always negative, positive, and negative respectively. Without

gravity the gauge coupling exhibits a Gaußian IR-attractive fixed point at α̃GFP
g ∗ = 0 and the

UV-attractive Litim-Sannino fixed point at α̃LS
g ∗ ≠ 0 (cf., black-filled circles in the left-hand panel

of Fig. 7). The gravitational contributions split the former into a non-vanishing IR-attractive
fixed point at α̃sGFP

g ∗ and a – now UV-attractive – Gaußian fixed point α̃GFP
g ∗ = 0 (cf., gray-empty

circles in the left-hand panel of Fig. 7). For ε ≲ 0.12, the two fixed points α̃sGFP
g ∗ and α̃LS

g ∗ ≠ 0
approach each other, cf. Fig. 7, and annihilate at a critical Gcrit(ε) (cf., red-filled circle in the
left-hand panel of Fig. 7). At even larger G ∼ O(1), the two fixed points reappear. Such values
of G lie close to the Planck scale where it becomes questionable whether backreaction and high-
order couplings can still be neglected. The reappearance might thus be an artifact of the present

53Rescaling α→ α × const in k ∂kαi = βαi = αfi + . . . only affects terms which scale non-linearly in α.
54Scheme dependence and the relation to perturbative schemes is explicitly discussed in Sec. 4.5.4. For defi-

niteness, we work with a gravitational de-Donder type gauge fixing with β = 1 and α → 0, cf. [10, App.A] for the
gauge-dependent contributions.
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approximation55.
Using Eq. (3.11) to convert the critical value of G into a scale, we infer that the regime in which
gravitational fluctuations can safely be neglected when analyzing Litim-Sannino fixed points
extends to scales

kcrit ≈
MPlanck

8π
ε . (3.15)

The right-hand panel of Fig. 7 confirms this approximation in the full result. The smaller ε, i.e.,
the more perturbative the Litim-Sannino fixed-point structure is, the more sensitively it reacts
to gravitational corrections. To conclude, Litim-Sannino type fixed-points should be regarded
as realizing effective asymptotic safety at subplanckian scales. In the following section, we will
investigate the remaining effective predictive power of the Litim-Sannino scenario.

3.2.2 Effective asymptotic safety and predictivity for Litim-Sannino models

The analysis of the last section demonstrates that it is questionable to interpret any form of
asymptotic safety which does not encompass gravitational degrees of freedom as fundamen-
tal. The phenomenology of such asymptotically safe extensions of the Standard Model should
thus be discussed in the framework of effective field theory (EFT) below a high energy cutoff
ΛEFT <MPlanck. This correctly captures our ignorance of UV-physics above that scale56.
Effective asymptotic safety can still retain a significant amount of predictivity along its IR-
attractive directions, cf. Sec. 3.1.1. Along the latter, the RG flow can focus a large range of
coupling values in the UV to a much smaller range in the IR. The amount of predictivity de-
pends on (i) how strongly the IR-attractive directions are pulled towards the fixed point, i.e.,
how large the negative critical exponents are, and on (ii) over how many scales the flow remains
in the vicinity of the fixed point. The latter depends on the number of scales over which the
EFT is valid. This includes how strongly the fixed point repels the IR-repulsive directions57.

Predictivity of Litim-Sannino models. Turning to the Litim-Sannino models of the previ-
ous section, cf. Eqs. (3.12)-(3.13), we evolve the flow over 17 orders of magnitude to represent
the running from the Planck down to the electroweak scale. The flow of α̃g and α̃y is initialized
at arbitrary points in an ellipse with major axes [0,2 α̃g ∗] and [0,2 α̃y ∗] and are (de-) focused
along the IR-attractive (IR-repulsive) direction. The four right-hand panels in Fig. 34 visualize
explicit examples of this (de-) focusing for different values of ε. The black diagonal marks the
linearized critical hypersurface. All points are attracted to this surface towards the IR. At the
same time, each point is repelled by the fixed point along the direction within the critical hyper-
surface. The relative size of the final area, in comparison to the initial area, provides a measure
for the predictivity of the Litim-Sannino fixed point. The overall area shrinks as long as the

55For ε ≳ 0.12, no annihilation takes place and no bound can be inferred. On the other hand, it is unclear
whether at these values (i) the Litim-Sannino fixed point is still perturbatively controlled, and (ii) backreaction
effects of the gravity-matter system can be neglected, cf. Sec. 4. Certainly, the present analysis is insufficient to
conclude anything about this regime.

56Even when gravitational degrees of freedom are included, this EFT view on non-perturbative fixed points
remains the most conservative notion of asymptotic safety. We will come back to this in Sec. 5.

57Without knowledge of the underlying UV physics, it is, of course, hard to assume anything about how initial
conditions should be distributed around the fixed point. It might well be that unknown microscopic physics
places the effective theory very close to the fixed point in all IR-repulsive directions, in which case the flow
remains close to the fixed point and predictivity is maximal. Statements about predictivity thus always remain
relative statements.
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Figure 8: Left-hand panel: Degree of universality imprinted by the asymptotically safe fixed point of simple
gauge-Yukawa models, cf. Eqs. (3.12)-(3.13) (measured by the relative collapse of the area of an ellipse around
the fixed point) when flowing towards the IR over k scales.
Right-hand panel: Examples of collapsed shells from some UV-scale (light blue) to some IR-scale 17 orders of
magnitude lower (dark red) for four different values of ε.

flow along the IR-attractive with critical exponent θ1 = O(ε) is stronger than the one along the
IR-repulsive direction with critical exponent θ2 = O(ε2). The left-hand panel in Fig. 34 depicts
how the degree of predictivity depends on both the perturbative control parameter ε and the
orders of magnitude over which the asymptotically safe fixed point dominates the EFT. If ε is
too small, the flow is not strong enough to develop a significant degree of universality during
the finite separation of scales. If ε is too large, the flow develops an IR instability along the
IR-repulsive direction.

Simple Litim-Sannino-type extensions of the Standard Model. We further investigate
the predictivity of effective asymptotic safety for phenomenologically relevant Litim-Sannino
extensions of the Standard Model gauge group. We restrict the study to cases in which the
gauge sector of the Standard Model is not modified. Following [431], we couple i = 1, . . . , Nf

additional vector-like fermions ψi transforming in the representation R2 under the Standard
Model SU(2) gauge group to facilitate an asymptotically safe fixed point. To demonstrate our
point, it is sufficient to focus on those cases in which the ψ’s are colorless (i.e., do not transform
nuder the SU(3)) and uncharged under the U(1). Further, an uncharged complex scalar field
allows for BSM Yukawa couplings

LBSM = −y tr [ψ̄L S ψR + ψ̄R S†ψL] . (3.16)

The respective β-functions are given in [431, 445]. In [445], a systematic search for Nf copies of
R2 representations reveals four cases which are perturbatively well-controlled:

Model A: (Nf ,R2) = (1,3) , Model B: (Nf ,R2) = (1,2) ,
Model C: (Nf ,R2) = (2,2) , Model D: (Nf ,R2) = (3,2) , (3.17)
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Figure 9: Running of the SM couplings (α3, α2, α1, αt) supplemented by the BSM Yukawa coupling αy. The
four SM couplings are initialized at their measured low-energy values (0.000795,0.00257,0.00673,0.00478) at the
matching scale of 91 GeV, while the BSM Yukawa coupling is varied over a wide range of UV-values. Like the
Standard Model, all four identified BSM models can be extended up to MPlanck and hence serve as effective field
theories. The asymptotically safe fixed point significantly focusses the BSM coupling and predicts its value to lie
within the indicated (purple) regime of trajectories.

cf. Tab. IV in [445]. The authors of [445] discard all four of these because the U(1) Landau-pole
cannot be cured. While this conclusion is correct concerning fundamental asymptotic safety,
the Landau pole remains safely beyond the Planck scale and can thus be considered as outside
of the regime of validity of the EFT anyhow. Instead, one should consider these fixed points as
examples of effective asymptotic safety. Fig. 9 clearly shows that in all four cases the Landau
pole is merely a theoretical issue and not of any relevance for effective asymptotic safety below
the Planck scale. Moreover, the BSM Yukawa coupling αy is significantly focused from the
full perturbative regime to a smaller window in the IR. This focusing can be considered as
an effective prediction by the respective Litim-Sannino type fixed point. The IR window can
thereby guide experimental searches for the Yukawa coupling of this particular BSM model.

Conclusion

New physics which is added to the SM can introduce new divergences which can only be cured
by strong dynamics, cf. Sec. 3.1.1. Extensions which remain within the realm of perturbativity
typically cannot cure fundamental inconsistencies like the Landau pole but can still exhibit
effective asymptotic safety. The Planck scale remains as the implied scale of new physics.
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At Planckian scales, quantum gravity impacts quantum matter and vice versa. The
structure of joint gravity-matter fixed points derives from global symmetries. This
chapter highlights and evaluates two resulting bounds on asymptotically safe gravity
arising from the existence (weak-gravity bound) and the viability (viability bound)
of the fixed point in the matter sector. Reviewing how matter fluctuations impact on
gravity we delineate a weak-gravity mechanism which is crucial to realize the viability
bound for Yukawa couplings. If a weak-gravity mechanism can be realized, asymptot-
ically safe gravity could UV-complete the Standard Model. The latter imposes upper
bounds on the Abelian gauge coupling and Yukawa couplings which lie in the vicinity
of the observed values.

4 Matter in asymptotically safe gravity:
structure and symmetry

The discovery of the Higgs mass [199, 200] completes the SM up to the Planck scale, cf. Sec. 1.
It falls into a narrow window of values in which the Higgs potential gives a strong hint for
scale invariance at the Planck scale. We aim to extend this novel scale symmetry beyond the
Planck scale and expand it to other sectors of the SM. The natural candidate to achieve this
is a scale-invariant quantum-gravity model, cf. Sec. 2. This section closely examines the fixed-
point structure of scale-invariant gravity-matter systems which follows from the global symmetry
structure, cf. Sec. 4.1. It scrutinizes constraints arising from the existence (Sec. 4.2) and phe-
nomenological viability (Sec. 4.3) of gravity-matter fixed points and discusses how fermions
might induce a weak-gravity mechanism which could allow to UV-complete the Standard Model
(SM), cf. Sec. 4.5.

4.1 Maximally symmetric asymtotic safety

All matter gravitates. Its propagation follows geodesics in spacetime. Whenever spacetime is
curved, the particle’s motion is influenced by this curvature. This also includes massless particles
defying the Newtonian intuition that a particle’s mass causes its gravitational motion. Indeed,
also light rays get bent by curvature which causes astrophysical lensing effects, cf. Sec. 7. As in
classical GR, particles also gravitate in quantum spacetime. Hence, whenever spacetime fluctu-
ates due to quantum interactions, the particles in that spacetime will also necessarily interact via
quantum fluctuations. This is the mechanism of quantum-gravity induced matter interactions
[9, 446–453]58.
Thus, asymptotic safety in gravity-matter systems necessarily requires asymptotically safe (not
free) matter theories. Put differently, a non-vanishing fixed point for gravity also induces a
non-vanishing fixed point for a minimal set of matter couplings. This set of interactions is dis-
tinguished by enhanced global symmetries.
Every dynamical field couples to gravity via its kinetic term. Assuming that asymptotically safe
quantum gravity does not break global symmetries59 – for which there is no evidence in any

58 The induction of matter interactions is not unique to gravity. Also, non-Abelian and Abelian gauge theories
induce higher-order matter interactions. Non-Abelian gauge theories might even induce gravity [454–458].

59 Semi-classical arguments indicate that any global symmetry is broken by quantum gravity. These are related
to information loss and Hawking radiation in black-hole spacetimes. Such arguments might be circumvented by
the existence of Planck-size black-hole remnants and their properties as the final state of Hawking evaporation.
Remnants naturally arise in most singularity-resolving quantum-gravity theories. In asymptotic safety, RG-
improved black-hole spacetimes indicate the existence of remnants, see Sec. 7 for an in-depth discussion of RG-
improved spacetimes. In any case, global-symmetry violations are not necessarily a generic feature of gravitational
quantum effects but might distinguish between different quantum-gravity models.
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truncation of the functional RG60 – the set of induced couplings is distinguished by invariance
of the corresponding operators under the global symmetries of the kinetic terms. We refer to
this minimally coupled version as maximally-symmetric asymptotic safety (MSAS). Since all
classically marginal SM couplings break at least parts of this maximal global symmetry, cf.,
Tab. 4, the former are not induced and thus vanish at the MSAS fixed point. We will give
explicit examples in a moment. Of course, the existence of alternative fixed points with reduced
global symmetry is not excluded, cf. Sec. 4.4 and Sec. 4.5.
The induction of matter interactions leads to a bound on gravitational theory space. If gravi-
tational fluctuations are too strong, matter self-interactions cannot compensate any longer and
scale-invariance in the matter sector is lost. Since gravity has to remain sufficiently weak, we
refer to this as the weak-gravity bound, cf. Sec. 4.2.

An intriguing picture emerges if MSAS is connected to low-energy physics by the RG flow,
cf. Fig. 10. On the one hand, IR physics is dominated by the Gaußian fixed point (GFP) at
which gravitational interactions (almost) vanish. A special set of matter interactions associated
with the GFP – the marginal SM couplings – determines the low-energy physics. On the other
hand, there is the less familiar but nevertheless scale-invariant regime. It is dominated by a
non-Gaußian fixed point (MSAS) at which gravitational interactions are non-vanishing. Again,
there is a special set of interactions: the gravitationally induced couplings. As a consequence of
global symmetries, the set of marginal couplings and the set of induced couplings do not overlap.
We will explicitly demonstrate this for scalars, fermions and gauge fields in a moment.

Since all gravitationally induced couplings are higher-order couplings, cf. Tab. 3, they are all
quickly (i.e., with power-law running) driven to zero in the vicinity of the GFP. If any signifi-
cantly non-zero matter interactions are to emerge towards low energies, some of the classically
marginal couplings have to overlap with IR-repulsive directions of MSAS. More specifically, a
trajectory that connects MSAS to viable IR physics, requires that a minimal set of classically
marginal couplings, sufficient to break the global symmetries of MSAS to those of the IR theory,
aligns or at least overlaps with IR-repulsive directions at the MSAS, cf. Fig. 10. This puts a
second constraint on gravitational theory space – the viability bound, cf. Sec. 4.3.

60Most functional RG calculations have been performed in a Euclidean setting and thus do not sum over
black-hole spacetimes.
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fields gravity-induced operators maximal global symmetry marginal ops reduced symm

gauge field A (F 2∣
Abelian

)n⩾2 ZA2 ∶ Aµ → −Aµ AAAA (∂[AAA]) ZA2 ( – )

scalar φ (∂φ∂φ)n⩾2 Zφ2 ∶ φ→ −φ φ4 Zφ2
Tφshift ∶ φ→ φ + α

fermion ψ (V ±A)n⩾2 U(1) ∶ ψ → eiαψ – –

U(1)chiral ∶ ψ → ei γ5αψ

gauge-scalar (∂φ∂φ)n⩾1 (F 2∣
Abelian

)m⩾1 ZA2 ⊗ Zφ2 ⊗ Tshift φφAA (∂[φφA]) ZA2 ⊗ Zφ2 (Zφ2 )

gauge-fermion (V ±A)n⩾1 (F 2∣
Abelian

)m⩾1 ZA2 ⊗U(1)⊗U(1)chiral ψ̄ /Aψ

scalar-fermion (∂φ∂φ)n⩾1(V ±A)m⩾1 Zφ2 ⊗ Tshift ⊗U(1)⊗U(1)chiral φ ψ̄ψ φ→ −φ
ψ → ei γ5 π/2ψ

Table 3: Table of global symmetry structures in induced and marginal matter interactions. We ommit index
structure which potentially admits for several induced operators (second column) at each level. F denotes the
(non-) Abelian field-strength tensor and V ±A are vector and axial fermion bilinears, see, e.g., [459, App.A].

We now scrutinize the disjoint sets of marginal and induced interactions for scalars, fermions
and gauge fields, cf. Tab. 3 for a summarizing table. Kinetic terms for gauge fields (Abelian and
non-Abelian) are Z2-reflection symmetric, Aaµ → −Aaµ and obey a shift symmetry Aaµ → Aaµ+const.
Interactions with an uneven number of gauge fields break the global Z2 symmetry. Moreover,
interactions without a sufficient number of derivative break shift symmetry. This excludes the
marginal non-Abelian self-interactions61, as well as any non-minimal couplings to fermions and
scalars62. MSAS requires all marginal interactions to vanish and hence “Abelianizes” non-
Abelian gauge theories63.
For scalars φ, the kinetic term is Z2-symmetric under φ→ −φ and shift-symmetric under trans-
formations taking φ → φ + const. Maintaining Z2 symmetry requires even powers of φ. Shift-
symmetry is preserved by derivatives64 acting on each φ. This excludes scalar potentials and
Yukawa interactions, as they do not contain derivatives.
Kinetic terms for Dirac fermions, ψ, are invariant under a global U(1) phase ψ → ei αψ and
a chiral phase ψ → ei γ5αψ. Equivalently, this corresponds to separate global symmetries for
the two left- and right-handed Weyl fermions. Yukawa interactions partially break the global
symmetries of fermion and scalar kinetic term to a discrete chiral symmetry under which φ→ −φ
and ψ → ei γ5 π/2ψ.
We conclude that MSAS could induce asymptotic freedom for the marginal SM couplings if a
suitable set of marginal couplings overlaps with IR-repulsive directions (viability bound). At
the same time, it will induce a different set of higher-order interactions present in the UV. These
can only have a fixed point if gravity is sufficiently weak (weak-gravity bound).

61 Marginal interactions with three non-Abelian gauge fields, i.e., g fabc(∂µAaν)AµbAνc break Z2-reflection
symmetry (and shift symmetry). Marginal non-Abelian gauge interactions with four gauge fields, i.e.,
g2(feabAaµAbν)(fecdAcµAdν) break the shift symmetry because of the lack of derivatives.

62 The gauge-fermion interaction gAaµψ̄γ
µT aψ and gauge-scalar interaction g (∂µφ)T aAaµAbνAνb break Z2-

reflection symmetry of the gauge field (and shift symmetry). The gauge-scalar interaction φφAaµA
µa breaks

the global shift symmetry of both the scalar and the gauge field.
63The structure of the induced interactions might still differ for Abelian and non-Abelian gauge theories.
64Some derivatives may be shifted from one scalar field to another through partial integration. But, for instance,

for vertices involving 4 scalar fields, all the shift-symmetric invariants involve 4 derivatives, cf. [448]
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4.1.1 Matter fluctuations and the potential loss of asymptotic safety of gravity

Minimal couplings to matter – in quantum gravity as in every usual gauge theory – lead to
contributions of matter loops to the anomalous dimension of the gauge coupling [343]. In gauge
theories, scalars and fermions lead to screening contributions65. For an Abelian gauge theory
without gauge-boson self-interactions, this leads to a Landau pole [202], cf. Sec. 1.2.2. For
non-Abelian gauge theories in four dimensions, the antiscreening self-interactions of the gauge
bosons can induce asymptotic freedom. This holds up to a critical number of matter degrees of
freedom, at which asymptotic freedom is lost and Landau-pole like behavior is restored.
Above four dimensions, i.e., for D = 4 + ε, perturbative ε-expansions suggest that asymptotic
freedom of Yang-Mills theory without matter is replaced by asymptotic safety66. This mecha-
nism resembles precisely the asymptotic-safety mechanism for gravity in D = 2 + ε. If one adds
matter fluctuations, asymptotic safety in D = 4 + ε (or D = 2 + ε for gravity) is lost as soon as
asymptotic freedom is lost in D = 4 (or D = 2 for gravity). The resemblance strongly suggests
an equivalent loss of asymptotically safe gravity under the impact of too much matter67, at least
for ε ≪ 1. Whether it extends to ε = 2 was first investigated with the functional RG in [343].
We briefly review the results since they are the basis for the subsequently explored weak-gravity
mechanism in Sec. 4.1.2 and the thereby suggested gravitationally induced UV-completion for
the SM, cf. Sec. 4.5.

Schematic β-functions encompassing the results from [343], see also Eq. (2.33), were expanded
to perturbative order in Sec. 2.4.2. We recall βG for the dimensionless Newton coupling G and
its fixed points,

βG = 2G +A(Λ)G2 with G∗GFP = 0, G∗NGFP = − 2

A(Λ) . (4.1)

Perturbative ε-expansions [242, 340, 341] (which neglect the Λ-dependence inA(Λ)), background-
field approximations, as well as fluctuation-field expansions of the functional RG [338, 343, 351–
357]68 agree that, just like for ordinary gauge theories: fermions and scalars screen (positive
sign) the gravitational Newton coupling G, while Abelian and non-Abelian gauge-fields as well
as gravitational self-interactions antiscreen (negative sign) the running ofG. In [343], the authors
find for the perturbative approximation, cf. Eq. (2.34),

A∣perturbative =
1

6π
(NS +NW − 4NV − 46) , (4.2)

with NS , NW , and NV the number of scalars, fermions and gauge bosons, respectively, cf. [465]
for spin-3/2 fields. Since the Newton coupling cannot cross G = 0 due to the IR-attractive
Gaußian fixed point, any viable UV fixed-point has to lie at G∗NGFP ⩾ 0. Without matter
G∗NGFP = 6π/23 and is viable. As more screening (i.e., scalar and fermionic) matter contribu-
tions are added, the fixed point moves to larger and larger values. At Acrit = 0, it escapes to
G∗NGFP → ∞+, i.e., towards positive values. Beyond the pole, where screening contributions
dominate, it reappears at negative G∗NGFP < 0 and is no longer viable – just like asymptotic
freedom, asymptotic safety is lost because of a too large matter content.

65This holds for the universal 1-loop contributions of arbitrary scalar and fermionic representations, cf. [306,
Eq. (6.1)], wherein Dynkin indices are always positive.

66 A functional RG study in [460] as well as a 4th-order ε-expansion [461] find an upper critical dimension
5 <Dc < 6. Lattice studies [462, 463], see [464] for a recent review, have not yet confirmed this result.

67The argument assumes that the asymptotically safe fixed point in D = 2+ ε can be continuously connected to
the one in D = 4.

68See [444] for a summary of available approximations.
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4.1.2 A weak-gravity mechanism: The propagator of gravitational fluctuations

Aside from the question of how matter fluctuations influence the gravitational fixed point, we
are most interested in determining the influence of gravitational interactions on the marginal
pure-matter interactions of the SM, since these are the couplings which can eventually be com-
pared to experiment once we follow the RG-flow down to the electroweak scale.
The divergent behavior of the gravitational fixed point for G∗NGFP → ∞ close to the critical
matter content of the theory, i.e., for A → Acrit, näıvely suggests that before the viable fixed
point disappears, gravitational interactions grow stronger. But, gravitational dynamics is more
intricate. At the heart of a more proper understanding lies the cosmological constant.

The propagator of metric fluctuations and a mass-like suppression mechanism. Pure-
matter interactions and the running of the corresponding couplings by definition do not involve
external curvature fluctuations. These pure-matter couplings will be at the center of the follow-
ing discussion. We work with a linear split69 for the metric, i.e.,

gµν = ḡµν + hµν . (4.3)

Regarding matter interactions without external curvature fluctuations hµν , the choice of back-
ground ḡµν is completely arbitrary and drops out of all final results. Without loss of generality,
we make the convenient choice of a flat background, i.e., ḡµν = δµν . Due to the 1-loop struc-
ture of the flow equation, we can moreover already conclude that only terms with at most two
powers of hµν , i.e., only the propagator of metric fluctuations will directly influence pure-matter
interactions70.
To determine the propagator of metric fluctuations, we start from the gauge-fixed gravitational
action, including a complete set of those curvature invariants which can contribute to the flat-
space propagator of metric fluctuations up to sixth order in derivatives [466], i.e.,

Γk grav =
Zh

16πḠ
∫ d4x

√
g (R − 2Λ̄) + Sgauge-fixing (4.4)

+ Zh
16πḠ

∫ d4x
√
g (āR2 + b̄RµνRµν + c̄R2R + d̄Rµν2Rµν +O(p8)) .

Throughout the following calculations we employ a standard background (de-Donder) gauge-
fixing Sgauge-fixing specified in Sec. 4.5.4 where we also discuss gauge dependence71. We transition
to dimensionless couplings and introduce the gravitational anomalous dimension (wave-function
renormalization) ηh, i.e.,

G = Ḡk2, Λ = Λ̄k−2, a = āk2, b = b̄k2, c = c̄k4, d = d̄k4, ηh = −∂t log(Zh). (4.5)

Varying the gravitational action in Eq. (4.4) twice with respect to the metric fluctuation hµν

yields the two-point function Γ
(2)
k grav, where (2) indicates the second variation. The tensorial

69See Sec. 2.5 for a discussion and references regarding different metric splits.
70 Assume that a vertex with more than two internal curvature fluctuations hµν would contribute. Because

we are only interested in pure matter interactions without external curvature fluctuations, all three of these legs
would have to end in another vertex. This automatically generates a 1PI-irreducible diagram with at least two
loops. This is in contradiction to the manifest 1-loop structure of the flow equation, cf. Eq. (2.5).

71The above truncation of higher-order curvature invariants to finite order will result in potential unitarity
violations, cf. Sec. 1.3.1. We refer the reader to Sec. 4.3.1 for a discussion of such truncation ghosts and the
question of unitarity violations. Further, we point out that we have pulled out a factor of 1/Ḡ for all higher-order
interactions, which renders them dimensionful as opposed to the quadratic gravity couplings in Sec. 1.3.1.
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structure of the regulator is chosen to be spectrally adjusted [308], i.e.,

Rk µνκλ = (Γ
(2)
k µνκλ(k

2) − Γ
(2)
k µνκλ(p

2)) rk(p2) , (4.6)

where rk(p2) is the scalar shape function. For the results presented in the main text, we use the
Litim shape function [371], which simplifies the integration of the loop-momentum in the flow
equation. For this choice of regulator one can conveniently replace

Γ
(2)
k µνκλ(p

2) +Rk µνκλ Ð→ Γ
(2)
k µνκλ(k

2) , (4.7)

such that no dependence on the external momentum p remains in the denominator. Inversion

of the resulting Γ
(2)
k grav(k

2) by use of some appropriate projection basis [218, 467], yields the
regularized propagator, see, e.g., [347] for details.

The resulting York-decomposition [467] propagates (i) a gauge-independent transverse trace-
less spin-2 mode hTT

µν , such that ∂µhTT
µν = 0 and hµ TT

µ = 0, (ii) a pure-gauge vector mode, and
(iii) a two-component scalar sector containing one physical and one additional gauge degree of
freedom. The pure-gauge vector mode can be removed by fixing one gauge parameter α = 0.
This choice is also favored as a fixed point of the gauge-parameter flow [468, 469]. The second
gauge parameter β rotates the second gauge mode in the scalar sector. In the following, we
choose β = 0, such that the physical mode fully aligns with the trace mode h = hµµ. We will
recover and discuss the full gauge-dependence in Sec. 4.5.4, but for now (and whenever we fix
the gauge) we choose β = 0 and subsequently α → 0. In this case, the two remaining physical
modes are given by

(Γ
(2)
k,TT(p2))

−1
= 32πḠ

p2−2Λ̄ + b̄p4 − d̄p6
PTT
µνκλ(p) , (4.8)

(Γ
(2)
k h (p

2))
−1

= − 256πḠ

3p2−4Λ̄ − 6p4(3ā + b̄) + 6p6(3c̄ + d̄)
. (4.9)

The TT-projector PTT
µνκλ(p) is specified in [470, Eq. (B8)].

Returning to the contributions to pure-matter interactions, we observe that the effective strength
of gravitational fluctuations is not solely determined by the Newton coupling Ḡ, but by the mag-
nitude of the above propagators, or their generalization to infinite order in momentum. In both
modes, the cosmological constant (and all higher-order interactions) appear as mass-like terms
in the denominators. Not only can they damp the effective strength of gravitational fluctuations
in matter diagrams, but they can potentially even lead to sign changes by changing the relative
magnitude of the contributions of different diagrams. This is crucial, as the signs correspond
to the screening or antiscreening nature of gravitational contributions which in turn determine
whether a UV-complete matter sector with non-trivial IR structure is possible or not.

The cosmological constant as an effective mass term. For now, we focus on the cos-
mological constant and work in the Einstein-Hilbert truncations, i.e., neglect the influence of
higher-curvature terms in Eqs. (4.8)-(4.9). The running and the fixed point of the cosmological
constant, as determined from truncations identifying background and fluctuation fields to close
the flow equation [343], is given by

βΛ = −2Λ +A(Λ)GN Λ + B(Λ)GN , Λ∗NGFP = − B(Λ∗NGFP)
2A(Λ∗NGFP)

, (4.10)
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Figure 11: Left-hand panel: Gravitational fixed point values from [343] for α = β = 0 and SM matter NS = 4,
NV = 12, as a function of NW (NW = 45 for the SM). Middle panel: effective TT-mode strength (otherwise same
as left-hand panel). Right-hand panel: effective Tr-mode strength (otherwise same as left-hand panel). We also
mark the region (gray-shaded) in which ηh < −2, i.e., signalling a possible breakdown of the truncation. Compare
to Fig. 13 in [452] for qualitatively similar results in a fluctuation-field calculation.

where, we have already plugged in the fixed point Eq. (4.1) for G. The full threshold functions
A(Λ) and B(Λ) can be inferred from [343]. In the perturbative approximation, i.e., expanding
A(Λ) to zeroth and B(Λ) to first order in Λ one finds

Λ∗NGFP ≈ 3

4
× 2 +NS + 2NV − 2NW

31 + 4NV −NS −NW
. (4.11)

This simplified equation already reveals the main mechanism. The numerator changes sign with
NW much quicker than both denominators of Λ∗NGFP (Eq. (4.11)) and G∗NGFP (Eq. (4.1)).
This causes an effective weakening of gravitational contributions to all matter couplings with
growing fermion number. The weakening persists until the truncation breaks down. The latter
is signalled by the gravitational anomalous dimension growing large and exceeding the bound
of ∣ηh∣ > 2 [352]72.

Beyond the background-field approximation. The impact of the propagator of metric fluc-
tuations depends on the fluctuation couplings associated with the fluctuating metric hµν and not
the background couplings associated with the background metric ḡµν . The above weak-gravity
mechanism was presented in approximations which identify background and fluctuations. While
the dynamical mechanism for a weak propagator of metric fluctuations is modified in momentum-
dependent fluctuation-field approximations [352, 356, 357, 384–386, 471], the suppression of the
effective strength of gravitational modes persists and even is amplified, cf. Fig. 13 in [452]

4.1.3 The scalar-fermion sector of MSAS

To give an explicit example, we investigate the effect of asymptotically safe quantum gravity
on a simple model containing a single real scalar field φ and a Dirac fermion ψ. In the present
truncation, gravitational couplings only enter via the propagator of metric fluctuations discussed
in the previous Sec. 4.1.2 where we treat them as external parameters. The model will be used
to demonstrate the weak-gravity bound, cf. Sec. 4.2, and the viability bound 4.3.

72For ηh < 2, the regulator limits demanded below Eq. (2.4) are inverted. In particular, the regulator vanishes
in the UV and does not properly integrate out modes any longer, see [352, Sec.III.D]
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We systematically truncate the maximally-symmetric theory space using a mixed derivative-
operator expansion, cf. Sec. 2.2.1. At each order in canonical dimension, one constructs a
complete basis of maximally symmetric interactions invariant under the global symmetries of
the kinetic terms, cf. Tab. 3. The resulting truncation up to order 8 reads

Γk,MSAS =
Zφ

2
∫ d4x

√
g (gµν∂µφ∂νφ) + iZψ ∫ d4x

√
gψ̄ /∇ψ

+ 1

2
∫ d4x

√
g[λ̄A (iψ̄γµγ5ψ)(iψ̄γµγ5ψ) + λ̄V (ψ̄γµψ)(ψ̄γµψ)]

+ ∫ d4x
√
g[iχ̄1 (ψ̄γµ∇νψ − (∇νψ̄)γµψ) (∂µφ∂νφ)

+ iχ̄2 (ψ̄γµ∇µψ − (∇µψ̄)γµψ) (∂νφ∂νφ) ] .

The kinetic terms for the scalar and fermion in the first line include wave-function renormal-
izations Zφ and Zψ, respectively. The two invariants and respective four-fermion couplings λ̄A
and λ̄V span a full basis of maximally-symmetric couplings at order 6 [448, 472]. There are no
such invariants at order 8. The third line shows the two lowest-order (i.e., order-8) independent
mixed fermion-scalar interactions [449] which are invariant under the full global symmetry. We
neglect order-8 pure-scalar invariants which also exist in the maximally-symmetric theory space
[448, 473].
Beyond the maximally-symmetric theory space, we are interested in bounds on gravitational
parameter space arising from the requirement of non-vanishing marginal couplings, i.e., whether
the flow towards the IR can depart from the maximally-symmetric hypersurface, cf. Fig. 10.
Hence, we also include a set of interactions which breaks the maximal global symmetry, i.e.,

Γkmarginal = ∫ d4x
√
g (i y φψ̄ψ + λ̄S(ψ̄ψ)(ψ̄ψ)) . (4.12)

This includes a marginal Yukawa coupling y. Any non-vanishing y explicitly breaks the maximal
global symmetry to a remaining discrete chiral symmetry73, cf. Tab. 3. We also include the
additional four-fermion interaction λ̄S to investigate its interplay with the Yukawa coupling74.
As for the pure-gravity couplings, we transition to renormalized dimensionless couplings and
introduce anomalous dimensions, i.e.,

λX = λ̄X
Z2
ψ

k2 , χi =
χ̄i

Zψ Zφ
k4 , ηφ = −∂t lnZφ , ηψ = −∂t lnZψ . (4.13)

Given the overall truncation Γk = Γk grav + Γk,MSAS + Γkmarginal, the flow equation (2.5) can
be expanded in terms of external fields, cf. Sec. 2.1 for an introduction to this expansion and
App. C.1 for the explicit application to the present truncation where the representation in terms
of diagrams is shown in Fig. 36. The resulting set of β-functions for the dimensionless matter

73A quartic scalar self-inteaction would further break the global symmetry, cf. Tab 3.
74 Together, λA, λV , and λS form a Fierz-complete basis under the discrete chiral symmetry of the Yukawa

term.
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couplings and anomalous dimensions reads

βχ1 = χ1 (ηψ + ηφ + 4) +Mχ2

χ1
+G2Iχ1 +GDχ1 (4.14)

βχ2 = χ2 (ηψ + ηφ + 4) +Mχ2

χ2
+G2Iχ2 +GDχ2 , (4.15)

βλA = 2λA (ηψ + 1) + 4

3
(λA − λV ) y2Mλy2

λ + (λ2
A − λA (3λS + 2λV ) + 3λV (λS − λV ))Mλ

λ

+G2 Iλ +GλADλ , (4.16)

βλV = 2λV (ηψ + 1) + 2 (λA − 2λV ) y2Mλy2

λ − 2 (λA (λS + 2λV ) + 2λV (λV − λS))Mλ
λ

+GλV Dλ , (4.17)

βy = y (ηψ +
ηφ

2
) + y3My3

y − y (4λA − 3λS + 4λV )Mλy
y +GyDy (4.18)

βλS = 2λS (ηψ + 1) + λS (−6λA + λS + 2λV )Mλ
λ + 2 (2λA + λS − 6λV ) y2Mλy2

λ

+GλS Dλ +Gy2 CGy
2

λ , (4.19)

ηφ = GDηφ +Mχ
ηφ
+ y2My2

ηφ
, (4.20)

ηψ = GDηψ +Mχ
ηψ
+ y2My2

ηψ
. (4.21)

The above notation makes all powers of the gravitational Newton coupling G and the matter
couplings y, λA, λV , and λS explicit75. The threshold integrals Ii, Di, and Cji only depend on
the set of gravitational couplings Λ, a, b, c, and d and on the anomalous dimensions ηi. The
Mj

i denote pure-matter contributions. All the thresholds depend on the choice of regulator
shape function and are given in App. C.2. Gravitationally induced terms, denoted by Ii, only
occur for the set of maximally symmetric couplings χ1, χ2, λA. To the contrary, all matter
interactions, including the global-symmetry reducing y and λS , receive gravitational corrections
linear in the respective matter coupling itself, i.e., Di. Together with gravitational contributions
in the matter anomalous dimensions, they lead to terms which mimic an increase or decrease in
the effective spacetime dimension that the matter field probes, cf. Sec. 5. These contributions
are of crucial phenomenological importance in Sec. 4.4 and 4.5. Further, βλS also contains a

term Cji which describes gravity contributions mediated by another matter coupling, in this case
by y. This exemplifies that once the global symmetries are broken (here, once y ≠ 0) a new set
of secondarily induced couplings (here λS) invariant under the reduced symmetry is necessarily
present as well.
The following two sections discuss the bounds on the propagator of metric fluctuations that arise
due to the above symmetry considerations. We conjecture the existence of such bounds to be
generic for any gravity-matter system in which gravitational fluctuations do not violate global
symmetries. Indeed, the weak-gravity bound has also been explicitly verified in [9, 449–453].
The viability bound has recently been explored in [474] for unimodular asymptotically safety
[475–477].

75 Too shorten notation, we make an exception for χ1 and χ2 because the two mix. Factors of χi are contained

in Mχ2

χi , and Dχi , cf. App. C.2.
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4.2 Weak-gravity bound: gravitationally induced matter interactions

The β-functions in Eqs. (4.14)-(4.16) explicitly show that gravitational fluctuations will induce
the respective couplings76, i.e., χ1, χ2 and λA. Non-vanishing G ≠ 0 results in a non-vanishing
contribution ∼ I in each of those β-functions, even if χ1 ≡ 0, χ2 ≡ 0, and λA ≡ 0, respectively.
Hence, these couplings are inevitably generated. Based on global-symmetry considerations,
this applies to all maximally-symmetric couplings, i.e., those associated with operators which
are invariant under the global symmetries of the kinetic terms of all matter fields, cf. Tab. 3.
All maximally-symmetric operators involve an even number 2n of each type of matter fields.
Collectively denoting these couplings by λ̄2n, their dimensionless counterparts λ2n = λ̄2nk

−dλ̄2n

run according to

βλ2n = (−dλ̄2n
+Dλ2n G) λ2n +Mλ2n λ

2
2n + Cλ2n + Iλ2n G

n , (4.22)

where, dλ̄2n
is the canonical dimension of the associate operator. Iλ2n and Dλ2n denote terms

which depend on the gravitational couplings alone. Further, Cλ2n collectively denotes possible
mixed contribution involving gravitational couplings and λ2(m≠n). Finally, Mλ2n denotes self-
interactions and does not depend on other couplings. None of the above depend on λ2n itself.
Crucially,Mλ2n vanishes for n > 2 due to the 1-loop nature of the flow equation77. Hence, their
β-functions are linear in λ2n itself, with a single fixed point at

λ2n∗ =
Iλ2n G

n + Cλ2n

Dλ2n G − dλ̄2n

∀ n > 2 . (4.23)

We can explicitly observe gravitational induction: the free fixed point λ2n∗(G = 0) = 0 (note
that Cλ2n vanishes if all λ2n vanish) will be shifted to non-vanishing values by G ≠ 0.
In contrast, the lowest-order induced couplings λ4 have a special structure. They receive
quadratic contributions and hence have fixed points at

λ4∗ =
1

2Mλ4

[dλ̄4
−Dλ4 G ±

√
(dλ̄4

−Dλ4 G)2 − 4Mλ4 (Iλ4 G
2 + Cλ4) ] . (4.24)

The respective free fixed points λ4∗ ≡ 0 are shifted away from zero as soon as G ≠ 0. Moreover,
if Mλ4 and Iλ4 have the same sign, there exists a critical Gcrit, at which the two fixed points
collide. Beyond the collision, i.e., for G > Gcrit and beyond the weak-gravity bound, no real
fixed point remains. This causes novel divergences which are no longer tamed by any fixed
point. Hence, asymptotic safety is lost.
The weak-gravity bound can be observed for the lowest-order pure-scalar [448], the pure-gauge
[450, 453], and mixed scalar-fermion [9, 449] maximally-symmetric couplings78. While higher-
order λ2n can lead to shifts of Gcrit, they will not generate further bounds. The induced term

76 The three four-fermion interactions λS(ψ̄ψ)(ψ̄ψ), λA (iψ̄γµγ5ψ)(iψ̄γµγ5ψ), and λ̄V (ψ̄γµψ)(ψ̄γµψ) form a
Fierz-complete basis invariant under the reduced symmetry at non-vanishing Yukawa coupling y. Moreover the
bilinears associated with λA and λV are both invariant under the larger global U(1)chiral symmetry of the kinetic
terms. It is puzzling that only λA but not λV is induced by gravitational fluctuations. Indeed, gauge-interactions
induce both λA and λV , see [478–480]. At the technical level, this results from a different type of diagram and
therefore vertex structure in gauge as compared to gravitational induction, cf. [447].

77 In a 1-loop diagram, there can only be two internal lines at each vertex. Hence, a 1-loop diagram containing
(more than) 2 vertices with 2n legs each must have (more than) 4(n − 1) external legs. We are interested in
self-contributions of such diagrams, i.e., in cases with 2n external legs. This leads to the condition 4(n − 1) = 2n,
which holds for n = 2, but not for any n > 2.

78 Four-fermion interacions [9, 447, 472] do not exhibit a weak-gravity bound as Gcrit < 0 becauseMλ4 and Iλ4

have opposite sign due to an relative sign in the fermionic loop.
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couplings ZA2 ∶ Aµ → −Aµ Tφshift ∶ φ→ φ + const. U(1)chiral ∶ ψ → ei γ5α

g ≠ 0 7 7 3

y ≠ 0 3 7 7

λ4 ≠ 0 3 7 3

Table 4: Global symmetry structure of a U(1) gauge theory with a charged Dirac fermion and a charged scalar
and its reduction by the marginal couplings α (gauge), y (Yukawa), and λ4 (scalar quartic). 3 (7) indicates that
the symmetry is preserved (broken) by a non-vanishing value of the respective coupling.

∼ Iλ4 G
2 also depends on all higher-order gravitational couplings which enter the propagator of

metric fluctuations, cf. Eqs. (4.8)-(4.9). Hence, the weak gravity bound is an interdependent
constraint on all directions in gravitational parameter space, see Sec. 4.3.1. In general, this also
includes non-minimal matter-gravity couplings, cf. [354, 451, 452, 481, 482].

4.3 Viability bound: emergence of a non-trivial low-energy sector

The marginal SM couplings are not maximally symmetric because they break part of the global
symmetry of the matter kinetic terms, cf. Tab. 3. Hence, they vanish at the maximally-symmetric
fixed point. In order to still allow SM structure in the IR, they have to either overlap with a UV-
attractive direction or be induced by other SM couplings which do so. In the SM, this includes
three types of marginal couplings: (i) the gauge couplings, (ii) the Yukawa couplings, and (iii)
the scalar quartic coupling. We will delineate the global symmetry structure for a U(1)-gauge
theory with a complex scalar φ and a Dirac fermion ψ, but similar global-symmetry arguments
hold for the SM as well. The respective Lagrangian reads

L =1

4
(∂µAν − ∂νAν)2 + ∂µφ† ∂µφ + i ψ̄L /∂ ψL + i ψ̄R γ5 /∂ ψR (4.25)

+ i g Aµψ̄LγµψL + i g Aµψ̄Rγ5γ
µψR − g2Aµφ

†Aµφ + y (ψ̄R φψL − ψ̄L φ†ψR) + λ4 (φ†φ)2

To make the global symmetry structure most apparent, we have decomposed the Dirac fermion
into left and right Weyl components and expanded the gauge-covariant derivatives. The full
Lagrangian is invariant under the gauge symmetry U(1)A under which Aµ → Aµ− 1

g∂µα(x), ψ →
ei α(x)ψ, and φ→ ei α(x)φ. For y = 0, λ4 = 0, and vanishing gauge coupling α = 0, the Lagrangian
is moreover invariant under the global symmetries

U(1)chiral ⊗ZA2 ⊗ T φshift , (4.26)

where U(1)chiral denotes the additional global chiral symmetry of the fermion kinetic term, T φshift
the shift symmetry of the scalar kinetic term, and ZA2 the global reflection symmetry of the gauge
fields, cf. Tab. 4 for the transformations. A non-vanishing gauge coupling g ≠ 0 preserves the
U(1)chiral but breaks the ZA2 ⊗ T φshift symmetry because of the minimal coupling to the scalar.

A non-vanishing Yukawa coupling y ≠ 0 preserves the ZA2 but breaks the U(1)chiral ⊗ T φshift sym-

metry. A non-vanishing quartic coupling only breaks T φshift. The global-symmetry structure is

summarized in Tab. 4. Both α ≠ 0 and y ≠ 0 already break T φshift, i.e., the only global symmetry
that protects λ4. Hence, a non-vanishing gauge or Yukawa coupling will automatically induce a
non-vanishing quartic coupling.

We conclude: A minimal subset of marginal couplings which fully breaks the global sym-
metries of MSAS to those of the IR theory has to overlap with UV-attractive directions at the
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maximally-symmetric fixed point. Otherwise, no RG-flow can connect MSAS to this IR theory.
Concerning the SM, this requires that gauge and Yukawa couplings overlap with UV-attractive
directions. The quartic coupling is exempt from this demand because it does not further break
a global symmetry79. It will be generated by the gauge-Yukawa sector anyways.

Gauge-viability bound. Gravitational contributions to gauge couplings have been calculated
both in perturbation theory [483–495] and with the functional RG [356, 450, 496–500]. The
perturbative literature features a long-standing discussion whether the results are arbitrary in
view of scheme-dependence. We divert this question to a separate discussion in Sec. 4.5.4. The
functional RG finds that any non-vanishing gravitational contribution to gauge couplings is an-
tiscreening [450, 496, 498–500]. In particular, this holds for the gauge-invariant contribution
from the traceless-transverse gravitational mode. These can be taken as strong indications that
asymptotically safe gravity obeys the gauge-viability bound.

Yukawa-viability bound. The viability bound of the Yukawa coupling is more intricate and
not straightforwardly fulfilled. Therefore, we will now take a closer look at the critical exponent
of the Yukawa coupling which can be derived from Eq. (4.18) as

θy = [−∂y βy]MSAS = −(ηψ +
ηφ

2
) −DyG + 4λA∗Mλy

y . (4.27)

It depends on the gravitational couplings: directly via traceless-transverse (TT) and trace-mode
contribtions in Dy, via TT- and trace-mode contributions in the anomalous dimensions ηψ and
ηφ, and indirectly via the induced MSAS couplings, i.e., via λA as well as via χ1- and χ2-
contribtions in the fermion and scalar anomalous dimensions. Given the 1-loop structure of the
flow equation (2.5) and for MSAS, there do not exist any further contributions. Still, as for every
truncation, higher-order couplings can indirectly contribute by shifting the above contributions.
Note that we focus on the MSAS here, so gauge contributions vanish.
Plugging in the expressions in App. C.2, Eqs. (C.3)-(C.17), neglegting the contributions from
induced couplings, and setting the loop-anomalous dimensions to zero, we can reorder the TT-
and trace-mode contributions in Dy, ηψ, and ηφ to approximate the critical exponent, i.e.,

θy, approx = −
15G

16π (1 − 2Λ)2

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
=∶ θy, TT

− 7G

16π (3 − 4 Λ)2
+ 7G

24π (3 − 4 Λ)
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

=∶ θy, Tr

. (4.28)

Negative fixed-point values for G as well as values of the cosmological constant beyond the pole
of the TT mode (1/(1 − 2Λ)) cannot be continuously connected to the Gaußian fixed-point,
cf. Sec. 2.4.2. Hence, we focus on Λ < 1/2 and G > 0. Therefore, in the TT-approximation (and
without the influence of higher-order curvature couplings) MSAS does not pass the Yukawa-
viability bound. Hence, it fails to connect to any IR theory with non-vanishing Yukawas, in
particular, with the SM.
On the other hand, the trace-mode contributions θy, Tr can change sign, cf. Eq. 4.28. The decisive
sign-change arises from diagrams in ηψ and Dy which contain internal fermion propagators.
Whenever those are regulated one picks up a relative sign. It is vital that these diagrams
contain only a single unregulated propagator of metric fluctuations and therefore only a single

79 The scalar mass-term has the same global-symmetry structure as the quartic coupling. It will also be
generated by gauge and Yukawa interactions and we accept the corresponding fine-tuning, cf. Sec. 1.
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Figure 12: Critical exponent of the Yukawa coupling θy with growing negative Λ. The thin gray lines show
the individual contributions from the trace mode (solid), the traceless-transverse mode (dashed), and via induced
interactions (dotted). The thick red line shows the additive full result. For Λ > Λcrit ≈ −3, θy < 0 (thick red-dashed
line) and fails the viability bound. For Λ < Λcrit, θy < 0 (thick red-solid line) and the viability bound is passed.
The approximated result (right-hand panel), cf. Eq. 4.28, and the full result (left-hand panel) are practically
indistinguishable because induced contributions θy,MSAS are subleading.

power of Λ in the denominator, cf. last term in Eq. 4.28. To the contrary, all diagrams in which
non-fermionic propagators are regulated contain multiple powers of the propagator of metric
fluctuations.
In combination with the cosmological constant acting as an effective mass-term for gravitational
fluctuations, see Sec. 4.1.2, this completes the following crucial mechanism: With growing −Λ,
all gravitational contributions become weak (weak-gravity mechanism), cf. Fig. 11. The higher
the power of contributing gravitational modes in a diagram, the stronger the suppression. Hence,
diagrams with a single power of the propagator of metric fluctuations, i.e., those with the benign
sign, dominate. Thereby, growing −Λ can flip the sign of θy, approx at Λcrit ≈ −3 which enables
the possibility of non-zero Yukawa couplings in the IR. We depict this mechanism in Fig. 12
where we also show the full result to verify that the above approximation is indeed very good.
For a discussion of the subleading back-coupling of induced couplings see [9] and App. C.4.

4.3.1 Constraints on higher-order gravitational parameter space

The weak-gravity bound and the viability bound are both actually bounds on the full propagator
of metric fluctuations. Here, we have used the Einstein-Hilbert truncation, see Sec. 2.4.2, and
have converted those bounds into bounds on the fixed-point values of G and Λ. But the action
of asymptotically safe gravity is expected to contain an infinite sum of higher-derivative terms
which contribute to the propagating gravitational modes at all orders, cf. Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9).
An extended discussion of the weak-gravity and the viability bound including higher-order op-
erators is delegated to App. C.3. Finite truncations of higher-order gravitational couplings will
automatically introduce truncation ghosts, i.e., higher-order propagating modes with wrong-
sign kinetic terms. Therefore, any physics associated with higher-order gravitational couplings
should make sure that physical effects are not due to truncation ghosts. This can be inferred
by validating that the truncated theory remains a proper EFT in the whole energy regime of
physical interest, i.e., that all physical scales remain below the truncation-EFT cutoff implied
by unitarity, cf. Sec. 1.2.2.
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4.4 The fixed-point structure of marginal Standard-Model couplings

4.4.1 Gravitationally induced anomalous dimensions

Whenever MSAS obeys the viability bound such that a global-symmetry reducing coupling
becomes UV-attractive a new asymptotically safe and symmetry-reduced fixed point becomes
available. This is apparent when returning to the structure of the respective β-functions, for
instance, for the Yukawa coupling, cf. Eq. 4.18,

βy =My3

y y3 − fy y . (4.29)

Here, we have summarized all contributions linear in y itself into fy and chosen the sign such
that positive fy obeys the viability bound. It exhibits a free (#) and an interacting fixed point
( ) with corresponding critical exponents, i.e.,

y2
∗# = 0 , with θi = fy and y2

∗ = fy

My3

y

, with θi = −fy . (4.30)

For positive fy, the interacting y∗ lies at positive real values and is IR-attractive. The free
(MSAS) fixed point is UV-attractive and allows for a non-vanishing Yukawa coupling to emanate
towards the IR, cf. Sec. 4.380. The viability bound and the existence of a real-valued interacting
fixed point are thus equivalent.
Indeed, all this structure depends linearly on fy. Therefore, conclusions about the suppression of
matter-mediated effects from Sec. 4.3 carry over to the interacting fixed-point structure. These
corrections are small and only modify fy at the 1%-level, in particular, cf. the discussion around
Fig. 12. It is thus consistent to neglect matter-mediated effects in the following discussion and
only consider the direct gravitational contribution, i.e.,

fy ≈ −GDy − ηψ −
ηφ

2
. (4.31)

As soon as y∗ ≠ 0, the maximally-symmetric sector and the marginal sector couple back into
each other. As long as y∗ remains perturbatively small, the same holds for the back-coupling,
cf. [9].

4.4.2 Upper bound structures for global-symmetry reducing couplings

The fixed-point structure in Eq. 4.30 is depicted in Fig. 13. For now, we focus on the trans-
planckian regime above MPlanck where fy ≈ const. For coupling values above y2

∗ , the screening

contributionMy3

y y3 dominates and the Yukawa coupling y is driven to lower values towards the
IR. Towards the UV such trajectories will remain divergent and are thus not UV-complete. For
coupling values below y2

∗ , the running is dominated by the antiscreening gravitational contri-
bution fy and y increases towards the IR. Such trajectories are asymptotically free and thus
UV-complete. Indeed, they emanate from the free fixed point and correspond to MSAS. The
critical trajectory realizes symmetry-reduced asymptotic safety by dynamically balancing the
screening and antiscreening contributions. If fundamental asymptotic safety at y2

∗ is realized,
this fixes the Yukawa coupling at all scales. At the same time, the asymptotically safe trajectory
constitutes an upper bound on all UV-complete trajectories, cf. Fig. 13.

80 For negative fy, the interacting fixed point y
∗ lies at complex values for the Yukawa coupling and is thus

unphysical. The free (MSAS) fixed point at y
∗# ≡ 0 is IR-attractive and violates the viability bound, cf. Sec. 4.3.
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Figure 13: Left-hand panel: Transplanckian running of yt. The asymptotically safe trajectory (solid green
line) y2

t∗ sets an upper bound. For IR values below the upper bound (turqoise dashed lines), the trajectories

are asymptotically free and emanate from y2
t∗#. IR values above the upper bound (pink dotted lines) remain

divergent and do not correspond to UV-complete trajectories. Right-hand panel: Flipped plot of βyt to indicate
how the running in the left-hand panel results from the two corresponding fixed points (green dots). Flow lines
point from the UV to the IR. Both plots are obtained with values of the following Section 4.5.

4.5 Towards an asymptotically safe UV completion for the Standard Model

Having discussed how (i) fermionic fluctuations can lead to perturbatively small gravitational
propagators, cf. Sec. 4.1.2, (ii) the same regime allows for the emergence of non-trivial IR
structure in global-symmetry-reducing marginal couplings, cf. Sec. 4.3, and (iii) the emergent
fixed-point structure of the Yukawa coupling sets an upper bound on the Yukawa coupling,
cf. Sec. 4.4, it is exciting to analyze this bound in the context of the SM.
In the following, we focus on the heavy SM sector81, i.e., on the Abelian, weak, and strong
gauge-couplings gY =

√
3/5g1, g2, and g3, respectively, the top- and bottom Yukawa coupling yt

and yb, as well as the Higgs-quartic coupling λH . We will discuss the full SM in Sec. 5. The
heavy SM 1-loop running is given by, see, e.g., [26],

β(1)
gi = bi g

3
i

16π2
− gi fg , where bY = 41

6
, b2 = −

19

6
, b3 = −7 , (4.32)

β(1)
yt (b)

=
yt (b)

16π2
[9

2
y2
t (b) +

3

2
y2
b (t) − 3(Y 2

Q + Y 2
t (b)) −

9

4
g2

2 − 8g2
3] − yt (b) fy , (4.33)

β
(1)
λH

= 1

16π2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
λ (24λ + 12(y2

t + y2
b ) − 9g2

2 − 3g2
Y ) − 6(y4

t + y4
b ) +

9g4
2

8
+ 27g4

Y

72
+ 9g2

Y g
2
2

12

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+ λH fλ ,

(4.34)

81 All the remaining Yukawa couplings are smaller than yb and much smaller than yt. Hence, they can consis-
tently be neglected. Still, we include the corresponding degrees of freedom which contribute to the gauge running,
that is we take lower generation quarks as well as leptons into account but approximate them as fully massless.
The inclusion of sterile right-handed neutrinos will not influence the subplanckian running of the heavy SM at all
because sterile neutrinos are uncharged under all the gauge groups.
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Figure 14: Contours of different
top mass values at k = 173 GeV
(running mass) in microscopic grav-
itational parameter space. The
green dot and gray dashed curves
indicate the approximated location
of gravitational couplings GN ≡ G
(Newton coupling) and Λ (micro-
scopic cosmological constant), see
Eq. (4.39) and discussion in the
main text.

where Yt = 2/3, Yb = −1/3, and YQ = 1/6 are the SM hypercharges of the right-handed top, the
right-handed bottom and the left-handed quark doublet respectively. Here, we have included
the dominant linear gravitational contributions fi. They are universal to all gauge couplings fg,
all Yukawa couplings fy, and all Higgs quartics fλ. The fi depend on the Newton coupling G,
the cosmological constant Λ, and in principle on the infinite tower of higher-order gravitational
interactions. Neglecting the influence of higher-order couplings, they read

fg(G, Λ) = G 5(1 − 4Λ)
18π2(1 − 2Λ)2

, (4.35)

fy(G, Λ) = −G96 +Λ(−235 +Λ(103 + 56Λ))
12π2(3 + 2Λ(−5 + 4Λ))2

, (4.36)

fλ(G, Λ) = G165 − 8Λ (61 +Λ(−49 + 4Λ))
6π2 (3 + 2Λ(−5 + 4Λ))2

. (4.37)

All these contributions are calculated in the functional RG scheme with a spectrally adjusted
[308] sharp cutoff [371] and in the gravitational Landau-gauge limit. The fy is obtained from
the calculation in [9, 449], see Sec. 4.1 and App. C for the details of this derivation. It has
also been calculated in [501–503]82. Further, fg has been obtained in [450, 496, 498–500] and
fλ can be inferred, e.g., from [107, 353, 448, 481, 501, 502, 504–506]. Scheme- and residual
gauge-dependence will be explicitly discussed in Sec. 4.5.4 to infer a minimal systematic error.

4.5.1 Yukawa couplings and a viable phenomenology

Emergence of SM-like IR structure, i.e., gY ≠ 0, y ≠ 0, and λH ≠ 0 requires fg > and fy >, i.e., the
respective viability bounds to be fulfilled, see Sec. 4.3. Note that fλ < 0 is not required because
λH does not further break the global symmetry structure. From the location of sign changes in
the numerators in Eqs. (4.35) and (4.36) we infer that this happens at Λ < 1/4 for the gauge
and at Λ ≲ −3.3 for the Yukawa coupling. We have carefully analyzed the underlying reason
for the Yukawa bound in Sec. 4.3. It remains as a crucial open question to understand whether
this mechanism persists in extended truncations and whether the gravitational couplings indeed
converge in this regime. In Fig. 14 we show contours of different running top-mass values in
the Λ–G-plane for the Einstein-Hilbert truncation, i.e., at vanishing higher-derivative couplings

82In [501] trace diagrams are not included which causes for a structurally different result.
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(left-hand panel)83. To demonstrate that non-vanishing higher-order couplings indeed influence
the result, we additionally show a slice in the Λ–b plane (at G∗ = −4.51, see Eq. (4.39) below),
cf. App. C.3. Indeed it is very hard to estimate the truncation error arising due to neglected
higher-derivative couplings. It is, therefore, crucial to extend truncations incorporating the full
SM matter content to include higher-order interactions in the future.

4.5.2 Upper bound for the top mass from asymptotic safety

Existing gravitational truncations fulfill the gauge-viability bound [500], but most of them violate
the Yukawa-viability bound, see Tab. I in [9]. Crucially, the addition of SM matter – fermionic
degrees of freedom in particular – are indicated to lead to an effective mass term which suppresses
propagating gravitational modes, see Sec. 4.1.2, as well as [343, 452], and thus might allow for
structure to emerge. Since matter fluctuations seem to be crucial, we will use results from
[343] but adjusted to the Landau gauge limit, see [482] for the corresponding gravitational
contributions. For completeness, we quote the running here,

βG = 2G −G2 fG(Λ), βΛ = −2 Λ − G

2π
fΛ(Λ) −GΛ fG(Λ), (4.38)

with fG(Λ) = 5

6π(1 − 2Λ) +
5

3π(1 − 2Λ)2
− 1

2π(3 − 4Λ) +
11 + 32 ln(3/2)

12π
− NW +NS − 4NV

6π
,

fΛ(Λ) = 7 − 3

2(3 − 4Λ) +
2NW −NS − 2NV

2
− 5

2(1 − 2Λ) − 8 ln(3/2) ,

where NS , NV , and NW denote the number of real scalars, gauge bosons, and Weyl fermions,
respectively (NS = 4, NV = 12, and NW = 45 for the SM; NW = 48 if right-handed sterile
neutrinos are included). As we have anticipated in Sec. 4.1.2 and 4.3 the gravitational fixed
point in presence of all SM degrees of freedom, i.e.,

G∗ ≈ 3.29 , Λ∗ ≈ −4.51 , (4.39)

results in perturbatively small fi and fulfils both viability bounds.

A top mass that saturates the upper bound. The combined RG equations allow to evolve
the upper-bound structure presented in Fig. 13 down to the top-mass scale at kIR = 173 GeV.
To do so, we initialize the combined running of heavy SM and gravitational couplings in the
IR. The Newton coupling G and the cosmological constant Λ are fixed by the respective exper-
imental values G(kIR) ≈ 10−38GeV−2 × k2

IR and Λ(kIR) ≈ 10−120GeV2/k2
IR. The value of G(kIR)

determines the Planck scale at which gravitational couplings transition to classical scaling and
vanish rapidly, see Fig. 16. The precise IR-value of the cosmological constant does not influence
the conclusions. For the SM couplings, we use the NNLO values from Tab. 3 in [31]. This run-
ning is also used to map the fixed-point values used to obtain the contours in Fig. 14 to values
for the running top mass Mt. In Fig. 13 on the other hand, we sample different values for the
top-Yukawa coupling to obtain the different trajectories. We find the predictive upper-bound

83 The contours in Fig 14 are obtained at the fixed-point, that is each contour in Mt is mapped to a specific fixed-
point value of the Yukawa coupling, for which the contour is generated. For this mapping we use the evolution
of the gravitational couplings corresponding to Eqs. (4.38) below with modified matter content such that they
realize the respective gravitational coupling values. We explicitly check that in all cases the gravitational running
approximates closely a θ-function, but indeed subleading threshold effects remain. We use the same mapping to
obtain the Λ–b contours as well, although thresholds in extended truncations might differ.
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Figure 15: Upper bound on the running top mass: A larger top mass leads to UV unsafe trajectories. From the
upper bound, an asymptotically safe UV regime is reached. Below the upper bound, the Yukawa coupling becomes
asymptotically free. At the Planck scale (dotted vertical line) the yt smoothly transitions from transplanckian to
Standard-Model running, cf. Fig. 16 for a zoomed-in plot of the transition region.

trajectory (green line in Fig 13), which corresponds to a UV-completion at the asymptotically
safe top-Yukawa fixed point, to result in a running mass of Mt = 161 GeV. Converting this
particular value for running mass to the pole mass [31, 507] the present truncation obtains a
value of Mt, pole = 171 GeV. Since this result is in striking agreement with the experimental value
[27, 28], two cautious comments should be added.

Firstly, the SM itself is dominated by a partial IR-fixed point in the ratio of the top-Yukawa
and the strong gauge coupling [300–303]. This fixed-point acts as an attractor towards the
IR and focuses a comparatively large range of Planck-scale values to the vicinity of Mt, pole,
cf. Fig. 13. Once a weak-gravity mechanism, see Sec. 4.1.2, that obeys the Yukawa-viability
bound, see Sec. 4.3, is realized, a broad range of gravitational fixed-point values will thus ap-
proximately agree with the measured top-mass value, cf. Fig. 14.
Secondly, both the gravitational contributions to the matter sector, as well as the gravita-
tional truncation itself, are subject to several systematic errors which we will further discuss in
Sec. 4.5.4:

(i) unknown systematic errors since the gravitational truncation is not yet converged,

(ii) scheme-dependence of contributions from dimensionful gravitational couplings,

(iii) residual gauge-dependence since the regulator breaks gauge invariance,

(iv) the regulator choice itself introduces a systematic error.

Given that (i) and (ii) are hard to estimate without access to extended truncations, the upper-
bound structure close to SM values should be regarded as a tentative mechanism that encourages
further studies. That said, the minimal systematic error which can be estimated is dominated
by changes arising from varying the regulator. This shifts the gravitational fixed-point values
roughly by 60%, cf. [8] and references therein. In Fig. 14 we display a corresponding ellipsis of
60% overall spread and another with 60% spread in each direction. As a result one can infer er-
ror estimates of Mt, pole = 171+30

−171 GeV. In particular, a violation of the Yukawa structure-bound
which would predict a vanishing top-mass remains within the systematic uncertainty. This re-
flects that it is of great importance to put further theoretical effort into determining whether
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Figure 16: Running of the cou-
plings of the SM as well as the
Newton coupling G and the cos-
mological constant Λ with Renor-
malization Group scale k. Above
the Planck scale, the theory ap-
proaches a scale-invariant asymp-
totically safe regime. Below the
Planck scale, matter couplings run
as in the pure SM. The zoomed-
in region (upper panel) around
the Planck scale shows that all
couplings smoothly transition from
asymptotically safe running above
to pure SM running below the
Planck scale. In this threshold
regime, the gravitational couplings
quickly transition from asymptoti-
cally safe to classical scaling.
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a convergent weak-gravity mechanism can be established in asymptotically safe gravity-matter
systems.

4.5.3 First trajectories of an asymptotically safe Standard Model

Under the assumption that convergence of the weak-gravity mechanism can be established,
asymptotically safe quantum gravity could UV-complete the SM, cf. Fig. 16. Above the Planck
scale the IR-attractive couplings are initialized at their constant fixed-point values, cf. Eq. (4.39).
The deviation from scale invariance in all the IR-repulsive directions is fixed by experimental
values. At the Planck scale, the gravitational couplings quickly transition to approximately
vanishing values, see Fig. 16. This threshold regime only extends over roughly 2 orders of
magnitude, below which gravitational fluctuations have effectively turned off and the 1-loop SM
running takes over. Taking the present truncation at face value suggests that this UV-completion
emanates from an asymptotically safe fixed point at

y∗b = 0 , y∗t = 0.36 , λ∗4 = 0.01 , g∗i = 0 . (4.40)

It realizes an asymptotically safe fixed point for the top-Yukawa coupling. Hence, the top mass
corresponds to an IR-attractive direction and is thus fixed by quantum scale-symmetry of the
UV-completion. It is “retrodicted” at Mt = 161 GeV running mass, i.e., Mt, pole = 171 GeV pole
mass, in agreement with observation. Motivated by this intriguing result, we systematically
explore the maximal possible enhancement of predictive power for perturbative asymptotically
safe UV-completions of the SM in Sec. 5.
Here, all the gauge couplings, as well as all other Yukawa couplings are asymptotically free,
cf. Fig. 16, and thus remain as free parameters. The Higgs-quartic coupling is the only other
IR-attractive and hence predicted direction. Its finite fixed-point value automatically follows
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from the finite top-Yukawa fixed point, cf. Eq. 4.34. Since the scalar quartic coupling is not
protected by an additional global symmetry, it has to be non-vanishing once the top-Yukawa
coupling is finite. The positive fixed-point value for λH results in a Higgs mass of 131 GeV and it
remains as an open question for now whether induced or higher-order interactions can reconcile
stability with a consistent IR value. We also stress that the electroweak scale is not predicted
but an input of our calculation and we accept the associated fine-tuned initial condition as one
free parameter of the theory.
A UV-completion remains accessible even if the value of fy should increase in convergent trunca-
tions. In that case, the full SM would become asymptotically free. The Yukawa coupling would
then realize one of the turquoise-dashed lines in Fig. 13. As long as fλ > 0, the scalar quartic
coupling remains a prediction. In fact, the predicted IR-value for λH decreases if the Yukawa cou-
pling becomes asymptotically free and is further lowered, the faster the transplanckian running
of the Yukawa coupling, i.e., the larger fy. Eventually, the presented weak-gravity mechanism
explicitly realizes the scenario proposed in [34]. We already pointed out, that the present analysis
implies that fulfilling the Yukawa structure-bound requires a weak-gravity mechanism. Hence,
a large fy necessary to realize the Higgs-mass prediction in [34] could be problematic.
Finally, the presented mechanism is very sensitive to extra degrees of freedom since the latter
influence the gravitational fixed-point values, cf. Eq. (4.1). For instance, the inclusion of three
right-handed neutrinos shifts the top pole-mass to 182 GeV. This reflects the intuitive notion
that scale-invariance is a non-local (in energy scale) property of a quantum field theory. Once
established, degrees of freedom at arbitrary scales will modify and possibly spoil it.

4.5.4 Systematic errors and convergence

Convergence and backreaction. The presented weak-gravity mechanism and, in particular,
the obtained top-mass value in the IR are subject to unknown systematic errors because the
gravitational truncation is not yet converged. This concerns extensions to higher-order gravita-
tional operators [348, 360–366, 368–370, 372–376] which have to be reassessed in the presence of
SM matter, the effect of non-minimal couplings [354, 451, 452, 481, 482], and the backreaction
of induced matter couplings. We have verified that contributions from induced pure-matter
couplings are negligibly small, cf. App. C.4. Understanding the remaining systematic errors
amounts to establishing whether asymptotically safe gravity persists and converges to realize a
weak-gravity mechanism in the presence of Standard-Model matter. This remains as an out-
standing task for future research on asymptotically safe gravity-matter systems.

Scheme-dependence. For all QFTs, the coefficients in β-functions beyond two-loop order
depend on the RG scheme [18]. Only one-loop (two-loop) contributions from marginal cou-
plings are universal to all (massless) RG-schemes. The present analysis combines the 1-loop SM
running of a perturbative RG scheme with gravitational contributions obtained in a functional
RG scheme. The 1-loop β-functions of the SM are universal to all RG-schemes since they only
comprise marginal couplings. In particular, the same contributions result from functional RG
calculations. Hence, the presented RG flows correspond to a consistent functional RG-scheme.
But, the NNLO matching combines two inequivalent RG-schemes which introduces an error.
The same holds for repeating the analysis with higher-order perturbative SM β-functions. In-
stead, it is very desirable to evolve the full SM down to the electroweak scale purely within
the functional RG scheme. At the respective top-mass scale one could then infer the respective
freezeout value. While the coefficients of β-functions remain scheme dependent, physical quan-
tities such as the freezeout value of the top mass are not.
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Figure 17: Dependence of the gravitationally induced contribution to Yukawa couplings fy on the gravitational
gauge parameter β: in comparison to the direct gauge dependence of fy (blue-dashed line), taking also the
gauge-dependence of gravitational fixed-point values into account (solid-red line) softens the overall dependence
on β.

Gauge-dependence. In all calculations of this section, we have employed a de-Donder type
gauge fixing for the metric fluctuations by adding a gauge fixing term

Sgauge-fixing =
1

16πG

1

2α
∫ d4x

√
g gµν Fµ Fν with Fµ = [δρµD

σ − 1 + β
d

gσρDµ] gρσ , (4.41)

where g is the full metric and g the background metric which we choose to be flat. Also, D
denotes the covariant derivative for the background metric. The gauge fixing depends on two
parameters α and β. Since the choice of background and the mass-like regulator break gauge
invariance, its dependence on the gauge parameters α and β does not fully drop out in the final
results. See, e.g., [508–515] for efforts to derive a gauge-invariant formulation of the functional
RG. Here, we will analyze how large the regulator-induced gauge-dependence is.
Throughout this section we have chosen α = 0 and β = 0. The former is theoretically favorable,
as it strictly implements the gauge-fixing condition and moreover corresponds to an attractor of
the flow [468, 469]. There are no strong arguments for a favorable choice of β, see [347] for an
analysis concerning the principle of minimum sensitivity.
Regulator-induced gauge-dependence occurs whenever the propagator of metric fluctuations en-
ters the calculation. Hence, there are two sources of gauge dependence in the gravitational
contribution84 to Yukawa couplings fy. A direct gauge-dependence arises from gravitational
fluctuations contributing to the running of the Yukawa coupling. Additionally, also the gravita-
tional fixed-point values themselves pick up a regulator-induced gauge-dependence. This feeds
back into the value of fy and contributes an indirect gauge-dependence. In Fig. 17 we compare
the purely direct gauge-dependence (blue dashed line) with the combined direct and indirect
one (solid red line). It is encouraging that the overall gauge-dependence seems to be attenuated
as compared to the direct one alone. This might be taken as an indication that in a converged
truncation gauge-dependence cancels out entirely. In particular, fy > 0 holds apart from very
confined regions close to poles where very likely the truncation breaks down. For β ≳ 1.8, the
gravitational fixed point does not exist and we cannot obtain a combined gauge-dependence any
longer.

84 Here, we only consider direct gravitational contributions to fy, neglect the subleading feedback of induced
couplings, and approximate the loop-anomalous dimensions to be vanishing, see Sec. 4.3.
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Sec. 4 indicates that leading-order asymptotically safe gravitational fluctuations at
and beyond the Planck scale result in constant and perturbatively small anomalous
dimensions for all matter couplings. Without further assumptions, we investigate
the available fixed-point structure for the Standard Model within the perturbative
regime. Because gravitational contributions are universal to all gauge couplings and
all Yukawa couplings (as well as to all quartic couplings), respectively, this intro-
duces only two (three) free parameters. Quantum scale symmetry could enhance the
predictive power of the Standard Model by placing upper bounds on all Yukawa cou-
plings, Abelian gauge couplings, and the quartic coupling. The number of predicted
relations can thus outweigh the two (three) free parameters. We thereby uncover a
mechanism which links the mass difference of top and bottom quark to their charge
ratio, present a dynamical mechanism which favors small Dirac neutrino-mass, and
successfully extend the UV-completion to the CKM-Yukawa sector.

5 The asymptotically safe Standard Model (ASSM)

The three open riddles of modern physics (i) dark matter, (ii) the baryon asymmetry of the uni-
verse, and (iii) neutrino masses all permit explanations that leave the Standard-Model running
of couplings untouched, see Sec. 1. Moreover, the Standard Model85 (SM) is consistent up to the
Planck scale, see Sec. 1.2, with the Higgs-potential providing a strong hint for Planckian scale
invariance. The only actual inconsistency in the SM (or νSM, cf. Sec. 1) are the transplanck-
ian Landau poles. At the same time, an effective-field-theory (EFT) treatment of quantum
corrections to gravity inevitably predicts a new-physics scale, more precisely, a strong-coupling
scale: the Planck scale MPlanck. Consequently, the present thesis explores a radical change of
paradigm: instead of electroweak-scale model building, it attributes all new physics to scale
invariance and Planckian energy scales.
A mechanism and first quantitative indications for a weak-gravity regime of asymptotic safety
in which perturbatively small gravitational contributions could UV-complete the SM was un-
covered in Sec. 4. The suggested mechanism hinges on a large and negative fixed-point value
for the cosmological constant driven by fluctuations of the comparatively large number of SM
fermions.
This serves as a strong motivation to independently explore the minimal perturbative modifi-
cations required to UV-complete the SM. While keeping the quantum gravitational motivation
in mind, the following results can also be viewed as a minimal parameterization of any scale-
invariant new physics that resolves the Landau-pole problems and therefore UV-completes the
SM.

5.1 Standard-Model UV-completion from dimensional reduction

The lack of antiscreening self-interactions leads to a fundamental inconsistency in the SM: given
its measured value, the U(1)-hypercharge coupling develops a Landau pole at ≈ 1041 GeV,
see Sec. 1.2.2. In this context, it is insightful to recall the discussion of the ε-expansion and
asymptotic-safety mechanisms in Sec. 2.3: A QFT with screening self-interactions in its critical
dimension Dc develops both an asymptotically free and an IR-attractive asymptotically safe fixed
point below its critical dimension, i.e., for D = Dc − ε. Reduction of the spacetime dimension
turns the marginal coupling in Dc into a relevant coupling in Dc − ε. For the SM U(1) gauge

85The same arguments also hold for the minimally extended Standard Model (νSM), see Sec. 1.1.1, since the
additional sterile neutrinos do not alter the running.
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coupling gY , Dc = 4. In D = 4 − ε the 1-loop running reads

βgi =
bi g

3
i

16π2
− ε

2
gi . (5.1)

Since there are no self-interactions, the screening matter fluctuations dominate, i.e., bY = 41/6.
In D = 4, this makes the Landau-pole problem evident. But, in D = 4− ε, i.e., ε > 0, dimensional
reduction adds an effective antiscreening contribution. The β-function, cf. Eq. (5.1), now allows
for both an asymptotically free and an asymptotically safe fixed point, cf. Sec. 4.3, and the
Landau pole is avoided.
The same argument of the antiscreening effect of dimensional reduction also holds in the Higgs-
Yukawa sector. Indeed, if spacetime is dimensionally reduced above some new-physics scale MNP

to, for instance, D = 3, i.e., ε = 1, this removes all Landau poles and UV-completes the entire SM.

In the “top-down” picture of Sec. 4, the structure of a linear antiscreening contribution re-
sembles the effect of gravitational contributions to non-maximally symmetric couplings required
for infrared structure, cf. Sec. 4. Here, we have now argued for the same – antiscreening and lin-
ear – contributions by demanding minimal new physics contributions which remove the Landau
poles of the SM. Together this motivates the following simple assumptions:

• We assume no additional degrees of freedom which modify the SM running below the
new-physics scale MNP.

• We assume a constant new-physics contribution

fi =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

0, k <MNP

const, k ≥MNP,
(5.2)

which contributes (at least to leading order) linearly in the respective SM couplings. Re-
sembling gravity, we allow for different contributions to the different type of SM couplings,
i.e., for a contribution fg, universal to all gauge couplings, a contribution fy, universal to
all Yukawa couplings, and a contribution fλ for the Higgs-quartic coupling.

• Finally, we will only explore the perturbative regime which we identify with fi ≪ 1. This
allows us to self-consistently use the perturbative 1-loop (and for validation also the 2-loop)
β-functions.

In this very simple setup, we explore the available fixed-point structure, with a particular fo-
cus on maximally enhanced predictivity. Indeed, we will rediscover the same mechanisms as
in Sec. 4, but from a minimal “bottom-up” perspective. Interpreting the new-physics contri-
bution as arising from the sharp transition into an asymptotically safe gravitational scaling
regime, see Sec. 2.4.2, and identifying MNP =MPlanck with the Planck scale, recovers the effect
of asymptotically safe quantum gravity. In this context, it is very suggestive, that completely
unrelated arguments for an effective dimensional reduction of spacetime arise in many different
quantum-gravity models, i.e., in string theory [516], in dynamical triangulations [517], in loop
quantum gravity [518], from the Wheeler-DeWitt equation [519], in causal sets [520, 521], and
in asymptotic safety [522–524], cf. [525] for a recent review.

The β-functions of any gauge-Yukawa theory, in particular, the SM, exhibit a loop-level
hierarchy: The 1-loop running of all of the gauge couplings is not influenced by any of the other
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fixed point g2
Y,∗ g2

2,∗ g2
3,∗ viable for critical exponents

FPgY g2g3

### 0 0 0 fg > 41
6

g2
Y (k=MNP)

16π2 (fg, fg, fg)

FPgY g2g3

 ## 16π2 6 fg
41 0 0 fg = 41

6

g2
Y (k=MNP)

16π2 (−fg, fg, fg)

Table 5: List of fixed points which can UV-complete the SM gauge-sector (g2
Y , g

2
2 , g

2
3). The naming convention

indicates which of the gauge-couplings vanishes (white circle) or not (black circle) value.

couplings. Yukawa (quartic) couplings only contribute at 2-loop (3-loop). The Yukawa couplings
do depend on the gauge couplings at 1-loop but are not influenced by the scalar quartic couplings
which only contribute at 2-loop. This allows to first discuss the gauge-coupling fixed points in
terms fg, separately; then discuss the Yukawa coupling fixed points in terms of fy; and finally
the available fixed points for the quartic coupling in terms of fλ.

5.2 Gauge couplings and upper bounds from asymptotic safety

The above ordering allows discussing the fixed-point structure for gauge couplings independently.
In the case of an Abelian gauge-group, for which there are only screening contributions from
matter fluctuations86, the fixed-point and the emerging upper-bound have the same structure
as for the Yukawa coupling in Sec. 4.4, cf. also [500] for an analysis along the lines of Sec. 4.5.
Using the same notation as for the Yukawa coupling in Eq. 4.30, the fixed points are summarized
in Tab. 5. For an antiscreening new-physics contribution, i.e., fg > 0, the free fixed point is UV-
attractive and trajectories can emanate from it. At the same time, the interacting fixed point
becomes physical. Since it is IR-attractive, it focuses all trajectories emanating from the free
FP and sets an upper bound for any emergent IR physics, cf. Fig. 13 in Sec. 4.4. Hence, there is
a critical strength of the antiscreening new-physics contribution, i.e., fg = fg, crit ≈ 9.7× 10−3, for
which it becomes possible to accommodate the Abelian gauge coupling of the SM. For all values
fg > fg, crit, the Abelian SM gauge-coupling value is accommodated on an asymptotically free
trajectory [500]. More generally, the phenomenological scale-dependent coupling value gi(k) of

any screening gauge-group sets a critical fg, crit = g2
i (k=MNP)

16π2 bY required to accomodate its RG
trajectory. Regarding the antiscreening non-Abelian gauge-couplings, i.e., bi < 0, there are no
phenomenological constraints on fg at all87.

5.3 Single-generation Yukawa fixed-points

To remain as instructive as possible, we will first restrict the discussion to an analysis of the
fixed-point structure of the 3rd generation of SM fermions including a right-handed neutrino.
Besides the Abelian, weak, and strong gauge couplings gY , g2, and g3, this includes the top (yt),
bottom (yb), tau (yτ ) and a possible tau-neutrino (yντ ) Yukawa coupling88. We do however
include the correct number of fluctuating fields in the gauge-coupling evolution. Multiple gen-
erations and mixing will be discussed in Sec. 5.4.

86The same applies for non-Abelian gauge groups for which the screening fermionic contributions dominate.
87 For fg > 0, the free fixed point is UV-attractive. Trajectories emanating from it can reach all IR values. The

interacting fixed point is unphysical since it lies at negative g2
i,∗. For fg < 0, on the other hand, the free fixed point

is IR-attractive, but now the interacting fixed point lies at positive values. Again, there exists a UV-attractive
fixed point at positive g2

i,∗ from which all IR-values can be reached.
88We refrain from also analyzing the Higgs-quartic coupling λH in this section.
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fixed point y2
t,∗ y2

b,∗ θ1 θ2

FPgY ytyb ## 0 0
5fg
82 + fy 17fg

82 + fy

FPgY ytyb  #
16π2

369 (17fg + 82fy) 0 − fg
123 +

2fy
3 −17fg

82 − fy

FPgY ytyb # 0 16π2

369 (5fg + 82fy) −5fg
82 − fy 23fg

123 + 2fy
3

FPgY ytyb   
4π2

123 (23fg + 82fy) −4π2

123 (fg − 82fy) −33fg−246fy−#
328

−33fg−246fy+#
328

Table 6: List of fixed points which can UV-complete the 3rd-generation quark-Yukawa sector. We name the
FPs according to which of the gauge- and Yukawa-couplings (g2

Y , y
2
t , y

2
b) take vanishing (#) or non-vanishing ( )

values. The non-Abelian gauge couplings are asymptotically free, i.e., vanish as well. Also, we have fixed the SM
charges YQ → 1

6
, Yu → 2

3
and Yd → − 1

3
, and use the shorthand notation # =

√
1273f2

g + 1804fgfy + 6724f2
y .

The set of 1-loop Yukawa β-functions, including the aforementioned linear new-physics con-
tributions fy, are given by

β(1)
yt (b)

=
yt (b)

16π2
[9

2
y2
t (b) +

3

2
y2
b (t) + y

2
τ + y2

ντ − 3(Y 2
Q + Y 2

t (b)) g
2
Y −

9

4
g2

2 − 8g2
3] − yt (b) fy , (5.3)

β(1)
yτ (ντ )

=
yt (b)

16π2
[5

2
y2
τ (ντ ) +

1

2
y2
ντ (τ) + 3y2

t + 3y2
b − 3(Y 2

L + Y 2
τ (ν)) g

2
Y −

9

4
g2

2] − yτ (ντ ) fy . (5.4)

They agree with the full νSM 1-loop β-functions in the respective limit of vanishing lower-
generation Yukawas, cf., e.g., [26, 526]. The SM hypercharge assignments Yt/b/τ/ντ and QL/B
can be found in Tab. 1. The choice of adding a right-handed neutrino to the SM is only impor-
tant for the results in Sec. 5.3.2.

Given the gauge contributions in Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4), the set of fixed points in the heavy-
generation Yukawa sector will depend on the fixed-point value of gauge couplings. Aiming for
maximal predictivity, we focus on the more predictive gauge-coupling fixed point with non-
vanishing gY ∗, for which the experimental value already fixes the new-physics contribution to
fg ≈ 9.7 × 10−3.

5.3.1 Mass-difference for charged quarks from asymptotic safety

Focussing on the 3rd-generation quark-Yukawa couplings yt and yb, i.e., setting yτ = yντ = 0,
the β-function in Eq. (5.3) is exchange symmetric under t↔ b symmetry – except for the U(1)
contribution ∼ Y 2

t (b) g
2
Y . The latter distinguishes top and bottom quark in the SM by their

distinct right-handed hypercharges Yt = 2/3 but Yb = −1/3.
While the Yukawa fixed-point structure at vanishing gauge coupling is (t ↔ b)-symmetric as
well89, the four available top-bottom fixed points, cf. Tab. 6 for non-vanishing gauge couplings
are not. We focus on the most predictive fixed point FPgY g2g3

   . Specifying to SM charges, solving
the three fixed-point equations to eliminate fg and fy reveals the key scale-symmetry relation

y2
t∗ − y2

b∗ =
1

3
g2
Y ∗ . (5.5)

89In this case, fy > 0 is necessary to accommodate non-vanishing Yukawa couplings, see Sec. 4.
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Figure 18: Running of SM couplings for fg = 9.7 × 10−3 and fy = 1.188 × 10−4, realizing g(kIR) = 0.358,
yt(kIR) = 0.965, and yb(kIR) = 0.018 in the IR, i.e., at kIR = 173 GeV. The pink wide-dashed line evolves the
scale-symmetry relation y2

t − g2
Y /3, cf. Eq. (5.5), which approaches y2

b∗ (dotted line) in the far UV.

This relation is a consequence of the predictive power of asymptotic safety – there are three
predicted couplings (gY ∗, yt∗, yb∗) – outgrowing the number of free parameters (fg, fy). Most
excitingly, even without precise knowledge of fg and fy, FPgY g2g3

   makes an exact prediction.
As for the 1-dimensional case, cf. Sec. 2.2.2 and Sec. 4.3, the maximally predictive fixed-point
bounds trajectories emanating from less-predictive fixed points. It distinguishes the unique UV-
complete theory with the largest distance in theory space from the maximally-symmetric fixed
point at the origin. Critical trajectories between FPgY g2g3

   and less predictive fixed points such

as FPgY ytyb  # or FPgY ytyb # trace the boundaries of this region.

Enhanced predictive power. This maximally predictive form of scale symmetry can be com-
pared to observations by evolving the RG-flow from FPgY ytyb   down to the electroweak scale,
more precisely, down to kIR = 173 GeV, cf. Fig. 18. This requires to also evolve the non-Abelian
gauge couplings such that they match with observation. Since they remain asymptotically free,
they correspond to two UV-attractive directions. Towards the IR, their departure from scale
symmetry has to be fixed by the two corresponding experimental values, i.e., g2(kIR) = 0.64779
and g3(kIR) = 1.1666, see, e.g., [31]. We stress that the only further two free parameters are fg
and fy: fg = 9.7×10−3 is fixed by gY (kIR = 173 GeV) = 0.358; further, we choose fy = 1.188 ⋅10−4.
Quite surprinsingly, this choice realizes IR values for the top and bottom Yukawa couplings, i.e.,
yt(kIR) = 0.965 and yb(kIR) = 0.018, in close vicinity of the experimental values90.
Put differently, the maximally-predictive fixed point constitutes evidence for a fundamental scale
symmetry. At low energies, this symmetry is hidden. It is revealed by a minimal Planck-scale
UV-completion, i.e., adding fg and fy, and evolving the SM running couplings towards the UV.
The dynamical emergence of the associated scale-symmetry relation, cf. Eq. (5.5), can be ob-
served in Fig. 18.

90The top-Yukawa value is actually a bit too large. It corresponds to yt(k = 168 GeV) = 0.967 and thus to a
top pole mass [527] of Mt = 178 GeV. This discrepancy can be attributed to threshold effects which are neglected
here. If asymptotically safe gravity generates fg and fy, the transition is not sharp, as in Eq. (5.2). Instead, they
continuously transition to zero over roughly two orders of magnitude, cf. Fig. 16. From the explicit gravitational
running in Sec. 4.5, we infer that this results in an error of 1-5%. Indeed, Fig. 16 also suggests, that these
threshold corrections would indeed result in a lower Mt.
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Figure 19: Left panel: Bands of IR values of the couplings gY, IR, yt, IR and yb, IR at the top-mass scale
kIR = 173 GeV, as a function of asymptotically safe gravity contributions fg and fy, see also [5]. Right panel:
The same bands in the plane spanned by the dimensionless Newton coupling G ≡ GN and the dimensionless
cosmological constant Λ, cf. [8, 500].

Gravitational parameter space. Here, we examine the antiscreening new-physics contribu-
tions fg and fy away from their experimentally favored values to scrutinize how non-trivial the
uncovered scale-symmetry relation in Eq. (5.5) is. To do so, we sample the RG evolution for a
grid of different values of fg and fy. Modifying the latter results in modified g(kIR), yt(kIR),
and yb(kIR) in the IR. In the left panel of Fig. 19 we present the resulting contours and highlight
regions in the vicinity of the observed values. This visualizes that the scale-symmetry relation
between the IR coupling values is non-trivial. To give an example, a larger gauge coupling
gY (kIR) > 0.37, a smaller Yukawa coupling yt(kIR) < 0.88, or both at the same time, appear to
be incompatible with a non-vanishing yb(kIR) > 0. Moreover, we use the approximate gravita-
tional contributions in Sec. 4, cf. Eqs. (4.35)-(4.36), to also obtain the contours in gravitational
coupling space. The right-hand panel in Fig. 19 shows the resulting slice through theory space
spanned by the Newton coupling G and the cosmological constant Λ assuming vanishing higher-
order gravitational couplings. We conclude by emphasizing that a realization of this maximally
predictive UV-completion in asymptotically safe gravity requires that the gravity-matter fixed
point converges to realize a weak-gravity mechanism, cf. Sec. 4.

Mass difference from charge difference. The (t↔ b) exchange symmetry is broken only by
the respective U(1) contributions ∼ Y 2

t (b) g
2
Y , cf. Eq. (5.3). For equal right-handed hypercharges,

i.e., Yt = Yb, the maximally predictive fixed would thus predict yt∗ = yb∗. This suggests that
the generated mass ratio is tied to the quark charges. Keeping the charges arbitrary, the scale-
symmetry relation in Eq. 5.5 reads

y2
b∗ = y2

t∗ − (Q2
t −Q2

b)g2
Y ∗ , (5.6)

where Qt(b) = Yt(b) are the electric charges of the top and bottom quark. The latter equate to
the hypercharges, because the right-handed quarks transform as singlets under the weak gauge
symmetry. Furthermore, Qb = Qt − 1 and YQ = Qt − 1/2 have to hold to ensure equal electric
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Figure 20: Left-hand panel: For charge ratios Qb/Qt deviating from the SM value, the same observational
contours as in Fig. 19 do not overlap. Right-hand panel: Top-Yukawa coupling yt(kIR) at kIR = 173 GeV with
varying charge ratio Qb/Qt at fixed gY (kIR) = 0.358 and Mb = 4.9 GeV.
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Figure 21: Left-hand panel: Top-Yukawa coupling yt(kIR) at kIR = 173 GeV with varying new-physics scale
MNP. Right-hand panel: Top-Yukawa coupling yt(kIR) at kIR = 173 GeV with varying non-universal new-physics
contribution fg,nA/fg. In all cases we fix gY (kIR) = 0.358 and Mb = 4.9 GeV.

charges for the left- and right handed top and bottom quark.
Repeating the above analysis for other choices of hypercharges demonstrates that the enhanced
predictive power of the uncovered UV-completion uniquely ties the experimentally observed
mass difference of top and bottom quark to their SM charge ratio Qb/Qt = −1/2, cf. right-hand
panel in Fig. 20. For other charge ratios, the experimental contours do not overlap, cf. two
right-hand panels in Fig. 20.

Is this a signature of quantum gravity? Finally, we observe that the uncovered scale-
symmetry relation in Eq. (5.5) points to the prototypical properties of quantum gravity. Two
key features of quantum gravity are (i) its intrinsic scale – the Planck scale – and (ii) that its
contributions are blind to the internal symmetries of matter fields. Varying the scale of new
physics, the left-hand panel in Fig. 21 reveals that the mechanism favors the Planck scale. The
universality of gravitational contributions to gauge fields can, for instance, be broken by allowing
for a distinct fg,nA to replace fg in the running of g2 and g3. As displayed in the right-hand
panel in Fig. 21, the mechanism also favors universal contributions to all gauge fields.

5.3.2 Dynamically vanishing Dirac-neutrino masses from scale-invariance

Extending the analysis to the 3rd-generation lepton sector (including a right-handed neutrino
such as to allow for a neutrino-Yukawa coupling), we will focus on the maximally predictive
fixed point both in the gauge as well as in the heavy-generation quark sector, i.e., we extend
the fixed point FPgY ytyb   of the last Sec. 5.3.1. In Tab. 7, we list the three available extensions
of this fixed into the 3rd-generation lepton sector.
One might wonder, why there are only three fixed points and, in particular, why the fully
interacting fixed-point is absent. This is a result of leptons and quarks coupling to the same
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IR-physics
y2
t,∗

16π2

y2
b,∗

16π2

y2
τ,∗

16π2

y2
ντ ,∗

16π2 θt/b θτ θντ

FP
ytybyτyντ
  ## massless neutrino

23fg
492 + fy

6
fy
6 − fg

492 0 0
(−33fg−246fy±A)

328
17fg
41 -

fg
41

FP
ytybyτyντ
   # tau heavier than top

fg
1476 +

fy
6

fy
6 − 71fg

1476
34fg
123 0 - - -

FP
ytybyτyντ
  # complex couplings

73fg
1476 +

fy
6

fg
1476 +

fy
6 0 −2fg

123 - - -

Table 7: We list all fixed points of the set of Eqs. (5.3)-(5.4) at which both yt and yb are non-vanishing.

A =
√

1804fgfy + 1273f2
g + 6724f2

y and we have specified to SM charges, i.e., YL = 1/2, Yτ = −1, and Yντ = 0. We
also list the corresponding critical exponents for the vanishing-neutrino-mass fixed point. While the couplings are
only approximately aligned with the corresponding eigendirections, yτ (yντ ) only overlaps with the eigendirection
of θτ (θντ ) The critical exponents for the other two non-viable fixed points (2nd and 3rd line) are roots of fourth-
order polynomials which cannot be brought to a particularly simple form, but are straightforward to obtain from
Eqs. (5.3)-(5.4). Note that the limit fg → 0 does not continuously deform to the fixed-point structure at vanishing
gY ∗.

SM-Higgs. To elucidate this further, we introduce a continuous parameter ε in the corresponding
contributions to the quark and lepton β-functions in Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4), i.e., in those contribu-
tions arising from a mediating joint Higgs particle. Specifically, we replace (y2

τ+y2
ντ )→ ε(y2

τ+y2
ντ )

in βyt(b) and (3y2
t + 3y2

b ) → ε(3y2
t + 3y2

b ) in βyτ(ντ ) . For ε → 0, the quarks and the lepton do not
couple via a joint Higgs, for ε → 1 we recover the SM case with Higgs-mediated contributions.
General ε permits for a fully interacting fixed point at which

y2
ντ ∗ =

192π2(ε − 1)fy + ((11 − 12ε)ε − 15)g2
Y ∗

24 (ε2 − 1) , (5.7)

where we have specified to SM charges. The other non-vanishing fixed-point values have a sim-
ilar structure, i.e., y2

t∗ ∼ 1/ (ε2 − 1), y2
b∗ ∼ 1/ (ε2 − 1), and y2

τ ∗ ∼ 1/ (ε2 − 1). In the joint-Higgs
limit, i.e., for ε→ 0, the fully interacting fixed point escapes to ∞.

At all of the remaining three maximally-predictive fixed points,
g2
Y,∗

16π2 = 6
41fg (and g2

2,∗ = g2
3,∗ =

0), which we use to eliminate g2
Y,∗ in favor of fg. The third fixed point in Tab. 7 can be excluded

because either the neutrino-Yukawa or the U(1) gauge coupling has to be complex-valued. The
second one is not viable because it would predict a very heavy τ -lepton, in particular, heavier
than the top-quark. Such a UV-completion is in stark contradiction with observation.

All of the above statements are independent of the value of fy. We conclude that the only
viable fixed point is FP

ytybyτyντ
  ## , i.e.,

y2
t,∗

16π2
= 23fg

24Ytot
+ fy

6
,

y2
b,∗

16π2
= fy

6
− fg

24Ytot
, y2

τ,∗ = y2
ντ ,∗ = 0 , (5.8)

θt/b =
−33fg − 12fyYtot ±A

16Ytot
, θτ =

fg (36Y 2
L + 36Y 2

τ − 11)
4Ytot

, θντ =
fg (36Y 2

L + 36Y 2
ντ − 11)

4Ytot
,

where A =
√

88fgfyYtot + 1273f2
g + 16f2

yY
2

tot and Ytot = 6Y 2
L + 6Y 2

ντ + 6Y 2
τ + 13. This fixed point

exhibits three IR-attractive directions along which gY , yt, and yb follow as predictions. As has
been explicitly discussed in Sec. 5.3.1, this not only fixes the two new-physics parameters fg and
fy but also ties the mass-difference of charged quarks to their charge difference.
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Figure 22: Left-hand panel: θτ (upper line) and θντ (lower line) as a function of the neutrino hypercharge Yντ
with dashed (continuous) lines indicating negative (positive) θi. For a sterile right-handed neutrino, i.e., Yντ = 0,
θντ < 0. Middle panel: Scaling of yντ above MNP, while all other couplings are set to their fixed-point values.
Right-hand panel: Scaling of yτ above MNP, while all other couplings are set to their fixed-point values.

Notice again, that the critical exponents in the lepton sector are independent of the specific value
of fy. Their signs are determined purely by the corresponding charges. In particular, specifying
to SM charges, i.e., YL = 1/2, Yτ = −1, and Yντ = 0, leads to one IR-attractive and one IR-repulsive
direction in the leptonic sector. While the eigendirection of the critical exponents in the quark
sector are slightly misaligned with the couplings, this is not the case in the lepton sector. The IR-
attractive (IR-repulsive) critical exponent θντ (θτ ) has no overlap with yντ (yτ ). The IR-repulsive
direction thus allows for an asymptotically free and non-vanishing yτ to emerge from the UV-
completion even though yτ,∗ = 0 at the fixed point. In particular, the IR-value of the SM can be
reached. To the contrary, yντ only overlaps with the IR-attractive eigendirection corresponding
to θντ . Hence, the neutrino Yukawa is dynamically driven to yντ ,∗ = 0. Consequentially, the
Dirac mass of the τ -neutrino is predicted to be vanishing.

In the left-hand panel of Fig. 22, we present the dependence of the critical exponents on
Yντ to explicitly show that θντ < 0, and hence the vanishing neutrino Yukawa coupling, can be
attributed to its vanishing charge Yντ = 0. Fundamental asymptotic safety at this fixed point
thus predicts an exactly vanishing Dirac-neutrino mass. Having both a vanishing Dirac and a
vanishing Majorana mass is in contradiction to observed neutrino oscillations, cf. Sec. 1.1.1 and
fundamental asymptotic safety at FP

ytybyτyντ
  # would be excluded. Of course, additional right-

handed Majorana mass terms are possible. We caution that this might also alter the fixed-point
structure, cf. [528].

In the effective-asymptotic-safety interpretation (see Sec. 3), i.e., assuming that some more
fundamental theory reduces to a QFT in the vicinity of FP

ytybyτyντ
  # , a small Dirac neutrino mass

would still be favored. This could provide a dynamical alternative to the see-saw mechanism.
The middle and right-hand panel of Fig. 22 present such an explicit mapping of UV- to IR-
windows in the vicinity of the fixed point. This demonstrates that a (small) non-vanishing yτ
can be reached, while yντ and hence the neutrino Dirac-mass is dynamically driven to zero.
However, the phenomenologically excluded heavy-τ fixed point FP

ytybyτyντ
   # features a large IR-

attractive critical exponent than FP
ytybyτyντ
  # . As a consequence, the basin of attraction of the

phenomenologically interesting fixed point FP
ytybyτyντ
  # is very narrow in the τ -direction.

Nevertheless, the mechanism of dynamically vanishing neutrino mass deserves future attention.
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In particular, it would be important to understand whether it occurs for any combination of
quark and lepton representations that couple to a joint Higgs. If so, it might be possible to
construct BSM models in which the heavy-lepton fixed point FP

ytybyτyντ
  # does not exhibit a

large IR-attractive direction. The latter would make a dynamically small Dirac-neutrino mass
the generic prediction of such a model.

5.4 Fixed-point structure in multiple generations

The three generations of SM quarks uiL/R = (tL/R, cL/R, uL/R) and diL/R = (bL/R, sL/R, dL/R)
couple to the SM gauge group91. In particular, the left-handed components couple to the W ±

weak gauge-bosons via

Lflavor ∼ W +
µ ū

i
L γ

µ diL +W −
µ d̄

i
L γ

µ uiL . (5.9)

These – and all other SM-gauge – interactions are invariant under global U(1)6
L and U(1)6

R (or
equivalently U(1)6

axial and U(1)6
chiral) rotations, separately, that is, the gauge interactions do not

mix left- with right-handed quarks. Contrarily, the Yukawa couplings to the Higgs-doublet H
mix left- and right-handed components

Lmass ∼ −QiLH Y ij
D djR −Q

i
L H̃ Y ij

U ujR , (5.10)

where QiL = (uiL, diL), H̃ = iσ2H
∗, and YU/D are the matrix Yukawa-couplings. Diagonal Yukawa

matrices preserve the global U(1)6
axial but break the U(1)6

chiral
92. As we will see, the Yukawa

matrices need not be diagonal.

For general non-diagonal YU/D, these can be diagonalized by complex unitary matrices U

and D such that diag(y2
u, y

2
c , y

2
t ) = U MU U

† and diag(y2
d, y

2
s , y

2
b ) =DMDD

†, which defines,

V = U D† =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Vud Vus Vub
Vcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (5.11)

the CKM-matrix. It accounts for the fact that the quarks need not be diagonalized simultane-
ously for the weak interactions (flavor basis) and the Yukawa interactions (mass basis). For the
special case in which they can, no CKM matrix is necessary. Generalizing to Ng generations,
the 1-loop running for the Yukawa couplings [529], cf. [526] for 2-loop results, in the flavor basis
and supplemented by the flavor-universal new-physics contribution fy reads

βyi =
yi

16π2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
3
Ng

∑
j=1

y2
j + 3

Ng

∑
ρ=1

y2
ρ − (17

12
g2
Y +

9

4
g2

2 + 8g2
3) +

3

2
y2
i −

3

2

Ng

∑
ρ=1

y2
ρ ∣Viρ∣2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
− fy yi, (5.12)

βyρ =
yρ

16π2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
3
Ng

∑
i=1

y2
i + 3

Ng

∑
σ=1

y2
σ − ( 5

12
g2
Y +

9

4
g2

2 + 8g2
3) +

3

2
y2
ρ −

3

2

Ng

∑
i=1

y2
i ∣Viρ∣2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
− fy yρ, (5.13)

91 Interactions with the U(1), SU(3) and the neutral SU(2) gauge bosons are omitted. They are not of impor-
tance for the following since they mix neither up- and down-type quarks nor left- and right-handed components.

92 This generalizes the global symmetry and the resulting fixed-point structure in Sec. 4 to multiple generations.
In particular, each diagonal Yukawa coupling breaks an additional global U(1)axial symmetry. Under the influence
of antiscreening gravitational contributions, there will thus be 26 fixed points including all combinations of yi∗ = 0
and yi∗ ≠ 0. The choice of fixed point, i.e., which yi∗ vanish or not, determines which part of the U(1)6

chiral is
already broken in the UV.
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The running for the squared CKM matrix elements [530–533] reads

β∣Viρ∣2 = −
3

2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∑
σ,j≠i

y2
i + y2

j

y2
i − y2

j

y2
σ (ViσV ∗

jσVjρV
∗
iρ + c.c.) + ∑

j,σ≠ρ

y2
ρ + y2

σ

y2
ρ − y2

σ

y2
j (V ∗

jσVjρViσV
∗
iρ + c.c.)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (5.14)

As a consequence of its flavor universality, the new-physics contribution fy drops out of the
running of the CKM elements. Moreover, the CKM-running exhibits poles whenever two up-
type or two down-type Yukawa couplings are equal. This is a result of unitarity which is explicitly
used in the derivation. As a consequence, the special surfaces in theory space, defined by pairs of
non-vanishing and degenerate Yukawa couplings, are dynamically disconnected from the rest of
theory space, i.e., unitary RG-flows cannot cross from one side of the CKM-poles to the other.
The only exception are vanishing degenerate Yukawas yi = yj = 0. These special points can
be dynamically approached from both within the non-degenerate theory space or from within
connected degenerate surfaces. Moreover, for the SM quark hierarchy and a dominating top-
Yukawa coupling a diagonal (non-mixing) CKM matrix corresponds to an IR-attractive fixed
point, see [300]. We will see in the following that interesting Yukawa hierarchies can be obtained
from RG-flows transitioning between different non-mixing fixed points (crossover).

5.4.1 Analytical results and mechanisms for two generations

Because the phenomenologically interesting case of 3 generations cannot be solved analytically,
we will use the 2-generation case as an instructive example. Unitarity of the CKM-matrix implies
a single independent mixing parameter only, i.e.,

∣Vij ∣2 = [ W 1 −W
1 −W W

] . (5.15)

Interpreting the two generations as the second and third SM generation identifies W with the
respective SM mixing angle W = cos(θ23)2, cf. Tab. 9 in App. A. The explicit β-functions follow
from Eqs. (5.12)-(5.14), i.e.,

βW = 3

16π2
W (W − 1) [(y2

t + y2
c )
y2
b − y2

s

y2
t − y2

c

+ (y2
b + y2

s)
y2
t − y2

c

y2
b − y2

s

] .

(5.16)

As for the one-generation case in Sec. 5.3.1, we assume the most-predictive gauge-coupling fixed
point FPgY g2g3

 ## , cf. Sec. 5.2.

UV fixed-points. Besides the fully Gaußian Yukawa fixed-point93, there are 24 fixed points94

which can be grouped into 6 classes of 4 fixed points related by the permutation symmetries

93The fully Gaußian Yukawa fixed-point is absent in the given parameterization because it corresponds to a
trivial CKM matrix. It nevertheless exists and can be approached by a continuous RG-flow initiated at non-
diagonal CKM-matrix.

94 At 1-loop level, these appear to be 20 fixed points and two lines of solutions. The two lines can be associated
with two (to the best of our knowledge accidental) 1-loop scale-invariant quantities, cf. also [534, 535],

I(1) =
Tr(MUMD)

(det(MUMD))1/Ng
, I(2) = Tr((MUMD)−1)(det(MUMD))1/Ng , (5.17)

where MU ≡ YU Y †
U . We observe that this (accidental) scale-invariance is broken at 2-loop level, cf. also [536].

Together with the arguments from permutation symmetry, cf. discussion around Tab. 8, this leads us to conclude
that these lines physically correspond to four fixed points at higher-loop level.
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y2
t∗/π2 y2

b∗/π2 y2
c∗/π2 y2

s∗/π2 W∗ viable for

FPytybycysW  ###
16(fg+2fy)

15

16(−19fg+82fy)

615
0 0 0 fy ≥ 19fg

82

FPytybycysW  ## 
4(23fg+82fy)

123

4(−fg+82fy)

123
0 0 1 –

FPytybycysW   # 
4(11fg+82fy)

123

4(−13fg+82fy)

123

32fg
41

0 1 –

FPytybycysW  #  
4(35fg+82fy)

123

4(11fg+82fy)

123
0 − 32fg

41
1 –

F̃P
ytybycysW

  #  
16(65fg+82fy)

1107

8(−21fg+246fy−r)

1107
0

8(−21fg+246fy+r)

1107
1
2
+ r

2(65fg+82fy)
–

F̃P
ytybycysW

   # 
8(87fg+246fy−s)

1107

16(−43fg+82fy)

1107

8(87fg+246fy+s)

1107
0 1

2
− s

2(43fg−82fy)
–

Table 8: Representatives of the 6 non-vanishing fixed-point classes of the two-generation system where
r =

√
3(7fg − 82fy)(65fg + 82fy) and s =

√
3(43fg − 82fy)(29fg + 82fy). The remaining 18 fixed points can be

generated by exchanging (t↔ b) and/or (b↔ s), cf. main text. Each  (#) is accompanied by an IR-attractive
(UV-attractive) direction.

(t↔ b) and (b↔ s), cf. Tab. 8. For the 4 classes at which W∗ = 1 or W∗ = 0, each permutation
has to be accompanied by a flip (W∗ = 1)↔ (W∗ = 0). For the other two classes, W∗ is permu-
tation invariant. The number of UV-attractive (IR-attractive) directions can be inferred from
the number of non-vanishing (vanishing) couplings, i.e., the number of  (#), respectively95.
Here, we identify the two-generation system with the 2nd and 3rd SM generation. In this case,
the only class of interacting fixed points which supports a viable RG trajectory, i.e., can be
connected to SM coupling values by a continuous RG flow, is the one in the first line of Tab. 8.

Crossover RG flows. Fixed points at which W∗ = 1 are phenomenologically excluded since at
such fixed points W corresponds to an IR-attractive direction96 and thus cannot flow to different
values towards the IR. This contradicts W = cos(θ23)2 ≠ 1 at the electroweak scale, cf. Tab. 9
in App. A. Any viable flow therefore transitions from a fixed point at W∗ = 0 towards a fixed
point at W∗ = 1 (crossover), cf. left-hand panel in Fig. 23. Further, at any viable fixed point the
SM hierarchy has to hold yt∗ ⩾ yc∗ and yb∗ ⩾ ys∗ since the RG flow cannot cross the CKM-poles,
i.e., the hierarchy is preserved at all scales. Consequentially, the flow has to transition from

FPytybycysW  ###
UV to IR

ÐÐÐÐÐÐ→
(yb↔ys)

FPytybycysW ##  , (5.18)

at some intermediate crossover scale kW . At the UV-fixed point, yt and yb are predicted by
scale symmetry (by the same mechanism as in the one-generation case97, cf. Sec. 5.3.1). The
approximate IR fixed-point, however, attracts ys instead of yb because the CKM element has
transitioned. Since both fixed points belong to the same class, i.e., are related by (yb ↔ ys)
exchange, the fixed point values y2

b∗ at the UV fixed point FPytybycysW  ### and y2
s∗ at the IR fixed

point FPytybycysW ##  are equal. We will denote the common value by y2
b/s∗ As a consequence of

the CKM pole structure, y2
s(k) < y2

b/s∗ at all scales k.

95 The question of whether the respective coupling can flow to different values towards the IR depends on
whether the respective fixed-point value enhances a global symmetry of the IR theory (here, the SM). If so, the
coupling is not generated by an IR-directed flow in other UV-attractive directions, cf. Sec. 4.3

96Moreover, W ≠ 0 is not generated by other UV-attractive directions because it enhances a global symmetry
of the SM, cf. Sec. 4.3

97While the mechansim is precisely the same, the fixed-point relation (and the corresponding fy), cf. Eq. (5.5),
changes to y2

t∗ − y2
b∗ = 2

3
g2
Y ∗
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Figure 23: Left-hand panel: RG flow for a specific fy = fy, crit + 4 × 10−9 and MNP =MPlanck, emanating from
FPytybycysW  ### passing close to FPytybycysW ##  towards the IR. The three free parameters (UV-attractive directions

of FPytybycysW  ### ) are chosen such that all Yukawas approach SM IR-values within ∼ 10% error at the electroweak

scale. This results in a transition scale of Log(kW /GeV) ≈ 2000. Right-hand panels: At fixed fy, approximate
matching of the IR-values of yt, yb, yc, and W fixes the transition scale kW (upper panel) and can only be achieve
up to an upper bound on the IR-ratio ys/yb (here shown as a function of fy).

Whether the crossover implies a large hierarchy at the electroweak scale kew, i.e., if y2
s(kew) ≪

y2
b (kew), depends on the crossover scale kW which in turn depends on the precise value of fy,

cf. right-hand panel in Fig. 23. The closer fy to the critical fy, crit = 19/82 fg, cf. first line in
Tab. 8, the higher the viable crossover scale kW .
Above kW , yb is fixed to remain (approximately) scale invariant while ys scales with its UV-
attractive critical exponent θ > 0, i.e., y2

s(k > kW ) ∼ k−θ. Below kW , ys becomes (approxi-
mately) scale invariant98 and now yb scales with the same UV-attractive critical exponent, i.e.,
y2
b (k < kW ) ∼ k−θ. This can also be observed in the left-hand panel of Fig. 23 where θ corre-

sponds to the slope of ys (yb) above (below) the transition scale kW . Thus, the higher kW , the
longer the RG-time during which y2

b (k) scales to larger values while y2
s ≈ y2

b/s∗ remains fixed.
Hence, the larger the hierarchy at low scales.

While the presented mechanism crucially relies on scale-invariant new-physics contributions
fg/y, the associated new-physics scale need not be the Planck scale. Indeed, the hierarchy is
set by the crossover scale kW and not the new-physics scale MNP. The mechanism to generate
hierarchies via CKM crossovers could thus be at work in any scale-invariant UV-completion of
the SM, as long as it obeys the conditions stated in Sec. 5.1.
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Figure 24: RG flow of Standar-Model quark Yukawa couplings (left-hand panel) and CKM-elements (right-hand
panel) above the new physics scale MNP for fy = 2.2476 × 10−3, see main text.

5.4.2 Three-generation CKM-mixing angles and scale-invariance

For the case of three generations, the CKM matrix can be parameterized by 4 physical param-
eters, X = ∣Vud∣2, Y = ∣Vus∣2, Z = ∣Vcd∣2, and W = ∣Vcs∣2, for which it reads

∣Vij ∣2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

X Y 1 −X − Y
Z W 1 −Z −W

1 −X −Z 1 − Y −W X + Y +Z +W − 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (5.19)

For the respective β-functions, see, e.g., [532], as well as App. D. Unfortunately, the three-
generation fixed-point structure cannot be fully solved analytically. However, the non-mixing
fixed points, i.e., the three-generation equivalent of the first four lines in Tab. 8, can be obtained
by the following observation. Whenever ∣Vij ∣2 corresponds to one of the following non-mixing
matrices

M123 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, M132 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, M321 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

M213 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, M312 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 1
1 0 0
0 1 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, M231 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (5.20)

the RG-flow of the CKM matrix vanishes – independently of the values of the Yukawa couplings.
These cases are all referred to as non-mixing because they simply correspond to redefenitions
of which down-type quark is paired with which up-type quark to form a family. The three-
generation extension of the crossover in the two-generation case, cf. Eq. (5.18) and Fig. 23, is
given by the crossover M321 →M123 or in the above notation by

FPyt yb ycysyuydX Y ZW
  ####### 

UV to IR

ÐÐÐÐÐÐ→
(yb↔yd)

FPyt yb ycysyuydX Y ZW
 ####  ## . (5.21)

The two fixed points involved in the crossover are related by a permutation symmetry (yb ↔ yd)
which takes the associated CKM element from X∗ = 0 in the UV to X∗ = 1 in the IR.

98This only occurs if ys approximately saturates the upper bound which is not required for the transition of
the CKM element from W ≈ 0 to W ≈ 1.
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Identifying MNP = MPlanck and for fy = 2.2476 × 10−3, the UV initial conditions corresponding
to UV-attractive directions of the UV fixed-point can be chosen such that all yi≠t, X, Y , Z,
and W match to the tree-level matched experimental values (cf. Tab. 9) at k = 173 GeV within
a 1% error. The top-Yukawa coupling is about 10-15% too heavy. The latter is a consequence
of X∗ = 0 at the UV fixed point. Hence, the latter does not correspond to the fixed-point class
extending the single-generation fixed point explored in Sec. 5.3.1 but to a different one. We can
distinguish the two fixed point classes by the implied relations for the non-vanishing gauge- and
Yukawa-couplings, i.e.,

(X∗ = 1) class: y2
t∗ − y2

b∗ =
1

3
g2
Y ∗ , (X∗ = 0) class: y2

t∗ − y2
b∗ =

2

3
g2
Y ∗ . (5.22)

If y2
b∗ is negligibly small, i.e., a large hierarchy is realized and given the SM RG-trajectory of

gY , y2
t∗ = 2/3 g2

Y ∗ implies a significantly too heavy top quark. Crossover RG-flows between other
UV-fixed points to the SM fixed-point in the IR could be possible as well and it is not guaranteed
that we have found all fixed points of the three-generation system. Certainly, the fully Gaußian
Yukawa fixed point is accessible as a UV-completion.

5.5 Effective asymptotic safety of quantum gravity

We have advocated that any fixed point of a non-gravitational beyond SM theory should be
analyzed within the concept of effective asymptotic safety, Sec. 3. As such, an asymptotically
safe fixed point can still imprint a significant degree of predictivity on the respective effective
field theory (EFT) by mapping a large range of values at the EFT cutoff scale to a much smaller
range of values at lower scales.
It is certainly most conservative to regard any form of asymptotic safety – including gravity –
as effective. This simply allows for the possibility that new physics might occur despite any
fundamental theoretical demand. Here, we therefore broaden our view and re-examine asymp-
totically safe gravity as an effective theory.

The scales of effective asymptotic safety. For now, assume the fixed point features only
a single UV-attractive (or equivalently IR-repulsive) direction, tentatively called G. Effective
asymptotic safety is then determined by two scales: (i) the scale kfund at which the QFT is
replaced by a more fundamental theory and (ii) the scale ktr at which G deviates O(1) from
the fixed point. Whether and to what degree effective asymptotic safety is realized depends on
the separation of scales between ktr and kfund. This in turn depends on the relevant critical
exponent θG and the unknown initial value G(kfund) of the UV-attractive coupling at kfund. The
orders of magnitude in scales for which effective asymptotic safety is realized is then given by

log(kfund/ktr) =
log (∣G(kfund) −G∗∣)

θG
. (5.23)

In case of multiple UV-attractive directions this generalizes to the minimum of all the respective
RHS terms. Eq. (5.23) demonstrates that the realization of effective asymptotic safety requires
one finely tuned initial value at kfund for each UV-attractive direction99.

99 In this context, the Gaußian fixed point (GFP) of the SM is no different. In this case, the transition scale is
set by the electroweak scale, i.e., ktr = kew. The squared Higgs mass m2 corresponds to an IR-repulsive direction
with critical exponent θm2 = 2. A more fundamental theory at kfund ≫ kew either accepts a finely tuned free
parameter or has to explain the smallness of m2(kfund) = (kfund/ktr)2.
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Global constraints from asymptotically safe fixed points. Fixed points impose global
conditions on RG flows. One example is the Gaußian fixed point (GFP) for the Newton coupling
G. Being IR-attractive, its value G∗GFP = 0 cannot be crossed by any IR-directed RG flow. We
have measured a positive Newton coupling at IR scales. Therefore, any UV theory which predicts
a negative Newton coupling at UV-scales is already experimentally ruled out.
If an asymptotically safe gravitational fixed point is present, it also imposes such a global
constraint. We recall the perturbative approximation of the running dimensionless Newton
coupling in Eq. (4.1) which exhibits (aside from the GFP) an asymptotically safe fixed point at

G∗NGFP = 12π

46 + 4NV −NS −NW
, (5.24)

where NS , NW , and NV count the scalar, Weyl, and vector matter degrees of freedom. Also,
recall that at the asymptotically safe fixed point the Newton coupling G corresponds to an IR-
repulsive direction. If present, its value cannot be crossed by any RG flow either and thus shields
the GFP. All G > G∗NGFP are thus phenomenologically excluded as well. We can conclude that
for any phenomenologically viable theory

G∗GFP < G(k) < G∗NGFP at all k . (5.25)

For pure gravity (NS = NW = NV = 0), the asymptotically safe fixed point is O(1) and thus only
constrains the Newton coupling to lie within the perturbative regime. For 4NV −NS −NW < 46,
the asymptotically safe fixed point lies at G∗NGFP < 0 and thus has no implication for theories
dominated by many fermions and many scalars. But for 4NV −NS −NW ≫ 46, i.e., for theories
dominated by many vector degrees of freedom, it constrains the admissible values for G(k) to a
smaller and smaller window.
We emphasize that the above argument assumes that the fixed point exists, in particular, if

many vector degrees of freedom are included. The behavior G∗NGFP
NV→∞Ð→ 0 is supported by

an increasingly perturbative value for G∗NGFP any by all functional RG studies to date, cf. in
particular [343, Fig.10] and [356, Fig.9]. Further, it might be possible to circumvent the bound
along other coupling directions in the full gravitational theory space.

Effective asymptotic safety constraint on string compactifications. String theory com-
pactifications typically feature very many matter degrees of freedom. If the asymptotically safe
fixed point in the large-NV limit can be established, this implies: Any string-theory compact-
ification in which the matter sector is dominanted by many vector degrees of freedom but for
which G ∼ O(1) at the string scale lies in the swampland, i.e., could be phenomenologically
excluded.
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The parametric investigation of quantum scale symmetry in the Standard Model
can be generalized to grand unification. These are particularly appealing since their
fixed-point structure could fix all marginal couplings if a sufficient number of matter
degrees of freedom is added. If such a grand-unified extension of the asymptoti-
cally safe Reuter fixed-point for quantum gravity exists, scale-symmetry might fix
all the marginal couplings in terms of asymptotically safe gravity contributions and
the group-theoretic structure. We initiate a program to explore whether one such
fully-predictive model can reproduce the Standard Model.

6 Unified asymptotic safety

The last two sections 4 and 5 were focused on gravitationally induced UV-completions of the
Standard Model (SM) without any intermediate new physics. But, the parametric investigation
of fixed points in the ASSM, cf. Sec. 5.1, extends to other beyond SM scenarios which are con-
sistent up to MPlanck. Here, we will consider grand unified theories (GUTs).
GUTs pose a non-gravitational possibility to cure the U(1)Y Landau-pole problem. To do so,
the Abelian U(1)Y has to be embedded in a larger non-Abelian gauge group. Typical GUTs
break the enlarged gauge group by a successive chain of Higgs-mechanisms with different scalar
VEVs oriented in specific directions of a large scalar potential. In this context, the electroweak
phase-transition, during which SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y breaks to U(1)em is only the last step of a
successive chain of symmetry breaking steps.
Removal of the U(1)Y Landau pole only requires to unify the hypercharge into a non-Abelian
gauge group. This can already be achieved by a single unification step into a Pati-Salam model
with gauge group SU(4)⊗SU(2)L⊗SU(2)R, cf. [537] and Sec. 6.1. In that sense, a Pati-Salam
GUT poses the most minimalistic GUT to avoid the Landau-pole and reproduce the SM in the
IR. Going beyond Pati-Salam, one can unify all gauge interactions into a simple100 non-Abelian
gauge group such as SU(5) or SO(10). Evidence for the latter is provided by the approximate
crossing of all the three gauge couplings of the SM in the high-energy range of 10−14−10−17 GeV,
see far-left panel in Fig. 1 in Sec. 6.1.2101. The second major reason is simplicity. For instance,
an entire generation of SM fermions neatly fits into a single representation of SO(10). The
latter only contains a single additional Weyl fermion which comes with just the right charges
(after symmetry breaking to the SM) to be identified with the right-handed neutrino. This gives
a third reason to favor simple GUTs since, thereby, grand unification naturally accounts for the
only BSM field already required by experimental data, cf. Sec. 1.1.1. We will discuss these
embeddings more explicitly in Sec. 6.13.

Increasingly stringent experimental bounds on proton decay have pushed MGUT to the vicin-
ity of the Planck scale MPlanck. For this and other reasons, simple GUT breaking-chains are
already experimentally ruled out, see Sec. 6.2. The remaining minimal and viable GUTs (both
non-SUSY [545–558] and SUSY [559–570]), have more free parameters than the SM. This creates
a predictivity problem for grand unification which defies the original idea of simplicity. Most of
the parameters are hidden in an intricate Higgs-Yukawa sector which is fitted to give the correct
fermion-mass spectrum and a scalar potential to generate the breaking chain.

100A simple group can be defined as not containing any subgroups but itself and the trivial group. Examples of
such are the Lie groups SU(N) and SO(N). See, e.g., [538, 539].

101 The crossing of SM gauge-couplings is realized at the 1-loop level within theoretical uncertainty. At higher-
loop order, exact gauge-unification requires either new degrees of freedom, see, e.g., [398, Ch. 16], or several
breaking steps [540–544].
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The vicinity of the GUT and the Planck scale and the enhanced predictivity of the asymp-
totically safe Standard Model, see Sec. 5, motivates us to reconsider the predictivity of GUTs
in the presence of gravitational fluctuations, see Sec. 6.3 and 6.4. Before turning to predictiv-
ity in asymptotically safe unification, we review grand unification in Sec. 6.1 and discuss the
current minimal non-SUSY GUTs in Sec. 6.2. The knowledgeable reader may skip these sec-
tions. Group-theoretic language is explained or avoided as far as possible. Where nevertheless
confused, the reader is referred, e.g., to [538, 539]

6.1 Motivation: why unify?

The SM can be summarized by specifying its gauge group, fermionic matter content, and scalar

representations, i.e., (GSM,F(i)
SM, SSM), cf. Eqs. (1.6), (1.7), and (1.8), respectively. The cou-

plings of all possible renormalizable operators comprise its set of free parameters. The fermionic
matter content comes in three families of irreducible representations, that is i = {1, 2, 3}. One
fermionic generation is spread out over five different representations. Moreover, the inclusion of a
right-handed neutrino singlet is implied by neutrino oscillations (νSM, see Sec. 1.1.1). The gauge
group, as well as the fermionic matter content, remain unexplained and somewhat arbitrary.

6.1.1 Unification of quarks and leptons and charge quantization

There are two main routes to unification: the SU(5) Georgi-Glashow model [571]; and SU(4)⊗
SU(2) ⊗ SU(2) Pati-Salam models [537]. The following section demonstrates how the fermion
content of the SM (or νSM) can be embedded into representations of these unifying groups, and
further into a single representation of SO(10)[572].
The quarks and leptons of the SM can be written in an SU(2)L vector-like notation as

Q = ( u1 u2 u3

d1 d2 d3
) , L = ( ν

e
) ,

uc = (uc1 uc2 uc3)
dc = (dc1 dc2 dc3)

,
ec

νc
, (6.1)

where the conjugate Weyl-fermions denote right-handed chirality fields. Here, we have already
included a right-handed neutrino νc singlet, see Sec. 1.1.1. Unifying the right-handed singlets
uc with dc and ec with νc into a right-handed SU(2)R doublet suggests an enlargement of the
SM gauge102 group SU(3)⊗SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y to SU(3)⊗SU(2)L⊗SU(2)R⊗U(1)B−L, in which
leptons (L and Lc below) and quarks (Q and Qc below) are merely distinguished by their B −L
charges103, i.e.,

Q = ( u1 u2 u3

d1 d2 d3
) , L = ( ν

e
) , Qc = ( dc1 dc2 dc3

−uc1 −uc2 −uc3
) , Lc = ( ec

−νc ) . (6.2)

The gauge boson of the additional U(1)B−L gauge symmetry mediates a new force between
leptons and baryons. Written in the above form, it becomes quite suggestive to interpret “Lepton
number as the Fourth Color”[537], simply writing

Q̃ = ( u1 u2 u3 ν
d1 d2 d3 e

)

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
(4,2,1)

, Q̃c = ( dc1 dc2 dc3 ec

−uc1 −uc2 −uc3 −νc )

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
(4,1,2)

, (6.3)

102 Of course, an enlarged global symmetry need not be gauged. But, since we attempt to unify the SM gauge
group into a larger simple group anyways, we follow the principle of gauging every new symmetry.

103For a connection of U(1)B−L symmetry to baryon and lepton-number conservation/violation see Sec. 1.1.1.
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where (4,2,1) and (4,1,2) already denoted the fields as representation of the unified Pati-Salam
gauge group SU(4)⊗SU(2)L⊗SU(2)R[537]. Although this path is very suggestive, it is not the
minimal possible way to go: already in the first step, we have enlarged the rank 4 SM gauge group
to a rank 5 gauge group104. This gives the additional freedom to embed the right-handed neu-
trino. But, how far can we unify without a right-handed neutrino and without rank-enlargement?

Georgi and Glashow [571] argued that amongst all rank-4 Lie groups only SU(5) contains an
SU(3) subgroup, allows for complex representations as required by chiral fermions, and admits for
quarks and leptons with SM hypercharges105. The 24 gauge bosons of the adjoint representation
of SU(5) are given as traceless generators Tab, naturally represented by 5 × 5 complex and
traceless matrices. The correct embedding of the SM gauge bosons can be observed from the
corresponding decomposition under SU(5)→ GSM

106

24 = (8, 1)0

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
gluons Gij

+ (1, 3)0

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
weak boson W±,0

+ (1, 1)0

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
hypercharge boson B

+ (3, 2)−5/6
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

new heavy bosons X

+ (3, 2)+5/6
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

new heavy bosons Y

. (6.4)

The two lowest-dimensional representations 5F and 10F decompose under SU(5) → GSM ac-
cording to107

5F → (3̄,1)(1/3) ⊕ (1,2)(−1/2)) and 10F → (3̄,1)(−2/3) ⊕ (3,2)(1/6) ⊕ (1,1)(1) .

Comparing to Eq. (1.7), we observe that a SM family of fermions fit perfectly108 into a 5F and
10F representation of the SU(5). Moreover, the hypercharges of each individual representation
must sum to zero since the hypercharge generator, as part of the traceless SU(5), must be trace-
less as well. This explains that the electric charges of quarks and leptons (and thus of proton
and electron) are related – grand unification implies charge quantization.

104 The rank of a Lie group is defined by the dimension of its Cartan subalgebra, i.e., the maximal subalgebra of
simultaneously diagonalizable generators. For SU(N), rank[SU(N)] = N − 1. For SO(2N), rank[SO(2N)] = N .
See, e.g., [538, 539]. A given gauge group can only be embedded in another of equal or larger rank.

105 Besides SU(5), SU(3)2 = SU(3) ⊗ SU(3) also contains an SU(3) and allows for chiral fermions. Trying to
embed the SM into SU(3)2 demands that SU(2) ⊗ U(1) be embedded into the second SU(3). As part of SU(3)
which is by definition traceless, the SM U(1) generating electric charge must be traceless as well. Its action on
every single representation of the SU(3)2 must vanish, i.e., the hypercharges must sum to zero. But, quarks and
leptons transform differently (as triplets and singlets, respectively) under the SM SU(3). Hence, they cannot be
part of the same SU(3)2-representation. Thus, SU(3)2 requires that the quark (and lepton) charges of one SM
generation sum to zero individually. We conclude that without additional fermions, SU(3)2-unification of the SM
cannot be realized and SU(5) remains as the only minimal rank-4 Lie group which can contain the SM [571].
Adding additional (as of yet unobserved) fermions could remove the demand for chirality as well as the problem
of hypercharges of quarks (and leptons) not summing to zero, individually.

106More explicitly, one can identify the SM SU(3) generators with the left-upper 3×3 submatrix, the SU(2)L gen-
erators with the right-lower submatrix, and the U(1)Y with the remaining generator diag(−2/3, −2/3, −2/3, 1, 1).

107 And, since the 5F is a complex representations also the corresponding 5F .
108 An explicit embedding is given by

5F =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

dc1
dc2
dc3
e
−ν

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

, 10F =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

0 uc3 −uc2 u1 d1

−uc3 0 uc1 u2 d2

uc2 −uc1 0 u3 d3

−u1 −u2 −u3 0 ec

−d1 −d2 −d3 −ec 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

. (6.5)
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We have seen that leptons can be viewed as the fourth color in a unifying rank-5 Pati-Salam
gauge group SU(4)⊗SU(2)L ⊗SU(2)R. Demanding minimal rank (and under the assumption
of no additional fermions) uniquely leads to the unifying Georgi-Glashow gauge group SU(5).
It turns out that both of these unification paths lead to the unique simple rank 5 group which
contains one SM generation in a single fermionic representation: SO(10) with the corresponding
16F representation [572]. This can most easily be seen by the branching rules, see, e.g., [539, 573],
into both, the Georgi-Glashow and the Pati-Salam GUT, i.e.,

SO(10)→ SU(5) ×U(1)X ∶ 16 = 10−5 + 53 + 1−1 ,

SO(10)→ SU(4) × SU(2)L × SU(2)R ∶ 16 = (4,2,1) + (4,1,2) . (6.6)

The additional U(1)X along the Georgi-Glashow path is a remnant of the higher rank 5 of
SO(10) compared to the rank 4 of SU(5). Its charge is given by a combination of hypercharge
and B −L charge, i.e., X = 2Y − 5(B −L). In Eq. 6.6, one identifies the intermediate fermionic
representations of SU(5) and Pati-Salam, cf. Eq. (6.5) and (6.3), respectively. These decompose
further into the SM representations. These are the two main routes of spontaneous symmetry
breaking from SO(10) to the SM, cf. Fig. 25.
Regarding anomalies and charge conservation, SO(10) is an anomaly-free group [574]109. This
manifests in the otherwise non-trivial anomaly cancellations of the SM and in the resulting
charge quantization, cf. Sec. 1.1.1.

6.1.2 Gauge unification, proton decay and SO(10) breaking chains

Fig. 25 summarizes all group-theoretically admissible breaking chains from SO(10) to the SM110.
Along the arrows in Fig. 25, we list the scalar representations which can account for the respective
breaking step111. Intermediate breaking steps can be collapsed. The scalar representation of
the second step is sufficient to realize the entire collapsed breaking step since it can develop
a VEV which is invariant under the target symmetry group. We will refer to models with n
intermediate symmetry groups as (n+1)-step models. This construction does not specify how to
construct the corresponding scalar potential to realize the suitable global (or at least sufficiently
stable) minimum in the scalar potential112.

109This follows from the antisymmetric nature of its generators Tij = −Tji. Being a tensor invariant, the anomaly
tr({Tij , Tkl}Tmn) must be a general combination of Kronecker δ’s. Obviously, the whole object must be symmetric
under pair-exchange of ij ↔ kl, ij ↔ mn, and kl ↔ mn. At the same time, the antisymmetry of the generators
implies it must be antisymmetric under exchange of i ↔ j, k ↔ l, and m ↔ n. These two demands contradict
each other unless the anomaly vanishes, tr({Tij , Tkl}Tmn) = 0.

110One can generate these by listing all possible maximal subgroups G1 ⊂ GGUT of GGUT = SO(10), and then the
maximal subgroups G2 ⊂ G1 of those, and so on [539, 573]. Finally, one picks out those chains which end up at
the SM GSM.

111 This assumes nothing about how the breaking steps are realized. From hereon, we assume that the breaking
is achieved by a VEV in the potential of one or multiple scalar GUT representations. This requires to understand
which scalar representations can acquire a VEV which leaves the desired subgroup invariant. It has been con-
jectured [539, 575], based on a proof for the specific case of real and irreducible scalar representations [575–577],
that this can be read off from the branching rules of the scalar representation of G1 into the scalar representations
of G2. If those contain a singlet under G2, the corresponding scalar representation can break G1 → G2. It is quite
intuitive that the singlet which transforms trivially under G2 can leave precisely this subgroup unbroken. We
emphasize that this remains a (although by now well-tested) conjecture.

112 To check for such explicit potentials one (i) constructs the most general (perturbatively renormalizable) Higgs-
potential with associated couplings, (ii) minimizes the potential in dependence on those couplings, (iii) determines
coupling ranges for which a specific minimum that leaves a specific subgroup invariant is realized. This has first
been done for irreducible (fundamental) representation of SU(N) and SO(N) [578] and subsequently extended
to adjoint representations in [579] and other specific cases of SO(10) [580–589].
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Pati-Salam modelsGeorgi-Glashow models

Figure 25: SO(10) breaking chains with possible breaking representations with dimensions 210 or less. For
realistic Yukawa sectors at least a 126H and either one or both of the other possible Higgs-representation partic-
ipating in Yukawa-interactions, i.e., 10H , 120H , have to be involved in the breaking [554, 568]. D-parity models
have been neglected. Effective one-, two- or three-scale models can be obtained by identifying two breaking steps.

It is quite obvious from Fig. 25 that there is a plethora of other possible breaking chains. What is
worse, the complexity of the scalar potential, i.e., the number of renormalizable couplings, grows
rapidly with the size and number of scalar representations. As we shall see below, experimental
bounds on proton decay can by now exclude the simplest breaking chains. Therefore, the increase
in predictivity which is gained from unifying the representations and couplings of the SM is lost
again due to the arbitrariness of a large scalar GUT potential.

Proton decay. The universal prediction of all GUTs is a finite lifetime of baryons and the
proton in particular. This experimentally constrains the unification scale MGUT, at which
quarks and leptons are not split in distinct representations anymore. At MGUT, the heavy gauge
bosons associated with the additional symmetry generators (in the explicit SU(5) embedding in
Eq. (6.4) denoted by X and Y) of mass MX ∼MY ∼MGUT start mediating interactions between
quarks and leptons. Thereby, one quark q inside a baryon B can “oscillate” into a lepton and
thereby the baryon decays into a meson M and a lepton `. Schematically, B = qqq → qq` =M +`.
Since this decay is mediated by a gauge boson propagator ∼ 1/M2

GUT (i.e., by two fermion-
fermion-gauge vertices with coupling

√
αGUT), the corresponding amplitude AB→M+` has to

scale with αGUT and with 1/M2
GUT. This results in a proton lifetime τproton or inverse decay

width Γproton of

τproton =
1

Γproton
∼ 1

α2
GUT

M4
GUT

m5
proton

. (6.7)

Here, we have used dimensional analysis to determine the power with which the only other mass
scale mproton has to enter the expression. We assume α ∼ 1/40 and the proton mass is given by
938 MeV [12]. Current lower bounds on the proton lifetime of τproton ≳ 1034 y ≈ 3.1 × 1041 s ≈
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4.8 × 1065 GeV−1 [590] lead to an approximate lower bound on the unification scale,

MGUT ≳ 3.8 × 1015 GeV . (6.8)

More rigorous derivations depend on the specific GUT model but the order of magnitude is well
estimated in the above approximation. By now, this constraint has become tight enough to rule
out simple single-step GUT breaking chains, see below.

One- and multi-step models. GUT-breaking to the SM can be achieved in a single step113

SU(5) 24Ð→ GSM or SO(10) 144Ð→ GSM . (6.9)

In any case, we know from Sec. 1.1.1 that without additional degrees of freedom at intermediate
scales the gauge couplings of the SM do not unify at a common scale, cf. left-hand panel in Fig. 1
or left-hand panel in [398, Fig.15.1] for 2-loop runnning.
TeV-scale supersymmetry (SUSY) can resolve this issue [591, 592] because the SUSY-partners
alter the running of gauge couplings above the TeV-scale, cf. right-hand panel in [398, Fig.15.1].
Demanding exact SUSY-unification fixes both the SUSY and the GUT-scale (up to thresh-
old effects). The latter has been found [593] to violate proton-decay bounds, cf. Eq. (6.8)114.
Moreover, SUSY introduces a second scale MSUSY and thereby a new parameter in addition to
MGUT. SUSY one-step breaking chains are thus equivalent to non-SUSY breaking chains with
one intermediate step115, such as

SO(10)→ SU(3)C × SU(2)L × SU(2)R ×U(1)X → GSM . (6.10)

Non-SUSY three-step models have been analyzed at two-loop level in [543, 544], where it has
been shown that even the most minimal models – both in terms of the dimension of the scalar
representation as well as in terms of the number of free parameters in the Higgs potential –
remain viable. Obviously, this extends to breaking chains with multiple intermediate scales.

6.1.3 Fermion masses in SO(10) unification

GUTs in general, and the SO(10) in particular, not only predict the unification of gauge-
couplings but also (partially) unify and therefore predict relations among the Yukawa couplings.
All fermions of one SM family unify into a single 16F representation of SO(10). The only
renormalizable Yukawa-type invariants can be formed with either 10, 120 or 126 scalar repre-
sentations because the 16F fermion bilinear decomposes as, cf. [594],

16F ⊗ 16F = 10S ⊕ 120A ⊕ 126S , (6.11)

113 For SU(5) this can be achieved via a 24 scalar representation. For SO(10) one requires a 144 scalar
representation. Alternatively, one can use multiple representations, i.e., one representation of each of the sets
{16, 126} and {45, 54, 210} and break at the same scale. While one of the 16 or 126 representations is needed
to reduce the rank of SO(10), one of the 45, 54, or 210 representations is required to admit for a maximal little
group different from SU(5) ×U(1). The latter can then yield the SM when intersected with SU(5) itself.

114 [593] indeed fixes the mass of the colored Higgs-Triplett by demanding sufficiently large threshold effects to
achieve exact unification given lower-limits on the SUSY scale from collider physics. Proton decay bounds can
then exclude this Higgs-Triplet mass scale.

115 It remains non-trivial that a consistent choice places MSUSY ∼ TeV.
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where S and A denote symmetric and anti-symmetric representations in generation space. Other
Higgs-sectors will not couple to the fermionic sector by marginal invariants and therefore there
are three independent Yukawa couplings (matrices in generation space), i.e.,

LY = 16F (Y10 10S + Y120 120A + Y126 126S)16F + h.c. . (6.12)

When the Higgs potential is broken and acquires a vacuum expectation value V, the mass
matrices (in family space) – Mu, Md, MD, Ml, Mr and ML for up-type quark, down-type
quark, Dirac neutrino, charged lepton, right-handed (seesaw type-1) and left-handed (seesaw
type-2) Majorana-neutrino – are determined by the corresponding V-components and the three
Yukawa-matrices Y10, Y120 and Y126[595], i.e.,

Mu = Vu10Y10 + Vu120Y120 + Vu126Y126 , Md = Vd10Y10 + Vd120Y120 + Vd126Y126 ,

MD = Vu10Y10 + VD120Y120 − 3Vu126Y126 , Ml = Vd10Y10 + V l120Y120 − 3Vd126Y126 ,

MR = VR126Y126 , ML = VL126Y126 . (6.13)

With a dominating Y10 contribution in the heaviest family this implies Mb ≃Mτ , while a domi-
nating Y126 contribution in the second family favors Mµ ≃ 3Ms, i.e., the 3rd-generation relations
predicted by unification [596]. These relations hold at the GUT scale and have to be RG-evolved
down to the electroweak scale to compare to the observed mass spectra. Therefore, they depend
on the specifics of the model.
While cancellations of different Vi for quarks and leptons allow for small Yukawa couplings –
accepting significant fine tuning, see Sec. 1.1.1 – this cannot be achieved for the Majorana neu-
trino masses. This is another very intriguing group-theoretic consequence: A typically large
V126 ∼ 1010−16 GeV VEV results in very heavy Majorana neutrino masses and thereby naturally
realizes a see-saw mechanism, cf. Sec. 1.1.1.

6.1.4 Unification and asymptotic freedom

In the context of this thesis, the most crucial feature of grand unification is the possible removal
of the U(1) and Higgs-Yukawa Landau poles, see Sec. 1.1.1. The U(1) Landau-pole is obviously
cured as soon as the Abelian gauge group is unified into a non-Abelian one116. Since gauge unifi-
cation only recasts Yukawa couplings into other Yukawa couplings and, cf. Sec. 6.1.2, introduces
many more scalar quartic couplings, Landau poles in the Higgs-Yukawa sector seem to persist.
One might expect that if all gauge couplings vanish towards asymptotic freedom, all antis-
creening contributions in the Higgs-Yukawa sector vanish as well and only the screening matter
self-interactions remain. While this is true in principle, one has to take the respective limits
more carefully. This has first been noticed already in the 70s [529], along with the first discus-
sions of asymptotic freedom [202, 304, 597–600]. Non-Abelian gauge theories including Yukawa
and quartic couplings can still feature complete asymptotic freedom (CAF) [529], provided that
specific ratios of gauge and matter couplings remain large enough [601–604]. See [605] and [606]
for the first explicit SU(5) and Pati-Salam constructions, respectively. Such constructions have
recently regained attention under the names of total asymptotic freedom (TAF) [607] and stable
asymptotically free extensions (SAFEs) [608], but the concept remains the same, see [609–611]

for functional RG studies. For a single gauge coupling αg = g2

4π and Yukawa coupling αy = y2

4π ,

116 At least as long as the screening contributions of too many matter fields do not overpower antiscreening from
non-Abelian self-interactions.
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with respective β-functions βg ∼ −Bα2
g (cf. Eq. (2.25)) and βy ∼ Eα2

y − F αgαy (cf. Eq. (2.27)),
the CAF conditions [607] are

B > 0 & F > B &
αy(k0)
αg(k0)

⩽ F −B
2E

. (6.14)

Here, k0 is some initial RG scale above which the theory is (or is not) completely asymptotically
free. Such conditions generalize to semi-simple gauge groups, an arbitrary number of Yukawa
couplings, and can include quartic couplings [607]. Therefore, GUTs which obey the CAF-
conditions and break to the SM can offer UV-completions even in the absence of gravity117

6.2 Minimal GUTs and a lack of predictivity

A grand unified theory is defined by its group-theoretic data, i.e., by its gauge group GGUT and
its fermionic, FGUT, as well as scalar, SGUT, matter content. As for the SM, its perturbative
Lagrangian in four dimensions follows by introducing couplings to all marginal (perturbatively
renormalizable) interaction terms allowed by the symmetry GGUT. A viable GUT has to (at
least) fulfill the following demands:

(i) GGUT has to contain the SM and the fermionic GUT representations FGUT have to contain
the SM fermions, cf. Sec. 6.1.1.

(ii) Gauge couplings have to unify and the scale at which leptons and baryons are unified has
to evade constraints from the non-observation of proton decay, cf. Sec. 6.1.2.

(iii) A set of scalar representations SYukawa coupling to FGUT via marginal Yukawa couplings
has to reproduce the fermionic mass spectrum of the SM, cf. Sec. 6.1.3.

(iv) A set of scalar representations Sbreaking and its scalar potential has to develop suitable
VEVs to break GGUT to the SM, cf. Fig. 25.

In the absence of gravity contributions, one might add the demand for CAF. Including gravity,
this translates into the weaker constraint of the absence of subplanckian Landau poles. We will
discuss this demand with and without gravity in Sec 6.3.2, respectively. In the following, we
will focus on non-SUSY models only.

Minimal non-SUSY SU(5): a predictive but non-viable GUT As we have discussed in
Sec. 6.1, the only rank-4 simple group which can break to the SM is SU(5). In that respect, it is
the ultimate minimal GUT. The quarks and leptons (without right-handed neutrinos) fit neatly
into the complex 5̄F and 10F fermionic representation of SU(5), cf. Eqs. (6.5). The SM Higgs
can be embedded into a complex scalar 5 representation of SU(5). Finally, GUT-symmetry
breaking can be achieved via a fundamental scalar 24 representation. We can summarize the
model as

(GGUT, FGUT, SGUT) = (SU(5), 5̄F + 10F , 5 + 24) (6.15)

117 See [222, 223, 458, 612], as well as Sec. 1.3.1 for asymptotically free quadratic gravity and [229] for other
scenarios in which gravity weakens towards larger scales. In those scenarios GUTs and CAF-conditions become
particularly important, because the gauge-matter sector has to be UV-complete on its own.
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with a breaking chain of

GGUT
24Ð→ GSM

5Ð→ SU(3)C ×U(1)em . (6.16)

This minimal model is much more predictive than the SM but also turns out to be excluded
for several reasons. Firstly, we have already seen that gauge coupling unification is not exact.
Further, also the Yukawa sector is highly predictive, but turns out to give wrong predictions
[613, 614]118. Finally, this GUT model does not account for a right-handed neutrino. Of course,
one can simply add more scalar representations to account for more free parameters to fit the
SM Yukawas. But, since there is no possibility of multi-step breaking of GGUT → GSM there is no
(non-SUSY) way to resolve the non-unification of gauge couplings. Nevertheless, we will come
back to this model in Sec. 6.3 as it constitutes a comparatively simple and instructive example.

Minimal non-SUSY SO(10): a viable but non-predictive GUT We also present the
minimal viable non-SUSY SO(10) GUT. It is non-predictive, that is, it has more free parame-
ters than the SM. Gauge unification and proton-decay bounds, cf. Sec. 6.1.2, require (at least)
a two-step breaking chain, with one of each of the two sets of scalar representations {16, 126}
and {45, 54, 210}, respectively. The fermions of the νSM, including the right-handed neutrino,
neatly fit into a single 16F representation of SO(10). The SM Higgs can fit into many differ-
ent scalar representations, but the minimal choice is certainly the fundamental 10. A viable
Yukawa sector, cf. Sec. 6.1.3, requires the presence of at least two different of the three scalar
representations (10, 120, 126) which admit Yukawa couplings to the 16F . Comparison of the
resulting mass relations, cf. Eqs. (6.13), to experiment excludes the possibility of just one of
these representations, as well as the possibility of two equal copies [566–568]. This requires at
least one comparatively large scalar representation – either the 120 or the 126. While all three
options to combine two distinct ones of these representations remain viable, the 10 is required
to contain the SM Higgs anyways. The 126 is the other minimal choice as it can also be used to
realize the rank-reducing breaking step119. A viable Yukawa sector also requires to complexify

118 The most general renormalizable Yukawa Lagrangian for the above field content FGUT and SGUT, in SU(3)×
SU(2) decomposed schematic notation reads

5F = ( dc

ε2L
) , 10F = (ε3 u

c Q

−QT ε2 e
c) , 5 = (T

H
) . (6.17)

In this notation, uc, dc and ec denote the right-handed up-type, down-type and lepton singlets, Q and L the
left-handed quark and lepton doublet, H the SM Higgs doublet, and T the remaining heavy triplet in the 5 of
SU(5) connected to doublet-triplet fine-tuning. With those definition, the Yukawa Lagragian reads

LY (FGUT, SGUT) = 5F Y5 10F 5∗ + ε5
8
10F Y10 10F 5 , (6.18)

where εn denote n-dimensional Levi-Cevita symbols. Neglecting terms involving the Higgs-triplet T , we find

LY (FGUT, SGUT) ⊃ dc Y5QH
∗ +LY5 e

cH∗ + 1

2
uc(Y10 +YT10)QH . (6.19)

Comparing with the SM Lagrangian this implies

Yd = YTe ( and Yu = YTu ) . (6.20)

Modulo minor modifications that arise because those relations hold at MGUT and have to be RG-evolved down to
the electroweak scale, the non-trivial relation implies Mb ≈Mτ , Ms ≈Mµ, and Md ≈Me. While the first relation
is not too far off, the latter two are in stark conflict with observation, cf. Tab. 9 in App. A.

119Further, only this scalar representation naturally realizes a seesaw mechanism, see Sec. 6.1.3.
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the a priori real 10 representation. An additional Pecci-Quinn U(1) symmetry [615] can then
reduce the number of additional parameters [546, 549, 566]. Overall, the minimal model can be
summarized as

(GGUT, FGUT, SGUT) = (SO(10), 16F , 10 + 45 + 126) (6.21)

with a breaking chain of

GGUT
45Ð→

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

SU(3)3 × SU(2)L × SU(2)R ×U(1)(B−L)/2
SU(3)3 × SU(2)L ×U(1)R ×U(1)(B−L)/2

SU(3)4 × SU(2)L ×U(1)R

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭

126Ð→ GSM
10Ð→ SU(3)C ×U(1)em ,

(6.22)

where any of the intermediate three groups can be chosen, cf. [543, 544]. Such models can realize
seesaw type I and II mechanisms to generate neutrino masses [558]. The large Higgs-Yukawa
sector already suggests many free parameters. In the case of type-I seesaw only, there is the
single gauge coupling, 15 free parameters in the Yukawa sector, 4 parameters in the scalar VEVs,
and, although consistent with λ(MGUT) = 0, the SM Higgs quartic couplings [558]. This makes
for 21 free parameters. This does not include the many free renormalizable parameters in the
scalar GUT potential. Different choices can lead to non-viable breaking chains, potentially not
realizing the SM. The above counting simply assumes that the scalar potential can be constructed
to realize the required VEVs. The model could be viable but is certainly not predictive anymore.
This is the main hurdle that current GUT scenarios face. In the following Sec. 6.3 and Sec. 6.4
we discuss that an embedding into a gravitationally induced UV-completion can potentially
restore predictivity and offers a new paradigm for GUT model building.

6.3 Losing asymptotically freedom and gaining asymptotic safety

In the following, we will look at a single gauge, αg = g2/(4π), and Yukawa coupling, αy = y2/(4π),
at order O(α2

i ). At this order, we can neglect contributions from quartic couplings, cf. Sec. 5,
which we will return to in Sec. 6.4. The gauge and Yukawa couplings can be thought of as the
single, fully unified GUT gauge coupling and a respective Yukawa coupling. Cases with multiple
Yukawa couplings remain to be explored in future studies. As for the SM, cf. Sec. 5, we add linear,
antiscreening, and scale-invariant gravitational contributions fg and fy to gauge and Yukawa
couplings, respectively. For a discussion, we refer to Sec. 5, and simply recall that antiscreening
fg ⩾ 0 is generically found in all functional RG truncations. Moreover, antiscreening fy > 0 could
be realized by sufficient fermionic matter and a corresponding weak-gravity mechanism, cf. 4. We
will restrict to these regimes in the following discussion. Interpreting (fg, fy) as unknown but
perturbatively small parameters ensures well-controlled perturbative asymptotically safe fixed
points, cf. Sec. 5. Matching with IR values, i.e., αg ∼ 1/40 suggests that phenomenologically
most interesting cases are well within this perturbative regime. At order O(α2

i ) the respective
β-functions are given by

βαg = −fg αg + (N −Nc)
α2
g

4π
+O(α3

i ) , (6.23)

βαy = − (fy + F αg) αy +E
α2
y

4π
+O(α3

i ) . (6.24)

Here, (N −Nc) parameterizes gauge and matter fluctuations which impact the GUT-gauge
coupling. We define Nc to contain the fluctuations from gauge-bosons and from the minimal
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Figure 26: Gauge coupling β-function, cf. Eq. (6.23) for N > Nc (red dotted), N = Nc (black), and N < Nc (green
dashed). Positive values of the couplings run towards asymptotc freedom whenever the β-function is negative.
The left-hand panel shows the well-known case without gravity. The right-hand side shows the case including an
anticreening gravitational contribution.

set of matter interactions that recovers the SM. Then, N parameterizes all additional (scalar)
representations, e.g., the ones required to realize the chain of symmetry breaking (see Sec. 6.1.2)
or a realistic Yuakwa sector (see Sec. 6.1.3). Alternatively, one can view (N −Nc) as a single
parameter which contains all fluctuations. Similarly, E parameterizes Yukawa self-interactions
and F the gauge contributions to Yukawa couplings120. Both, E > 0 and F > 0 for all gauge
groups and all matter representations [529].

6.3.1 Complete asymptotic freedom in the presence of gravity

We start by looking at the gauge coupling αg which to order O(α3
i ) is independent of αy. Explicit

values for (N −Nc) can be obtained from the group theoretic Casimir invariants and Dynkin
indices, see, e.g., [544]. In case of SU(5), Nc = 85/3 which includes three generations of 5F and
10F representations to host the SM fermions and a scalar 5 to host the SM Higgs. Similarly, for
SO(10) the critical Nc = 50 contains three generations of the fermionic 16F as well as a scalar
10 for the Higgs. For Ni additional scalar representations of dimension i one finds121

SU(5) ∶ N = 1

3
(N5 + 3N10 + 7N15 + 5N24 + 28N35 + 22N40 + 24N45 + 35N50 + 49N70) , (6.25)

SO(10) ∶ N = 1

3
(N10 + 4N16 + 8N45 + 12N54 + 28N120 + 70N126 + 68N144 + 56N210) . (6.26)

As long as N < Nc, the gauge coupling is asymptotically free, even without gravitational fluctua-
tions (fg = 0). Asymptotic freedom is signalled by a negative β-function, cf. Fig. 26. For N > Nc,
asymptotic freedom without gravity is lost. This simply corresponds to the critical matter con-
tent at which screening matter fluctuations overpower antiscreening gauge self-interactions and
is a rephrasing of the non-gravitational CAF condition.
Theories obeying the non-gravitating CAF conditions, i.e., N < Nc, remain asymptotically free
under the influence of gravitational fluctuations, i.e., for fg > 0. But, now also theories with
N > Nc can be asymptotically free if the value of the coupling does not exceed a critical value.

120We have chosen our notation to align with GUT-conventions and with [1, 7] (where fg = −ηg). This means
that with respect to conventions in Sec. 2 and Sec. 3 there appear factors of (4π).

121The counting already takes into account whenever representations are required to be complex.
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Figure 27: Streamplots of running of gauge and Yukawa coupling (arrows point towards the IR) for three different
cases: The left panel shows the case without gravitational contributions and for antiscreening N −Nc = −B = −1.
The middle panel shows a case with gravitational contributions fg = fy = 1/10, still with antiscreening N −Nc = −1.
The right panel shows again fg = fy = 1/10, but now with screening N −Nc = 1. In all cases, F = 2 and E = 1
were chosen. In the left and middle panel the region below the red line indicates CAF theories. In the right hand
panel the red line bounds the now finite region of CAF theories.

In the right-hand panel of Fig. 26, this value corresponds to the value of αg at which βαg turns
back to positive values. The gravitational CAF conditions for the gauge coupling thus read

N < Nc , or N > Nc with αg <
4π fg

N −Nc
. (6.27)

We conclude that the window of asymptotically free gauge theories is enlarged by gravitational
fluctuations.

For the mixed gauge-Yukawa system the situation is more intricate. We recall the case
without gravity: BesidesN −Nc = −4πB < 0, there is a fixed ratio αy/αg < (F+(N −Nc))/(8πE),
cf. Eq. (6.14), that bounds the slice of non-gravitating completely asymptotically free theories
in theory space. This can also be seen in the left panel of Fig. 27. For gauge theories which are
asymptotically free on their own, i.e., N < Nc, the CAF conditions without gravity, cf. Eq. (6.14)
are only slightly modified to read

F > B > 0 & αy ⩽
F + (N −Nc)

8πE

2 fy

fg + fy
αg +

fy

F
. (6.28)

In the limit fy → 0 and at constant fg the CAF window closes completely.
For gauge theories in which asymptotic freedom is lost on their own due to N > Nc gravitational
contributions restore a finite window of CAF theories, both in α and αy, cf. right-hand panel of
Fig. 27. While a general analytic expression for the running can be obtained, a closed analytic
expression for the CAF conditions, in this case, is too complicated to reasonably present. For
the resulting window, see right-hand panel of Fig. 27.

6.3.2 Asymptotic safety at the boundary of complete asymptotic freedom

Looking at the flow lines (which point towards the IR) in Fig. 27, it strikes the eye that the
boundaries of CAF are IR attractive. This is a consequence of a second asymptotically safe
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Figure 28: Effective asymptotic safety for the gauge-Yukawa sector of the minimal SU(5) GUT with 4 additional
scalar 50 representations. Left panel: fg = fy = 0.1; asymptotically free trajectories with random intial values,
see main text. Right panel: fg = 0.1, fy = 0; non asymptotically-free trajectories with random intial values, see
main text.

UV-completion with enhanced predictivity122, i.e.,

αg ∗ =
4π fg

N −Nc
, (6.29)

associated with an IR-attractive direction and critical exponent θ = −fg.
Similarly, the combined gauge-Yukawa system exhibits four fixed points. These constitute the
four corners of the respective CAF window in the right-hand panel of Fig. 27. As for the
SM, cf. Sec. 5, each asymptotically safe coupling corresponds to an additional IR-attractive
direction at the corresponding fixed point. The most predictive fixed point is the completely
asymptotically safe one. Taking asymptotic safety as fundamental, each such gauge and Yukawa
coupling is fixed at all scales. Its value is fully determined by the group-theoretic GUT content,
i.e., (GGUT, FGUT, SGUT) and the asymptotically safe gravitational contribution fg/y. Similar
conclusions apply to the scalar GUT potential, see the following Sec. 6.4. Complete asymptotic
safety (CAS) in the presence of gravitational contributions could thus fix all perturbatively
renormalizable couplings of a given GUT.
Even for effective asymptotic safety, cf. Sec. 3.2.2 and Sec. 5.5, the fully non-Gaußian fixed point
remains present and attracts trajectories towards the IR. In particular, also CAF trajectories
cross over to the CAS fixed point. The larger the gravitational contributions, the quicker this
cross-over is. This is simply because the critical exponents grow with fg/y. For large enough
fg/y, the IR-physics of CAF and CAS is essentially indistinguishable.

6.3.3 Asymptotically safe gauge-Yukawa sector of minimal SU(5)

We use the minimal SU(5) GUT with fermionic 5F and 10F , as well as scalar 5 and 24,
cf. Sec. 6.2 to exemplify the predictivity of effective asymptotic safety. The model is already
phenomenologically excluded but nevertheless instructive. The running of the Yukawa couplings,

122 Corrections from the next (two-loop) order do not change this conclusion, as long as αg ∗ stays perturbatively
small. This can be achieved by either a perturbatively small fg, or by a large N −Nc. Two-loop contributions
scale with α3N ′, where N ′ depends linearly on the number of scalar representations, i.e., N ′ ∼ O(N −Nc). The
terms are thus suppressed by an additional factor of α in comparison to the one-loop contribution.
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as defined in Eq. (6.18), expressed as αyi = y2
i /(4π), reads123

βαy5 =
1

4π
(28α2

y5
− 3

8
αy10αy5 − 45α5αy5) − fy αy5 , (6.30)

βαy10
= 1

4π
(3

2
α2
y10

− 1

2
αy5αy10 −

216

5
α5αy10) − fy αy10 . (6.31)

The gauge running is given by the general Eq. (6.23). With the above matter content, i.e.,
(N − Nc) = −80

3 , the gauge coupling is still asymptotically free. Since we want to present
an example of CAS, we add 4 additional scalar 50 representations which cause for a loss of
asymptotic freedom, i.e., (N −Nc) = 20, but do not participate in the Yukawa sector. Provided
sufficiently antiscreening gravitational fluctuations, the theory is asymptotically safe.
Fig. 28 shows trajectories with different initial conditions sampled from an exponentiated random
distribution in the deep UV at log[k/MPlanck] = 60. The left-hand panel shows asymptotically
free trajectories for the case of fg = fy = 0.1. We initialize at different points in the interval
[e−8, αi∗], where αi∗ is the fixed-point value at which only the respective coupling is safe and
all others are free. While this need not be the combined boundary of UV-complete theories, it
ensures that all initialized trajectories are CAF. In the right-hand panel, fg = 0.1 but fy = 0.
Hence, no asymptotically free trajectories can exist, cf. discussion around Eq. (6.28). Since
the gauge coupling runs to asymptotic freedom with a power law, Landau poles in the Yukawa
sector will eventually occur for all trajectories but the CAS one124. We initialize in the window
[e−8, e1]. In both cases, the imprint of the fully IR attractive CAS fixed point is clearly visible.
It attracts all initial conditions and effective asymptotic safety determines most of the IR physics
below MPlanck.

6.4 Restoring predictivity for GUTs: asymptotically safe potentials

We have discussed that not only the SM, cf. Sec. 5, but general gauge-Yukawa theories can ex-
hibit complete asymptotic safety (CAS) under the influence of gravitational fluctuations. Large
regions of their theory space are dominated by the corresponding CAS fixed-point, cf. Fig. 28
which could vastly enhance the predictive power of grand unification. Without gravitational
fluctuations, the greatest arbitrariness in grand unification originates from the undetermined
grand unified scalar potential, cf. Sec. 6.1. In the SM, theory and experiment indicate that
the Planckian scalar potential could be largely determined by scale symmetry, cf. [29, 34, 35].
Here, we investigate whether this can extend to GUT potentials and can thereby result in
fully-predictive GUT models without any renormalizable free parameters.

6.4.1 Planck-induced GUT-symmetry breaking: a simple toy model

We start by investigating a simple U(1) toy-model for which it is straightforward to obtain the
full non-perturbative RG-flow from the flow equation (2.5)125. Containing a charged complex

123The β-functions have been checked using the pyr@te package [26, 616].
124 Perturbativity of the CAS fixed point in case of multiple Yukawa couplings may require a fine-tuning of the

gravitational contributions fy close to non-zero values. This is because hierarchies in the Yukawa sector can lead
to some Yukawas with non-perturbatively large fixed-point values. These could give significant contributions at
higher-loop order which might invalidate perturbation theory. It can even occur that one Yukawa coupling cannot
be tuned to small values if one requires all other Yukawa couplings to remain with real CAS fixed points.

125 Calculating the functional RG equations for scalar potentials with multiple invariants and gauge-Yukawa
contributions can become quite involved, see, e.g., [611] for a Yukawa-QCD model, and remains of great interest
for future research.
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scalar field singlet φ and a neutral Dirac fermion ψ, its classical action reads

SU(1) = ∫ d4x
√
g [1

4
FµνFµν + (Dµφ∗)(Dµφ) + i ψ̄ /Dψ + y (ψ̄Rφ∗ψL − ψ̄LφψR) +U(φ)] , (6.32)

where U(φ) denotes the scalar potential of interest. Including the anomalous dimension ηφ from
wave-function renormalizations and introducing the dimensionless field variable ρ = φ∗φ/k2, the
RG flow of the dimensionless scalar potential u = U/k4 is given by

k ∂k u(ρ) = − 4u(ρ) + (2 + ηφ)ρu′(ρ) + 1

32π2
( 1

1 + u′(ρ) + 2ρu′′(ρ) +
1

1 + u′(ρ)) (6.33)

+ 3

32π2(1 + 4π αgρ)
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

gauge

− 1

8π2(1 + 4π αyρ)
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

Yukawa

+ 5

24π2 (1 − 2u(ρ)
M̃2
P

)
+ 1

24π2 (1 − u(ρ)
2M̃2

P

)
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

gravity

,

where primes denote derivatives with respect to ρ and we have neglected measure contributions
as well as mixing of the complex scalar and the scalar gravitational mode, cf. App. E for the full
expression126. We have also neglected the non-minimal scalar-curvature coupling. The first line
in Eq. (E.2) denotes the contributions from scalar self-interactions. The gauge contributions
depend on αg ≡ g2/(4π) and the Yukawa contributions on αy ≡ y2/(4π). The gravitational con-
tributions depend on the running dimensionless Planck mass M̃2

P (k) = 1/(8πG(k)), cf. (2.34) in
Sec. 2 for the running of the dimensionless Newton coupling G.

Taylor-expanding the scalar potential around ρ = 0, as in Sec. 3.1.1, identifying the scalar
mass m = u′(ρ)∣ρ=0 and quartic coupling λ = u′′(ρ)∣ρ=0, and neglecting all higher-order terms as
well as ηφ, one finds

βm2 = k∂ku′∣ρ=0 = (A − 2)m2 − 3

8π
αg +

1

2π
αy +O(λ) .

βλ = k∂ku′′∣ρ=0 = Aλ + 3α2
g − 4α2

y +O(λ2) . (6.34)

To give a simple intuition, we have moreover assumed small m2 to be negligible, i.e., m2 ≪ 1 in
βm2 and m2 → 0 in βλ. The validity of this approximation is confirmed by the full numerical
study leading to Fig. 29. While the anomalous scaling contributions can be assumed to be
dominated by gravitational contributions, i.e., A ≈ fλ in Sec. 4.5, it also receives (subleading)
contributions ∼ αi λ from the gauge-Yukawa sector. As a result, we find fixed points at

λ∗ =
4α2

y − 3α2
g

A
, m2

∗ =
1

8π
× 4αy − 3αg

2 −A . (6.35)

Noting that αi > 0 are physical, we can conclude with four qualitatively different cases:

(i) For weak gravity, i.e., A < 2, and Yukawa dominance, i.e., αy > αg, the potential is stable
around the origin (m∗ > 0 and λ∗ > 0), the quartic coupling is predicted but the mass
remains a free parameter.

126The gauge and Yukawa contributions agree with [264, 317, 617], where also contributions to the scalar anoma-
lous dimension ηφ are given explicitly. To reproduce the universal one-loop β-functions without gravity, it is
sufficient to use the standard perturbative one-loop expressions for ηφ.
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(ii) For weak gravity, i.e., A < 2, and gauge dominance, i.e., αg > αy, the potential is unstable
around the origin (m∗ < 0 and λ∗ < 0). Again, the quartic coupling is predicted and the
mass remains a free parameter.

(iii) For strong gravity, i.e., A > 2, and Yukawa dominance, i.e., αg > αy, the local potential is
symmetry-broken but stable at quartic order (m∗ < 0 and λ∗ > 0) and both the quartic
coupling and the mass are predicted.

(iv) For strong gravity, i.e., A > 2, and gauge dominance, i.e., αg < αy, the potential is stable
around the origin but develops a quartic instability (m∗ > 0 and λ∗ < 0) where again both
the quartic coupling and the mass are predicted.

The respective behavior is confirmed to high order in the local expansion around ρ = 0 and with-
out the approximations in Eq. (6.34). It holds, at least for sufficiently small αi ≪ A. Cases (iii)
and (iv) are particularly interesting because the entire scalar potential is predicted. However,
conclusive statements about global stability require to go beyond local expansions and use, for
instance, pseudospectral methods [618]. Conjecturing that if such cases are globally stable, then
the GUT symmetry-breaking scale is predicted to lie close to the Planck scale, we defer this case
to future studies. Instead, we focus on the weak-gravity cases (i) and (ii) in the following.

Evolution of the fixed-point potential. Focusing on the Yukawa-dominated weak-gravity
case (i), i.e., αg < αy ≪ A ≪ 2, the stable fixed-point potential u∗(ρ) converges rapidly for a
local expansion up to order ∼ ρ12, cf. solid-green line in Fig. 29 for order n = 12. Approxi-
mating αi(k) ≈ const., and for running dimensionless Planck mass M2

Planck(k) = 1/(8πG(k)) =
M2

Planck∗ + M̄2
Planck/k2 we can evolve the order n = 12 fixed-point potential towards the IR. At

the gravitational transition scale kt ≡ M̄Planck/MPlanck∗, the Newton coupling transitions from
fixed-point scaling to classical scaling, cf. Eq. (7.2) which causes a quick suppression of gravita-
tional contributions. Consequently, the Yukawa coupling dominates the RG-flow of m2. Towards
the IR, its screening contribution quickly drives the mass to negative values, cf. Fig. 29 for an
explicit example. The potential quickly develops a minimum and a vacuum expectation value
right below the Planck scale.
The above holds, as long as contributions of the mass term itself are subleading, i.e., deviations
of the relevant Newton coupling and not those of a relevant mass term cause the trajectory to
depart from the fixed point. This need not be the case as the mass term corresponds to a UV-
attractive direction. Indeed, its value can be chosen (fine-tuned) such as to avoid (or arbitrarily
delay) the scale of symmetry breaking. This arbitrariness is absent in the fully predictive case.

6.4.2 Quartic couplings and the direction of symmetry breaking

More realistic scalar potentials have multiple quartic invariants and can thus develop different
VEVs. The specific VEV decides to which subgroup the associated GUT breaks. Since the
transplanckian quartic couplings are fixed by scale symmetry, the direction of symmetry breaking
can be predicted, possibly depending on the relevant mass scales. The generalization of Eq. (6.34)
to general quartic scalar potentials U(Φ) = 1

4!λabcdΦaΦbΦcΦd is given by, cf. [619],

k∂kλabcd = βλabcd =
1

16π2
(Λ2

abcd + S
(eff)
2 ae (ηλ, αg,Y)λebcd +A

(eff)
abcd(αg,Y)) + fλ λabcd , (6.36)

where Λ2
abcd = λabefλefcd + λacefλefbd + λadefλefbc and fλ λabcd parameterizes the gravitational

contribution, universal to all quartic couplings λabcd. S2 ae and A
(eff)
abcd depend on the gauge cou-

pling αg and the generalized Yukawa couplings defined by LY = − (Y a
ij ψ̄iΦaψj + h.c.) where ζ = 1
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Figure 29: Numerical evolution of the scalar potential, starting from the initial condition U/k4 = u∗ at k = kt
(green continuous line). Thin (dashed) lines depict the evolution before (and after) symmetry breaking. The
latter occurs at k/kt ≈ 1/2.5. At k/kt ≈ 1/4 (red-dashed line) a non-trivial minimum has clearly developed. The
gravitational, gauge and Yukawa contributions are chosen as A = 1/10, αg = 0 and αy = 1/100.

(ζ = 1/2) for Dirac (Weyl) fermions, cf. [619] for explicit expressions.

Minimal SO(10): a promising candidate. A stable fixed-point potential requires Yukawa
dominance (at least for weak-gravity). Without additional BSM fermions, this requires scalar
representations that admit Yukawa couplings to the 16F of SO(10) which contains one complete
generation of SM fermions, i.e., the 10, 120, or 126. Scalar representations which, such as 45,
54, or 210, do not couple to the 16F are automatically gauge-dominated. Ignoring the possible
issue of global stability, the latter representations might already be broken at ∼MPlanck. To that
end, it is quite suggestive that scalar representations from the gauge-dominated and from the
Yukawa-dominated set are responsible for the first and subsequent breaking steps, respectively,
cf. Fig. 25.
Focusing on the direction of the second breaking step of the minimal SO(10) model with scalar
representations SGUT = (10 + 45 + 126), cf. Sec. 6.2, the general quartic scalar potential can be

found in [552]. Whenever all four quartic couplings λ
(126)
i > 0 of the 126 are positive, the second

breaking step is realized along the phenomenologically viable SU(5) direction [587]. It can be

shown from Eq. (6.36) and under the assumption of αg < Y a
ij ≪ A ≪ 2 that λ

(126)
i > 0 is indeed

predicted by transplanckian scale symmetry. This strongly encourages a future study of the full
fixed-point potential of the minimal SO(10) GUT.
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Part III

New horizons:
Black-hole physics as a potential window
into quantum gravity
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Quantum-gravity effects could create a repulsive force to resolve the spacetime singu-
larities inside black holes. Many different quantum-gravity models result in similar
quantum-improved and singularity-free black-hole spacetimes. With a minimal set
of assumptions, this chapter explores the impact of singularity-resolving physics on
black-hole shadows. While the effect is hugely suppressed if singularity resolution
is tied to Planckian physics, the ground-breaking observations of the EHT are not
able to exclude horizonless objects within our parameterization. This leaves open a
wide parameter space of unexpected but admissible modified gravitational dynamics
to resolve the singularity.

7 Shadows without singularities

Gravitational-wave signatures, as well as the direct image of the shadow of a galaxy’s central
object, verify that these behave like – or at least approximate very closely – black holes with an
event horizon. Nevertheless, these extremely compact objects cannot be exactly described by
the black holes of GR, simply because the latter are unphysical objects, cf. Sec. 1.2.1. Spacetime
singularities at their center, at which all physical quantities diverge, signal the breakdown of GR.
Some form of new gravitational physics – quantum gravity is the prime candidate – has to resolve
the singularity. In the following we review singularity resolution by quantum-gravitational effects
in Sec. 7.1, in particular in the context of asymptotic safety, and study its generic effect on black-
hole shadows in Sec. 7.2 and 7.3.

7.1 Singularity resolution in quantum gravity

A simple argument by which quantum effects resolve singularities is provided by Renormalization-
Group improvement. The classical Coulomb potential of electrodynamics serves as an instructive
example. Just as the Schwarzschild spacetime, or the Newtonian potential, it exhibits a central
singularity. Quantum-field theoretic (1-loop) effects lead to the modified Uehling potential [620]
and contribute a measurable effect to the Lamb-shift [621]. These can be obtained by direct
calculation. Another way to determine the quantum-improved potential is to (i) upgrade the
classical coupling constant to a scale-dependent coupling which “runs” due to effects of quantum
renormalization (cf. Part I and II) and (ii) identify this RG scale k = 1/d with a physical scale,
i.e., the radial distance d to the central charge. For the highly symmetric Coulomb potential,
the choice of scale identification is unique. Since the background spacetime, with respect to
which the distance is measured, remains fixed, the result is self-consistent. As a consequence,
the resulting RG-improved potential precisely matches the Uehling potential.

7.1.1 Renormalization-Group improved black holes

The concept of RG improvement can also be applied to black-hole spacetimes [622, 623]. For
spherically symmetric Schwarzschild black holes, i.e.,

ds2 = −fclass(r)dt2 + fclass(r)−1dr2 + r2dΩ2, with fclass(r) = 1 − 2M Ḡ0

r
, (7.1)

Newton’s constant Ḡ0 is upgraded to a running coupling Ḡ(k). For asymptotically safe gravity,
cf. Sec. 2.4.2, the running Newton coupling, i.e.,

Ḡ(k) = Ḡ0

1 + γ Ḡ0k2
, (7.2)
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simply interpolates between a classical regime for k → 0 for which Ḡ = Ḡ0 takes its constant
classical value Ḡ0 and a quantum regime for k →∞ in which Ḡ ∼ 1/(γ k2) weakens quadratically
with growing scales k. Here, γ = 1/G∗ corresponds to the inverse dimensionless fixed-point value
of the Newton coupling, cf. Sec. 2.4.2.
Further, RG improvement requires to identify the RG scale k with a physical scale of the system.
The radial coordinate r is not an option because it is not a coordinate-invariant and thus not a
physical quantity. Coordinate-invariant quantities in Schwarzschild spacetime are, for instance,
the proper distance, see [623], or curvature invariants which will be used in the following. Since
Schwarzschild spacetime is a vacuum solution, the Ricci scalar and Ricci tensor vanish at every
point. Instead, we will identify scales with (one of) the next higher-order curvature invariants –
the Kretschmann scalar K = RµνρσRµνρσ. For classical Schwarzschild spacetime, it evaluates to

Kclass =
48 Ḡ2

0M
2

r6
. (7.3)

Given that the Kretschmann scalar is of mass-dimension four, one identifies k2 ∼ K
1/2
class ∼

(Ḡ2
0M

2)/r3. The same proportionality is also obtained from scale identification with the proper
distance along a lightlike radial ray or the proper distance of an infalling observer to the center
of the black hole [623]. It leads to a regular RG-improved Schwarzschild metric of Hayward type
[624]127, i.e., with

fimproved(r) = 1 − 2M Ḡ (k (Kclass(r)))
r

= 1 −
2 r2/r2

g

r3/r3
g + γ̃

. (7.4)

In the second step we have introduced natural units, i.e., Ḡ0 = 1/M2
Planck and rg =M/M2

Planck,
and a rescaled γ̃ = γ×M2

Planck/M2. In this way, all the dependence on the comparison between the
black-hole mass and the Planck mass is absorbed into γ̃ alone. The corresponding RG-improved
spacetime is regular. This can be observed via the RG-improved Kretschmann scalar

Kimproved =
48(2γ̃4 − 4r9γ̃

r9
g
+ 18r6γ̃2

r6
g

− 2r3γ̃3

r3
g

+ r12

r12
g
)

r4
g (γ̃ + r3

r3
g
) 6

r→0Ð→ 96

r4
g γ̃

2
= 96M4

Planck

γ
. (7.5)

The curvature of the center is Planckian but now finite due to the quantum effects. The quantum-
repulsive force also modifies the final stages of Hawking radiation and suggests a Planck-size
black-hole remnant [623, 626–628], cf. Sec. 1.1.3 for such Planckian remnants in the context of
dark matter.
RG improved black-hole spacetimes have been investigated extensively, including studies of dy-
namical collapse [629–632], in higher dimensions [633], including quadratic-gravity couplings
[634], as well as in the presence of a cosmological constant [635–640]. See also [641] for a
functional truncation of asymptotic safety and the resulting quantum-improved Newtonian
potential. Quasi-normal modes and axial-symmetric cases have been discussed in [642] and
[3, 633, 639, 643, 644], respectively.

Keeping in mind that RG improvement is by no means a full quantum-gravity calculation, we
emphasize a degree of arbitrariness for the black-hole case in comparison to the former example

127Hayward simply postulated this metric as an example for a regular spacetime which matches Schwarzschild
at asymptotically large radii and features a regular core, also see [625] for an earlier suggestion.
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of RG-improving the classical Coulomb potential. Firstly, the RG-improved solution is not self-
consistent since the background metric has been modified. In particular, a scale identification

k2 ∼K1/2
improved re-establishes the singularity. In [645], the RG-improvement has been iterated to

obtain a converged and self-consistent solution. This procedure again recovers a regular metric,
the Dymnikova solution [646, 647].
Secondly, the full quantum theory can be expected to receive contributions from the cosmo-
logical constant and higher-order operators. We caution that this leads to spacetimes with
multiple physical scales. A simple scale identification will thus not necessarily give physically
meaningful results. Indeed, it has been shown in [640] that, for a single-scale RG-improvement
of Schwarzschild-de-Sitter spacetime, singularity-resolution requires the cosmological constant
to approach an asymptotically free fixed point with a critical exponent θ ⩾ 2.

7.1.2 Singularity resolution from other quantum-gravity models

The singularity-resolving effect of quantum fluctuations, as suggested by RG improvement in
the previous section can be attributed to the antiscreening character of gravitational quan-
tum fluctuations. The same repulsive nature of gravitational quantum fluctuations has been
observed in many different quantum-gravity approaches. In Loop Quantum Gravity the funda-
mental discreteness of spacetime also leads to an effective repulsive force, see, e.g., [648]. The
resulting regular black-hole spacetimes [649–652] are also of Hayward type. Moreover, a non-
commutative structure of spacetime [653] as well as stringy corrections [654] motivate a similar
repulsive character of quantum gravity. Even the very basic application of an uncertainty prin-
ciple for spacetime points motivates regular black-hole solutions [655].

The requirement of a repulsive force to resolve a classical singularity can be extended into a
very general argument. This force need not be provided by quantum effects. Any modification of
gravity which vanishes at large distances such that the Schwarzschild metric is reproduced and
resolves the curvature singularities such that a regular and hence physical spacetime is obtained
has to be a repulsive force. If, in favor of simplicity, its repulsive character does not change
at intermediate scales, one can generally conclude that it will weaken the gravitational force
generically. As a result, any modifying repulsive force that leads to singularity resolution will
generically lead to a more compact horizon as in [624, 646, 647, 656].

7.2 Spherically-symmetric and singularity-free shadows

Given the first observation of a black-hole shadow [109–114], it is crucial to understand how
singularity-resolving physics qualitatively modifies such images [3], see also [657–659]. Even
without calculation, it is intuitive that a repulsive force will lead to a weakening of gravity,
hence a more compact object with a smaller horizon, and thus also to a smaller shadow image.

For massless particles (photons) in a general static and spherically symmetric metric ds2 =
−f(r)dt2+h(r)dr2+r2dΩ2 there exist multiple distinct critical surfaces. For obvious symmetry
reasons, all of these are exactly circular. An event horizon is defined as the surface which cannot
be crossed by any (in particular not by radial) geodesics. This corresponds to the radial distance
at which the grr component of the metric diverges, i.e.,

1/h(rhorizon) = 0 . (7.6)
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For Schwarzschild spacetime one recovers rhorizon = 2rg.
Outside of the horizon, radial geodesics all escape to infinity. This is not true however for
non-radial photons. The larger the angular momentum of a photon (and hence the smaller its
radial component), the further outside it can still be captured by the black hole. At a particular
radial distance from the horizon photons with purely angular momentum can circle the central
object on an unstable orbit – the photon sphere. Marginally inside this object and they will fall
towards the event horizon, marginally outside this object and they will escape to infinity128. To
determine the location of the photon sphere, i.e., the critical lightlike geodesic, we have to solve
the geodesic equation gµν ẋ

µẋν = 0 within the respective spacetime. The two constants of motion,
i.e., energy E and angular momentum Lz, and their respective Euler-Lagrange equations

ṫ = E

f(r) and φ̇ = Lz
r2

(7.7)

can be used to reduce the geodesic motion to a purely radial equation, see, e.g., [660],

ṙ = 1

h(r) ( E2

A(r) −
L2
z

r2
) . (7.8)

The critical trajectory is defined by ṙ = 0 and ∂rṙ = 0, from which one finds the condition

2 f(rγ-sphere) − rγ-sphere f
′(rγ-sphere) = 0 , (7.9)

In case of multiple horizons, there also exist multiple photon spheres.
Taking an image of a black hole from asymptotic infinity, all lightlike geodesics will already be
attracted towards the black hole as they approach the photon sphere. Hence, the shadow in the
image plane will appear larger than the photon sphere. It is determined by the critical impact
parameter

λcrit(rγ-sphere) ≡
Lz
E

∣
rγ-sphere

= rγ-sphere√
f(rγ-sphere)

. (7.10)

For Schwarzschild spacetime, one finds λcrit = 3
√

3 rg. For the outermost horizon, it always
holds that λcrit > rγ-sphere > rhorizon.

Turning to the quantum-improved metric in Eq. (7.4), we only consider solutions of the
horizon, photon-sphere and shadow conditions which are positive and real, i.e., physical, for
at least some range of the new-physics parameter γ̃. The quantum-improved horizon which
continuously deforms into the Schwarzschild horizon lies at

rH =rg
6
[4 + 8 × 21/3 ζ−1 + 22/3ζ] , with ζ = (16 − 27γ̃ + 3

√
3γ̃2(−32 + 27γ̃))

1/3
. (7.11)

Because the quantum-improved solution has a regular de-Sitter core instead of a singularity at
r = 0, another interior horizon emerges from r = 0 with growing γ̃, cf. red-dashed line in Fig. 30.
With growing γ̃ the outer horizon shrinks while the inner one grows. At a critical γ̃crit,1 = 35/27,
the repulsive force grows so strong that the two horizons collide and a horizonless compact object
remains. The same structure of real solutions is found for the photon sphere, cf. green-dotted

128For any massive particles there exists a stable circular orbit outside of the photon sphere: the innermost
stable circular orbit (ISCO).
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Figure 30: Left-hand panel: Horizon (red-dashed line), photon sphere (green-dotted line), and shadow (blue-
solid line) for a regular black hole with γ̃ parameterizing the relative strength of singularity-resolving physics.
Thin dashed, dotted, and solid gray lines mark the respective location of the inner horizon, the inner photon
sphere, and the image of the latter. Right-hand panel: Zoom-in plot of the shadow boundary in the image plane
at infinite radial distance.

line in Fig. 30. However, the photon sphere disappears at a larger γ̃crit,2 = 1.81 > γ̃crit,1.
Since the outer shadow is algebraically determined from the outer photon sphere, it also persists
up to γ̃crit,2. The inner shadow, however, remains complex as long as the inner photon sphere
lies within the outer horizon, i.e., until γ̃crit,1 is reached. Physically this can be understood
since the image plane and the inner photon sphere are separated by an event horizon and hence
cannot be in causal contact. Contrarily, in the horizonless spacetime, i.e., for γ̃ > γ̃crit,1, the two
can be in causal contact. Therefore, the inner photon sphere formally results in an additional
critical impact parameter connecting points in the image plane to the inner photon sphere. This
image of the inner photon sphere moves inwards from infinite radial distance, cf. Fig. 30. At
γ̃crit,2 the two critical impact parameters collide and vanish into the complex plane.
It should be emphasized that for γ̃ > γ̃crit,1, no spacetime point is causally disconnected from the
image plane. The appearance of the remaining horizonless compact object in the image plane
and whether it can be distinguished from a black-hole shadow crucially depends on whether it
still captures photons inside the outer photon sphere or possibly even emits radiation from its
surface. This can only be answered in more realistic general-relativistic-magnetohydrodynamic
(GRMHD) simulations [661] which can determine the matter distribution and its emissivity
within the horizonless spacetime. Therefore, the highly relevant question of whether horizonless
objects resulting from new singularity-resolving physics can mimic a black-hole shadow has to
be deferred to future research. In the following, we focus on values γ̃ < γ̃crit,1 for which the
horizon still exists.

Degeneracy of singular and non-singular shadows. For any new repulsive gravitational
force, the size of the black-hole shadow in the image plane shrinks, cf. Fig. 30. Due to spherical
symmetry, the singularity-free shadow boundary is degenerate to a Schwarzschild shadow of
lower mass. In particular, the RG-improved metric can be rewritten as a Schwarzschild metric
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with an effective mass

Meff(r) =
M

1 + γ̃ (rg/r)3
. (7.12)

For each γ̃ < γ̃crit,1, one can find a classical mass M ′ =Meff(rhorizon). The shadow of the classical
black hole of mass M ′ and that of the regular black hole of mass M will appear degenerate. To
distinguish the two cases, one requires a second mass measurement at different radial distance.
This can, for instance, be extracted from the measurement of orbital periods of stars at distances
⩾ 103 rg. Since the modifications fall of with r−3, any influence of γ̃ < O(1) is tiny at orbital
scales and the orbital mass M ′′ ≈M to very good degree. Hence, the two mass measurements
M ′ and M ′′ allow to infer

γ̃ = (M
′′

M ′ − 1) rg

rhorizon
. (7.13)

For the case of M87*, M ′ is measured by the EHT collaboration [114] with an accuracy of
14% and M ′′ is measured by stellar dynamics [662] with an accuracy of 10%. Within 1σ
standard deviation of each measurement, M ′′/M ′ ≈ 0.54+0.25

−0.16. Within 2σ of each other, the
measurements agree. Despite the 1σ disagreement, we only emphasize that a horizonless object
with γ̃ > γ̃crit,1 ≈ 1.3 cannot be excluded by current data.

7.3 A dent in singularity-free Kerr spacetime

Astrophysical black holes (or their singularity-free counterparts) are assumed to rotate. In
classical GR, rotating black holes of mass M and angular momentum J can be described by the
Kerr metric in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates [663], i.e.,

ds2 = − (1 − 2Ḡ0M r

Σ
) dt2 − 4a Ḡ0M r sin(θ)2

Σ
dt dφ + Σ

∆
dr2 +Σdθ2

+ (r2 + a2 + 2a2 Ḡ0M r sin(θ)2

Σ
) sin(θ)2 dφ2 , (7.14)

where a = J/M is the spin parameter, Σ = r2 + a2 cos(θ)2 and ∆ = r2 − 2M r + a2. For the Kerr
metric, one distinguishes between a divergent radial metric component 1/grr = 0 which defines
horizons, and a vanishing temporal component of the metric gtt = 0 which defines ergospheres.
For the spherically-symmetric case these two surfaces agree. For the Kerr metric one finds

r±horizon =M ±
√
M2 − a2 , r±ergo =M ±

√
M2 − a2 cos(θ)2 , (7.15)

see dashed lines in Fig. 31. For spins a >M , the horizon would vanish leading to a naked singu-
larity. Hence, such a are considered as unphysical within GR. For singularity-free spacetimes,
in principle, no such restriction is required.
Note that the horizon remains spherical. This is a manifestation of a hidden constant of motion
– the so-called Carter constant [664]. The latter allows separating the radial and the angular
dynamics of the motion of a light-like test particle within Kerr spacetime. This also applies for
generalizations to arbitrary M →M(r). Making use of this constant of motion, one can find an
analytic expression for the shadow boundary within the image plane, see, e.g., [660, 665, 666].
For growing spin-parameter and within the equatorial plane, the shadow moves within the image
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Figure 31: Left panel: Classical (dashed lines) and quantum-improved (γ̃ = 0.05, continuous lines) outer horizon
r+horizon. From top to bottom we show cases for a = 0. rg (red), a = 0.5 rg (orange), a = 0.7 rg (green), a = 0.8 rg
(blue) and a = 0.95 rg (magenta). Right panel: Outer boundary of the ergosphere r+ergo in the same cases.

plane in the direction of the black-holes spin. More interestingly, it is also deformed. With grow-
ing a it flattens on the prograde side of the image (the side at which the rotation of the black
hole points out of the image plane), see thin green lines in the right-hand panel Fig. 32. As the
horizon remains spherical, this effect arises solely due to frame dragging within the ergosphere
of the spinning black hole. Co-rotating light rays on the prograde side can approach the horizon
much closer than those in retrograde (moving against the black-holes spin) motion. Withing the
equatorial plane two – a prograde and a retrograde – photon sphere can be distinguished [667],
i.e.,

r±γ-sphere = 2M [1 + cos(2

3
arccos(∓ ∣a∣

M
))] ,

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

r+γ-sphere ∶ prograde

r−γ-sphere ∶ retrograde
. (7.16)

Outside the equatorial plane, no circular photon orbits are possible. For extremal Kerr black
holes, i.e., for a =M , the photon sphere and the horizon coincide. Fascinatingly, prograde light
rays winding around near-extremal black holes can probe the black-hole spacetime arbitrarily
close to the horizon. This makes them a unique candidate for probing new physics at horizon
scales.

Regarding RG-improvement, we would like to identify the RG-scale k with local curvature
scales, as we did for spherically-symmetric spacetimes. For constant mass M (classical Kerr
case), the Kretschmann curvature is given by

K(r, θ, a) = 48G2
0M

2

(r2 + a2 cos(θ)2)6
(r6 − 15r4a2 cos(θ)2 + 15r2a4 cos(θ)4 − a6 cos(θ)6). (7.17)

For large enough a, one finds regions of negative curvature, even outside of the horizon. There-
fore, identifying k2 ∼ K(r, θ, a)1/2 is problematic as it would lead to complex-valued regions of
spacetime. Similarly, k2 ∼ ∣K(r, θ, a)∣1/2 would lead to singular surfaces.
One alternative is to simply drop all angular θ-dependence of the curvature [633, 639, 643, 644].
This corresponds to using simply the spherically-symmetric RG-improvement which we have ex-
pressed as a radial-distance dependent effective mass, cf. in Eq. (7.12). In this case, the geodesic
motion of a test particle is still separable (i.e., the Carter constant is still conserved) and the
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Figure 32: Left-hand panel: Classical (green dotted) and RG-improved (magenta) shadow for fixed spin
parameter a = 0.9 rg. Shadows with growing γ̃ = (0.05, 0.1, 0.11) are marked by (narrow-dashed, wide-dashed
and continuous) lines, respectively. Right-hand panel: Classical (thin green) and RG-improved (thick magenta)
shadows at fixed γ̃ = 0.25 for various spin-parameters a = 0.4 rg (dotted), a = 0.6 rg (dashed), and a = 0.8 rg
(continuous). In all cases the origin of the image plane lies within the equatorial plane.

RG-improved shadow boundary can be analytically obtained129. As an artifact of neglecting
all θ-dependence, the shadow boundary is again exactly degenerate with a lower-mass classical
black hole, as for the Schwarzschild case, see discussion in Sec. 7.2.

Physically, we expect that only the magnitude of local curvature sets the scale. This moti-
vates an RG-improvement with the enveloping function of the Kretschmann scalar, i.e.,

k2 = Ḡ0M r3

(r2 + a2 cos(θ)2)3
. (7.18)

That is, we neglect130 the a-dependent polynomial substructure in K(r, θ, a). This corresponds
to an effective mass which now depends on both r and θ, i.e.,

Meff(r, θ) =M
⎛
⎝

1 + γ̃
r3/r3

g

[r2/r2
g + a2/r2

g cos(θ)2]3

⎞
⎠

−1

. (7.19)

As a consequence of the θ-dependence, the horizon is no longer spherical for γ̃ ≠ 0, cf. continuous
lines in Fig. 31, and the Carter constant is no longer conserved, i.e., the radial and angular mo-
tion no longer separable. To obtain the shadow boundary, we have to thus resort to numerical
methods. It can already be anticipated that the non-spherical horizon will now deform not just
the size but also the shape of the shadow boundary in comparison to the classical one.

129 See [659] for a derivation using the Newman-Janis algorithm [668]. The Newman-Janis algorithm preserves
the Carter constant and only generates specific rotating solutions of the form Eq. (7.14).

130We checked that the RG-improvement obtained from a scale identification with the proper distance along the
path of an infalling observer [643] results in a qualitatively similar deformation of the horizon.
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Figure 33: Image intensity extracted in the affine-parameter-emissivity approximation, see App. F for details.
Left-hand and right-hand panel show the classical and singularity-free (for γ̃ = 0.11) shadows, respectively. In
both cases the spin-parameter is chosen at a = 0.9 rg. The insets zoom into the prograde (right) side of the image
to reveal a close-up of the characteristic dent that results from singularity resolving physics.

Numerical shadow boundary. To obtain the shadow boundary, we numerically evolve the
null geodesic equation to obtain light rays that we initialize perpendicularly to the observer
screen. We distinguish two classes of light rays: (i) those that cross the black-hole horizon and
(ii) those that escape to radial infinity. Within the screen, we parameterize the shadow boundary
by its radial distance ρ(ψ) to an origin of choice within the shadow, see right-hand panel in
Fig. 32. The shadow boundary corresponds to the critical ρ(ψ) that separates the classes (i)
and (ii). For each boundary angle ψ, ρ(ψ) can be approximated by a nested bisection, choosing
the smaller or greater next-step interval whenever the respective light ray in the middle of the
previous interval escapes (ii) or falls into the horizon (i). See, e.g., [660, Fig. 3.5] for a sketch of
the geometrical setup and further description of the numerical ray tracing algorithm.
Fig. 32 compares the RG-improved to the classical shadow boundary for fixed a and varying
γ̃ in the left-hand panel, and varying a but fixed γ̃ in the right-hand panel. Both growing a
and growing γ̃ can lead to horizonless objects. Since the spacetime is singularity-free, these
are no longer necessarily unphysical. Nevertheless, a meaningful discussion of the horizonless
cases requires a model of the matter within the spacetime and will thus be subject of future
GRMHD investigations. For near-extremal cases, i.e., close to the disappearance of the horizon
at γ̃crit(a), the shadow develops a distinct feature on its prograde side, cf. Fig. 32. The shadow
boundary develops a dent because rays which approach the prograde photon sphere can probe
the θ-dependence of the singularity-free horizon. Additional subleading features which might
be an artifact of our approximation of the Kretschmann scalar during the RG improvement are
presented in App. F.2.

Conclusion

Black-hole shadows enable two novel probes of singularity-resolving physics if the latter is (i)
caused by a repulsive force and (ii) grows with the absolute value of local curvature scales. For
non-spinning black holes, we find that the most sensitive measurement is a comparison of a mass
measurement at the photon-sphere via a black-hole shadow with a different mass measurement,
e.g., from the orbital motion of stars, at a much larger distance to the black hole. Spherical
shadows do not permit to test physics directly at the horizon (rhorizon = 2M) but are only sen-
sitive to modifications of the spacetime outside the photon sphere (rγ-sphere = 3M).
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Excitingly, the shadows of spinning black holes can probe physics even closer to the horizon. As
the black-hole spin grows towards extremality, light rays marginally outside the prograde photon
sphere can, in principle, test physics arbitrarily close to the horizon. In those extreme cases, new
singularity-resolving physics which obeys (i) and (ii) generically causes a characteristic dent-like
feature in the shadow image, cf. Fig. 33 and 32.
We caution that we find the features of Planck-scale singularity resolution to be suppressed by
(MPlanck/M)3. For any astrophysically relevant black hole, effects from Planckian singularity
resolution will not be detectable in practice.
Finally, experimental precision is not sufficient to exclude singularity-free horizonless compact
objects within our model of new physics. This strongly motivates future research in this direc-
tion.
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Conclusions

The effective field theory of General Relativity perturbatively breaks down and requires some
type of new physics at the Planck scale MPlanck. At the same time, experimental probes of
the electroweak scale Mew face a persistent absence of new physics. Reassessing the Standard
Model of particle physics from the implied but somewhat unusual viewpoint of associating any
new physics with MPlanck instead of with Mew, reveals hints for a new type of symmetry hid-
den within the Standard-Model parameters, cf. Sec. 1. Firstly, the Standard Model is perfectly
consistent up to the Planck scale. Secondly, its measured coupling values delicately balance
such that the Higgs potential is compatible with flatness, i.e., scale-invariance, at MPlanck. To
conclude, the measured values of Standard-Model couplings seem to point towards Planckian
scale symmetry.
Concurrently, non-perturbative access to fixed points of the Renormalization Group flow has
provided a large body of evidence for the Reuter universality class of Euclidean quantum grav-
ity. Instead of breaking down at MPlanck, General Relativity could become asymptotically safe,
cf. Sec. 2. Above MPlanck, the resulting joint theory of quantum gravity and matter could be
dominated by the scaling exponents of the Reuter fixed-point. We have explored the predictive
power of quantum scale symmetry and investigated the resulting phenomenology of a potential
combined UV-completion of the Standard Model (Part II) and General Relativity (Part III).

We have investigated [10] and constructed [6] four-dimensional field theories which could
exhibit asymptotic safety without the presence of quantum gravity in Sec. 3. All known exam-
ples fail to incorporate an Abelian gauge group and thus cannot contain the Standard Model
unless it unifies into a purely non-Abelian gauge theory. Moreover, we advocate that such
non-gravitational fixed points should be regarded as realizing effective asymptotic safety with
a Planckian cutoff scale. Nevertheless, the predictivity of effective asymptotic safety might
help guide model-building efforts and experimental dark-matter searches. In the absence of
strongly interacting asymptotic safety, fermionic Higgs-portal models either over-stabilize the
Higgs-potential or overclose the universe [4]. If on the other hand, the uncovered tentative mech-
anism [6] for asymptotic safety in scalar-fermion portal models persists in phenomenologically
relevant extensions, the former could predict a relation between the Higgs-portal coupling to
fermionic dark matter and the associated dark-fermion mass. Due to their non-perturbative RG
flow, such models remain highly predictive even in effective asymptotic safety. We have also
investigated the effective degree of predictivity for Litim-Sannino models for which we explicitly
demonstrate that gravitational fluctuations can probably not just be ignored [10].

Turning to the interplay of asymptotically safe quantum gravity and matter in Sec. 4, we
have scrutinized how global symmetries determine the available fixed-point structure of the mat-
ter theory. We have uncovered how two crucial constraints on asymptotically safe gravity could
arise from demanding the existence (weak-gravity bound) and the viability (viability bound)
of a fixed point in the matter sector [9]. We delineated a potential weak-gravity mechanism,
driven by the presence of many fermionic degrees of freedom. This mechanism is crucial for
asymptotically safe gravity-matter systems to evade the viability bound for Yukawa couplings:
the present truncations suggest that without realizing a weak-gravity mechanism, asymptotic
safety cannot be connected to IR-theories with non-vanishing Yukawa interactions.
Strikingly, present truncations indicate that the Standard Model contains enough fermionic
degrees of freedom to realize the weak-gravity mechanism such that non-vanishing Yukawa in-
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teractions can be accommodated. The resulting interacting fixed point is more predictive than
the remaining free fixed point. It thus places an upper bound on all admissible RG trajectories.
Assuming that the joint gravity-matter fixed point converges such as to realize a weak-gravity
regime, the most predictive version of asymptotically safe gravity could UV-complete the Stan-
dard Model and predict a top mass within the vicinity of the observed value [8].

The weak-gravity mechanism suggests that gravitational fluctuations at and beyond the
Planck scale manifest in scale-invariant, i.e., constant, antiscreening, and perturbatively small
anomalous dimensions for gauge and Yukawa couplings, respectively. These contributions corre-
spond to an effective reduction of the spacetime dimension. Without further assumptions, this
defines a perturbative framework to investigate Planckian quantum scale symmetry. We apply
the latter to the Standard Model. Focusing on the most predictive fixed points for the heavy
quark generation, we have uncovered indications that scale symmetry links the mass ratio of
top and bottom quark to their electric charges [5]. Moreover, upon including a right-handed
neutrino, scale-invariance could dynamically drive the neutrino Yukawa coupling and hence its
Dirac mass to small values.
We have successfully extended the heavy-quark-generation fixed-point structure to multiple gen-
erations. The scale-invariant contributions which are universal to all Yukawas cannot contribute
to the running of the CKM parameters which mix multiple generations. Nevertheless, transi-
tions between different non-mixing fixed points entail an interesting phenomenological structure.
Unitarity of the CKM matrix results in poles in the CKM-sector of theory space which cannot
be crossed by any continuous RG flow. Possible resulting hierarchies between quarks of different
generations depend on the CKM transition scale rather than the Planck scale.
In view of effective asymptotic safety, the quantum-gravity fixed point could also result in
global constraints on the RG flow. Consequentially, its potential existence has implications for
any other fundamental theory of quantum gravity as well. To give an example, we delineated
that an asymptotically safe fixed point could entail new swampland constraints on phenomeno-
logically viable String compactifications in which vector bosons dominate the particle spectrum.

The predictive power of quantum scale symmetry can be extended to grand unified theories
[7], cf. Sec. 6. Similar to the Standard-Model, a transplanckian scaling regime could place upper
bounds on admissible gauge and Yukawa couplings. We have thereby generalized the concept of
complete asymptotic freedom to complete asymptotic safety in gauge-Yukawa theories.
Moreover, we have pointed out that an asymptotically safe grand unified theory could remain
without any free marginal couplings [1]. In particular, this includes the multi-dimensional scalar
potentials which are responsible for spontaneous symmetry breaking of the unified gauge group
to the Standard Model. Thereby, scale symmetry could restore the predictive power of grand
unification. It can fix all quartic couplings of the unified scalar potential and thus could deter-
mine the direction of symmetry breaking. We have outlined how to exploit this predictive power
for minimal non-supersymmetric SO(10) models.

Finally, an asymptotically safe scaling regime might not just resolve the singularities of the
Standard Model but also curvature singularities in General Relativity. For the first time, we
determine the impact of singularity-resolving physics on both non-spinning and spinning black-
hole shadows [3], cf. Sec. 7. Different quantum-gravity models motivate structurally similar
singularity-free black-hole spacetimes. Singularity resolution tied to local curvature scales tends
to shrink the shadow size and could imprint characteristic features on the shadow-shape of spin-
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ning black holes. On the one hand, the magnitude of such features in the shadow boundary is
tied to the Planck scale and therefore suppressed. On the other hand, we find that the ground-
breaking observations of the Event Horizon Telescope are not yet able to exclude horizonless
objects. This allows to speculate about unexpected but experimentally not yet excluded modi-
fied gravitational dynamics to resolve the singularity.

We conclude with the exciting possibility of an asymptotically safe Standard Model (ASSM).
Quantum scale-symmetry could manifest itself in upper bounds on sufficiently screened gauge
couplings as well as on all Yukawa couplings. We have thereby uncovered intriguing hints that
the predictive power of the ASSM potentially enhances the predictivity of the Standard Model.

Outlook

On the basis of this PhD thesis, we identify three potential points of contact between quan-
tum gravity and observation on which we give a short outlook below: (i) marginal couplings in
particle physics; (ii) global properties of Renormalization Group flows and their significance for
cosmological evolution; and (iii) black-hole dynamics and stability in the strong-gravity regime.

(i) Quantum scale symmetry: beyond the Standard Model.
The most obvious continuation of the research efforts in this thesis is to extend the fixed-point
analysis in the asymptotically safe Standard Model, cf. Sec. 5 to include the PMNS mixing ma-
trix for three leptonic generations. Moreover, the Higgs potential poses a crucial open question.
At fixed points with non-vanishing gauge and Yukawa interactions, the Higgs-potential will be
non-vanishing, in general. A study of its stability and a potential connection to the observed IR
value depends decisively on its non-minimal coupling to gravity and remains a pivotal question
for future research.
The investigated paradigm of Planckian quantum scale symmetry generalizes to any beyond
Standard-Model theory which is consistent up to the Planck scale. We have already delineated
such efforts for grand unified models. The determination of the full quartic scalar potential
of the minimal SO(10) model is certainly an outstanding future task. Such efforts would gain
particular relevance once predictive fixed-points of the Standard Model could potentially be
excluded. We emphasize that studies along the line of Sec. 5 do not necessarily require a non-
perturbative calculation. We eventually envision that particle physics software such as SARAH
[669] or Pyr@te [670] can be extended to generate the asymptotically safe fixed-point structure
for any such new physics model.

(ii) Global properties of the RG flow and cosmology.
Several instances within this thesis exemplify that the presence of fixed points and the separa-
trices between them – assumed here as unequivocally established – affects the global properties
of RG flows. One example are the eigenvectors of one fixed point (e.g., the Gaußian one) which
do depend on the existence and location of other fixed points (e.g., an asymptotically safe one),
cf. Fig. 3 in Sec. 2.4.2. While a proper understanding of such global properties requires a suf-
ficiently converged truncation of the RG-flow, the result could be of crucial phenomenological
significance. Regarding quantum gravity and except for the marginal couplings in (i), most prop-
erties of the asymptotically safe fixed point will always be Planck-scale suppressed. In contrast,
the eigenvectors of the Gaußian fixed point determine physics in the vicinity of experimentally
accessible scales. If these depend on the presence of the asymptotically safe fixed point, the
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latter could become testable. In the context of cosmology, the freezeout of the cosmological
constant in the vicinity of the Gaußian fixed point occurs at CMB scales, cf. last paragraph
in Sec. 2.4.2. Therefore, its eigenvectors could be accessible by current CMB experiments.

(iii) Black-hole dynamics: from quantum to strong-field gravity.
This thesis exploits the logarithmic running of marginal matter couplings. Under the assump-
tion that all intermediate physics is known, this provides a unique theoretical connection to
potentially test Planck-scale physics. It also applies to the marginal pure-gravity couplings at
the quadratic curvature level. The latter are thus unsuppressed below the Planck scale and cur-
rent weak-field measurements leave them basically unconstrained, i.e., they could be as large as
1060. A comparison of curvature scales in the solar system to those at the surface of black holes
reveals that constraints can be dramatically improved by advances of theory and experiment
into the strong-field regime. The black-hole dynamics of the effective theory of quadratic gravity
not only provides one of the most extreme tests of General Relativity but might also result in
implications for quantum-gravity theories at its origin.
Before being able to perform full binary-merger simulations in quadratic gravity, the physical
stability of black-hole solutions should be established. Stability of the Schwarzschild solution
against spherically-symmetric perturbations has already been performed in [671]. Testing sta-
bility against arbitrary perturbations requires a numerical analysis and thus a well-posed initial
value problem. While the existence of the latter has been proven [672], the proof is not con-
structive and a derivation of the corresponding evolution equations remains as a first future task
to tackle this exciting question. If black-hole solutions turn out to be stable, this could open
up future research to constrain quadratic gravity via binary mergers. If the former are unsta-
ble, however, this would imply that the leading-order quantum corrections in a local-operator
expansion are not sufficient to obtain viable IR dynamics.

Arguably, the above three promising research avenues resulting from this thesis warrant
further investigation. We hope that this thesis exemplifies that quantum gravity is an exper-
imentally driven research field. Despite the enormity of the Planck scale, “making quantum
gravity observable” is not a hopeless effort – and the most exciting low-energy phenomenology
of quantum gravity remains to be explored in the future.
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coupling 1-loop scheme at k = 173 GeV parameter measured value

gY 0.35 αEM 7.2973525698(24) [673]
g2 0.65 MW 80.385 ± 0.015 [674]
g3 1.17 MZ 91.1876 ± 0.002 [674]

yt 0.94 Mt 163 ± 3 GeV [27, 28] (running mass)

yb 24 × 10−3 Mb 4.18 ± 0.03 GeV (MS value) [398]
yc 73 × 10−4 Mc 1.275 ± 0.025 GeV [398]
ys 5 × 10−4 Ms 95 ± 5 MeV [398]
yu 1 × 10−5 Mu 2.3+0.7

−0.5 MeV [398]
yd 2 × 10−5 Md 4.8+0.7

−0.3 MeV [398]

X 0.949 ∣Vud∣ 0.97425(22) [398]
Y 0.05 ∣Vus∣ 0.2252(9) [398]
Z 0.05 ∣Vcd∣ 0.230(11) [398]
W 1 ∣Vcs∣ 1.006(23) [398]

yτ 102 × 10−4 Mτ 1776.82 ± 0.16 MeV [398]
yµ 6 × 10−4 Mµ 105.6583715(35) MeV [398]
ye 2.87 × 10−4 Me 0.510998928(11) MeV [398]

θQCD ∼ 0 — —
vev/GeV 246 GeV GF 1.1663787(6) GeV [673]

λH 0.1 MH 125.15 ± 0.24 GeV [398]

Table 9: Tree-level matching values of the Standard-Model couplings at a common RG-scale of k = 173 GeV.
In all cases, the last digit shown is significant (some values might be known more precisely). We also state the
experimentally measured parameters used to determine the coupling values. For explicit β-functions and relations
between experimental parameters and couplings please refer to [26].

A Standard-Model parameters and couplings

Tab. 9 provides reference values for measured Standard-Model parameters and tree-level match-
ing to running couplings. Unless specified otherwise, these are used to initialize 1-loop pertur-
bative RG flows within this thesis.
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B Fermionic Higgs-portal model: Supplementary material

B.1 β-functions for the fermionic Higgs-portal model

Here, we present supplementary information on the derivation of the β-functions for the O(N)-
scalar φ coupled to a dark fermion ψ, cf. Sec. 3. In view of Sec. 3.1.2 where also a toy-SM is
coupled, we also include a generalized Yukawa coupling term to a different fermion denoted by
t̄. Therefore the truncation of the effective action reads

Γk = ∫ ddx [Zφ
2
∂µφ∂

µφ + Ū(ρ) +Zt t̄i /∂t +
i√
2
H̄(ρ)φ t̄t +Zψ ψ̄i /∂ψ + iV̄ (ρ)ψ̄ψ] . (B.1)

We emphasize the different global symmetry structure: The generalized Yukawa-coupling term
is invariant under a discrete chiral symmetry under which φ → −φ, t → eiπ

2
γ5t, and t̄ → t̄ eiπ

2
γ5 .

The generalized dark-matter portal term is invariant under a continuous U(1) symmetry under
which ψ → eiαψ and ψ̄ → e−iαψ̄.
To derive the flow of the scalar potential Ū(ρ) and the scalar functions H̄(ρ) and V̄ (ρ), we
expand the flow equation (2.5) in terms of the fermionic fields but we keep the scalar potentials

generic. More specifically, we can split the two-point function Γ
(2)
k +Rk into

Γ
(2)
k +Rk = Pk +Fk , (B.2)

where Pk = (Γ
(2)
k +Rk) ∣ψ=ψ̄=t=t̄=0 and Fk = (Γ(2)

k +Rk) −Pk is the remaining part. This admits

the so-called P–F expansion [459], i.e.,

∂tΓk =
1

2
Tr ∂̃tP−1

k + 1

2
∑
n

(−1)n−1

n
STr∂̃t (P−1

k F)n , (B.3)

where ∂̃t denotes a scale-derivative which only acts on regulators Rk. Calculating the matrix
multiplications and traces in Eq. (B.3) to sufficiently high order and projecting on the cor-
responding field monomial obtains the RG-flow of Ū(ρ), H̄(ρ), and V̄ (ρ). Transitioning to
renormalized and dimensionless quantities, i.e.,

ρ = Zφkd−2ρ̃ , U = k−dŪ ,

H = Z− 1
2

φ Z−1
ψ k

4−d
2 H̄ , V = Z−1

ψ k−1V̄ , (B.4)

the running of the potential functions reads

∂tU(ρ̃) = −dU + (d − 2 + ηφ) ρ̃U ′

+ 2vd [l(B)d
0 (ωφ;ηφ) − dγ l(F)d

0 (ωt;ηt) − dγNf l
(F)d
0 (ωψ;ηψ)], (B.5)

∂tht(ρ̃) =
1

2
(d − 4 + ηφ + 2ηt)ht + (d − 2 + ηφ)ρ̃h′t

+ 2vd ht(ht + 2ρ̃h′t)2 l
(BF)d
1,1 (ωφ, ωt;ηφ, ηt) − 2vd (3h′t + 2ρ̃h′′t ) l

(B)d
1 (ωφ;ηφ), (B.6)

∂thψ(ρ̃) = (−1 + ηψ)hψ + (d − 2 + ηφ)ρ̃h′ψ
+ 8vd ρ̃ hψh

′2
ψ l

(BF)d
1,1 (ωφ, ωψ;ηφ, ηψ) − 2vd (h′ψ + 2ρ̃ h′′ψ) l

(B)d
1 (ωφ;ηφ) , (B.7)

where we have defined the generalized mass thresholds ωφ = U ′ + 2ρ̃U ′′, ωt = ρ̃h2
t , and ωψ = h2

ψ,
primes denote derivatives with respect to the dimensionless field invariant ρ̃, d denotes the
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Figure 34: Left-hand panel: Fixed-point values in the symmetric regime with increasing truncation order
Nt = NU , keeping NV = 1 at the first non-trivial order. Right-hand panel: Same as the left-hand panel but now

in the symmetry-broken regime, including anomalous dimension (referred to as LPA
′
NV

in the literature). The
fixed-point values are normalized to their highest-order values.

spacetime dimension, dγ is the dimension of the Clifford algebra, and v−1
d = 2d+1π

d
2 Γ(d/2).

Further, the running of the anomalous dimensions ηφ/t/ψ = −∂t lnZφ/t/ψ encodes the running
of wave-function renormalizations. Their flow can be obtained by appropriate momentum-
dependent projections of the 1st order of Eq. (B.3) and reads

ηφ =
4vd
d

{2κ(3U ′′ + 2κU ′′′)2
m

(B)d
2 (ωφ;ηφ) + dγ(ht + 2κh′t)2[m(F)d

4 (ωt;ηt) − κh2
tm

(F)d
2 (ωt;ηt)]

+ 4dγκh
′
ψ[m

(F)d
4 (ωψ;ηψ) − h2

ψm
(F)d
2 (ωψ;ηψ)]}

ρ̃=κ
, (B.8)

ηt =
4vd
d

(ht + 2κh′t)2m
(FB)d
1,2 (ωt, ωφ;ηt, ηφ)∣

ρ̃=κ
, (B.9)

ηψ = 16vd
d

κh′2ψ m
(FB)d
1,2 (ωψ, ωφ;ηψ, ηφ)∣

ρ̃=κ
, (B.10)

evaluated at the VEV ρ̃ = κ. Note that we drop the ∼ in the main text.
To evaluate the threshold functions l and m the choice of regulator has to be specified. We use
a spectrally adjusted [308] Litim-type [675], i.e.,

RBk = ZB (k2 − p2) θ (k2 − p2) , RFk = ZF /p (
√
k2/p2 − 1) θ (k2 − p2) , (B.11)

for bosonic and fermionic modes, respectively. For this regulator choice, the threshold functions
are given in [406, App.A].

The β-functions can be expanded in terms of symmetric (SYM) or symmetry-broken (SSB)
potentials, i.e.,

USYM(ρ̃) =
NU

∑
n=1

λ2n

n!
ρ̃n, HSYM(ρ̃) =

NH

∑
n=0

yn
n!
ρ̃n, VSYM(ρ̃) =

NV

∑
n=0

λ
(V )
2n

n!
ρ̃n , (B.12)

USSB(ρ̃) =
NU

∑
n=1

λ2n

n!
(ρ̃ − κ)n, HSSB(ρ̃) =

NH

∑
n=0

yn
n!

(ρ̃ − κ)n, VSSB(ρ̃) =
NV

∑
n=0

λ
(V )
2n

n!
(ρ̃ − κ)n , (B.13)

Identifying mφ = λ2, mψ = λ
(V)
0 , λ4, and λhψ = λ

(V)
2 in the symmetric phase, neglecting the

generalized Yukawa coupling H(ρ̃) as well as anomalous dimensions ηφ = ηψ = 0, and setting all
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Figure 35: Critical exponents with increasing order Nt = NV in the symmetric (left-hand panel) and spon-

taneously broken (right-hand panel) regime. The latter includes anomalous dimensions (LPA
′
NV

). All critical
exponents are normalized to the highest-order values.

higher-order couplings to zero, reproduces the simple truncation in Eqs. (3.6)-(3.9) in the main
text.

B.2 Convergence properties of the asymptotically safe fixed point

In Fig. 34 and Fig. 35 we show the convergence of fixed-point values and critical exponents with
high order in the truncated scalar potential U(ρ), respectively. Despite the non-vanishing vac-
uum expectation value, cf. 2 in Sec. 3 of the main text, the convergence is faster in the symmetric
expansion. We have explored a simultaneous expansion of both the scalar potential U(ρ) and
the generalized Higgs-portal function V (ρ) which does not significantly improve the convergence
properties in the SSB expansion. In the future, we want to test whether an expansion including
higher-order four-fermion interactions improves the convergence.

B.3 Fiducial Standard-Model to mimic the Higgs potential

To infer the (de-)stabilizing effect of the fermionic dark-matter model on a possible SM metasta-
bility scale (experimental values are consistent with a metastable, instable or fully stable Higgs
potential, see discussion in Sec. 3.1 as well as Sec. 1.1 of the main text), we mimic the effect
of marginal Standard-Model gauge and Yukawa couplings in the toy model following [405]. To
that end, we modify the truncated effective action in Eq. (B.1) to include an SU(NC) gauge
group under which we charge nf fermions, all but i = t with negligibly small Yukawa couplings
to the scalar (Higgs), i.e.,

Γk = ∫ ddx[ZG
4
F aµν F

aµν + Zφ
2
∂µφ∂

µφ +
nf

∑
i

Zi q̄ii /Dqi +Zψ ψ̄i /∂ψ

+ Ū(ρ) + i√
2
H̄(ρ)φ q̄tqt + iV (ρ)ψ̄ψ]. (B.14)

The scalar (Higgs) is uncharged under the SU(NC). Instead of also adding the actual electroweak
sector of the SM under which the Higgs is charged, we include a fiducial gauge contribution gF
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to mimic the electroweak sector, by which we amend Eqs. (B.5)-(B.7), i.e.,

∂tu(ρ̃)∣
fid-SM

= ∂tu(ρ̃) +
4vd
d

cu

1 + ρ̃ g2
F

2

, (B.15)

∂tht(ρ̃)∣
fid-SM

= ∂tht(ρ̃) + 2 vd ct g
2
Fht − 4 vd

N2
c − 1

2Nc
g2
s ht(3 − ξ) l(BF)d

1,1 (0, ωt;ηG, ηt) , (B.16)

where gs denotes the SU(NC) gauge coupling. It has been confirmed in [405] that for NC = 3 and
nf = 6, this fiducial SM successfully captures the running Higgs-potential for scales sufficiently
high above the electroweak scale.
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(a) Contributions to ηψ (upper row) and ηφ (lower
row), cf. Eq. (4.21)) and (cf. Eq. (4.20)), respectively:
Diagrams from left to right: χ-, Yukawa- and two grav-
itational contributions.

(b) Diagramatic contributions to βy: pure-matter dia-

grams in the first row (cf. Mλy
y andMy3

y in Eq. (4.18));
non-inducing gravitational diagrams in the second row
(cf. Dy in Eq. (4.18)).

(c) Diagramatic contributions to βχi : pure-matter di-

agrams in the first row (cf. Mχ2

χ1/2 in Eq. (4.14) &

(4.15)); gravity-induced diagrams in the second row
(cf. Iχ1/2 in Eq. (4.14) & (4.15)); non-inducing gravita-
tional diagrams in the third row (cf. Dχ1/2 in Eq. (4.14)
& (4.15)). Symmetry-reduced contributions from y ≠ 0
omitted.

(d) Diagramatic contributions to βχi : pure-matter
(cf. Mλ

λ in Eq. (4.16),(4.17), and (4.19)) and gravity-
induced diagrams (cf. Iλ in Eq. (4.16)) in the first row;
non-induced gravitational diagrams in the second row
(cf. Dλ in Eq. (4.16), (4.17) and (4.19)); symmetry-
reducing diagrams in the third row vanish with y = 0

(cf. Mλy2

λ in Eq. (4.16), (4.17) and (4.19) and Cgy
2

λ in
Eq. (4.19)).

Figure 36: Diagramatic expansion of the flow equation (2.5) for the effective action Γk = Γk grav + Γk,MSAS +
Γkmarginal, cf. Eq. (4.4) and (4.12) in Sec. 4. Gravitational, fermionic, and scalar fluctuations are depicted as
double, solid, and dashed lines, respectively. We do not show further vanishing diagrams.

C Matter in asymptotically safe gravity: Supplementary mate-
rial

C.1 Diagramatic expansion of the flow equation

We present the diagramatic expansion for the effective action Γk = Γk grav +Γk,MSAS +Γkmarginal,
cf. Eq. (4.4) and (4.12) in Sec. 4. Expanding the flow equation (2.5) by applying sufficiently
many functional derivatives with respect to the fluctuation fields generates the diagrammatic
structure represented in Fig. 36 where external momenta can be assigned arbitrarily. More
specifically, the diagrams in Fig. 36a, Fig. 36d, Fig. 36c, and Fig. 36b contribute to the running
of anomalous dimensions, i.e., ηφ/ψ, four-fermion couplings, i.e., βλi , mixed two-fermion–two-
scalar couplings, i.e., χ1/2 and the Yukawa coupling y, respectively. We transition to momentum

space, i.e., ∂µφ(x) → ipµφ̃(p) for bosons and ∂µψ(x) → ipµψ̃(p) as well as ∂µψ̄(x) → −ipµ ˜̄ψ(p)
for fermions with Fourier-transform conventions as in [676] and drop the tilde from hereon. It is
always implied that all the remaining fluctuations are set to zero after the variations. To project
on the two-scalar–two-fermion interactions we add an external γµp

µ
ext, as otherwise the Dirac
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traces would vanish. The explicit projections read

χ1 =
−9

16
√

2
[∂p1∂p2∂p3∂pext (Tr [ δ

δφ(p1)
δ

δφ(p2)
δ

δψ(p3)
δ

δψ̄(+p1 + p2 + p3)
Γkγρp

ρ
ext])]

pi=0,ϑ3,ext=0

ϑ1,ext=ϑ2,ext=
√

2/3
,

(C.1)

χ2 =
−9

8
√

2
[∂p1∂p2∂p3∂pext (Tr [ δ

δφ(p1)
δ

δφ(p2)
δ

δψ(p3)
δ

δψ̄(+p1 + p2 + p3)
Γkγρp

ρ
ext])]

pi=0,ϑ1,ext=ϑ2,ext=0

ϑ3,ext=
√

2/3
,

(C.2)

where ϑi,j are the angles between the respective two momenta. An explicit choice of basis in
momenta which realizes the respective angles can be found in [449, App. G]. The projection on
the four-fermion interactionscan be infered from [447, App. A]. The projection on the Yukawa
coupling is simply given by δ

δφ(p1)
δ

δψ(p2)
δ

δψ̄(+p1+p2)
Γk.

C.2 Threshold integrals

This appendix presents the explicit contributions to the β-functions in Eq. (4.14)-(4.19) in
terms of threshold integrals. All tensor structure has been traced out and confirmed by use of
the FormTracer package [677]. Threshold integrals of the form I = I[nTT, nTr, nψ, nφ;np] count
the numbers nTT, nTr, nψ, and nφ of propagators of the TT-, trace-, fermionic, and scalar mode
in a diagram, respectively. Due to the 1-loop structure of the flow equation (2.5), the sum
nTT +nTr +nψ +nφ corresponds to the number of vertices in a diagram. Further, np denotes the
number of additional momenta arising from the vertices. For some of the projections the traced
momentum structure depends on which mode the scale derivative ∂t acts. We, therefore, denote
with round brackets, i.e., (ni), a corresponding mode i which is not hit by the scale derivative
∂t. In diagrammatic notation, the diagram with the respective regulator insertion on the i-mode
leg is excluded.
The pure matter contributions (independent of the gravitational couplings) are given by

Mλy
y =Mλ

λ = I[0,0,2,0; 0] , My3

y =Mλy2

λ = −I[0,0,2,1; 0] (C.3)

Mχ2

χ1
= −

(121χ2
1 + 64χ1χ2 + 4χ2

2)
24

I[0,0, (1),1; 3] − (χ1 − 2χ2) (5χ1 + 2χ2)
4

I[0,0,1, (1); 3] , (C.4)

Mχ2

χ2
=

(59χ2
1 − 52χ1χ2 − 76χ2

2)
48

I[0,0, (1),1; 3] + (χ1 − 2χ2) (χ1 + χ2)
2

I[0,0,1, (1); 3] , (C.5)

Mχ
ηφ

= 4(χ1 + 4χ2) I[0,0,1,0; 1] , Mχ
ηψ

= −χ1 + 4χ2

2
I[0,0,0,1; 2] , (C.6)

My2

ηφ
=
y2 (4 − ηψ)

16π2
, My2

ηψ
= y2

(5 − ηφ)
80π2

. (C.7)
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Moreover, induced gravitational contributions are given by

Iχ1 = −
5

72
I[2,0,0,0; 0] − 3

32768
I[0,2, (1),1; 3] + 9

16384
I[0, (2),1, (1); 3] , (C.8)

Iχ2 =
5

288
I[2,0,0,0; 0] + 3

16384
I[0,2,0,1; 2] − 57

65536
I[0,2, (1),1; 3] − 9

16384
I[0, (2),1, (1); 3] ,

(C.9)

Iλ = −
15

1024
I[2,0,0,0; 2] . (C.10)

Further, gravity contributions contributing to the anomalous scaling dimension, i.e., not inducing
the corresponding coupling read

Dχ1 =
5 (31χ1 + 16χ2)

288
I[1,0,0,0; 0] + 5 (χ1 − 4χ2)

72
I[1,0,1,0; 1] − χ1

128
I[0,1,0,0; 0]

− 27χ1

512
I[0,1, (1),0; 1] − 3χ1

128
I[0, (1),1,0; 1] − χ1

64
I[0,1,0,1; 2] + 27χ1

512
I[0,1, (2),0; 2]

+ χ1

192
I[0,1,0,2; 4] + 8χ1 + χ2

128
I[0,1, (1),1; 3] − 3(χ1 + χ2)

64
I[0, (1),1, (1); 3] , , (C.11)

Dχ2 =
5 (8χ1 + 23χ2)

288
I[1,0,0,0; 0] − 5 (χ1 − 4χ2)

288
I[1,0,1,0; 1] − χ2

128
I[0,1,0,0; 0]

− 3(χ1 + 13χ2)
512

I[0,1, (1),0; 1] − 3(χ1 + 8χ2)
512

I[0, (1),1,0; 1] − χ2

64
I[0,1,0,1; 2]

+ 9(χ1 + 7χ2)
512

I[0,1, (2),0; 2] + 9(χ1 + 4χ2)
512

I[0, (1),2,0; 2] + χ1 + 6χ2

384
I[0,1,0,2; 4]

+ 13χ1 + 38χ2

512
I[0,1, (1),1; 3] + 3(χ1 + 4χ2)

256
I[0, (1),1, (1); 3] , (C.12)

Dy = −
5

4
I[1,0,0,0; 0] + 1

16
I[0,1,0,0; 0] − 3

16
I[0,1,1,0; 1] + ( 3

16
)

2

I[0,1,2,0; 2] (C.13)

Dλ = −
5

4
I[1,0,0,0; 0] + 1

16
I[0,1,0,0; 0] − 3

8
I[0,1,1,0; 1] + 27

128
I[0,1,2,0; 2] (C.14)

Dηφ =
1

64
I[0,1,0,1; 2] (C.15)

Dηψ = 25

32
I[1,0,0,0; 0] − 3

128
I[0,1,0,0; 0]

+ 117

1024
I[0,1, (1),0; 1] + 9

128
I[0, (1),1,0; 1] . (C.16)

Finally, the mixed contributions from gravitational and other matter fluctuations to another
coupling are given by

Cgy
2

λ = 1

4
I[0,1,0,1; 0] + 3

8
I[0,1,1,1; 1] + 9

64
I[0,1,2,1; 2] . (C.17)
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The generic threshold integral reads,

I[nTT, nTr, nψ, nφ;np] = ∂̃t∫
d4p

(2π)4
(p2)(np+nψ)/2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1

[Zψp2 (1 + rk,f ( p
2

k2 ))]
nψ × (C.18)

× 1

[Zφp2 (1 + rk,b ( p
2

k2 ))]
nφ ×

1

[Γ(2)
k,TT (1 + rk,b ( p

2

k2 ))]
nTT

× 1

[Γ(2)
k,Tr (1 + rk,b ( p

2

k2 ))]
nTr

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

where rk,b and rk,f denote the regulator shape functions. Employing spectrally adjusted cutoff
functions with a Litim regulator, the general threshold integral can be evaluated, i.e.,

I[nTT, nTr, nψ, nφ;np] =
28nTr+5nTT−3πnTr+nTT−2

np + 4
×

( 1

b − d + 1 − 2Λ
)
nTT

× ( 1

18a + 6b − 18c − 6d + 4Λ − 3
)
nTr

×

×
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
− 2nTT (−ηh + np + 6)

(b − d + 1 − 2Λ) X1 −
6nTr (−ηh + np + 6)

(18a + 6b − 18c − 6d + 4Λ − 3) X2 (C.19)

−
nψ (−ηψ + np + 5)

np + 5
−

2nφ (−ηφ + np + 6)
np + 6

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, with

X1 =
(2b (np + 6) (np + 10) − (np + 8) (3d (np + 6) − np − 10))

(np + 6) (np + 8) (np + 10) (C.20)

X2 =
(12a (np + 6) (np + 10) + 4b (np + 6) (np + 10) − (np + 8) (18c (np + 6) + 6d (np + 6) + np + 10))

(np + 6) (np + 8) (np + 10) .

(C.21)

The terms in square brackets denote contributions for which the scale-derivative acts on respec-
tive mode i. Hence, whenever round brackets around a mode, i.e., (ni), are given in Eqs. (C.3)-
(C.17) one simply neglects the associated term in Eq. (C.19). The somewhat complicated pref-
actors arise from contractions of the gravitational modes. They can differ for the same diagram,
depending on where the regulator is inserted.
The expressions in Eq. (C.3)-(C.17) can be substituted into Eq. (4.14)-Eq. (4.19) to obtain
specific β-functions in the main text.
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Figure 37: Weak-gravity bounds in slices through gravitational parameter space (G,Λ, a, b, c, d) based only
on the TT mode including anomalous dimensions, cf. Eq. 4.4: In the darker-colored red region, gravitational
fluctuations from the TT mode grow too strong and the fixed point in χ1/2 vanishes. A viable fixed point is
possible in the lighter-colored green region.
The dashed orange lines (same as above but neglecting anomalous dimensions) indicate that the influence of the
anomalous dimensions in Eq. (4.20) & (4.21) sharpens the weak-gravity bound. The thick red dot-dashed line
marks the location of the weak-gravity bound without any approximations. The additional features arise due to
the additional pole structure of the trace mode, cf. Eq. (C.23).

C.3 Bounds on gravitational parameter space

For a specific finite-order truncation in gravitational parameter space, the bounds on the prop-
agator of metric fluctuations correspond to interrelated bounds on the dimensionless Newton
coupling G, the dimensionless cosmological constant Λ, and all higher-order gravitational cou-
plings which contribute to the propagating gravitational modes. In any such finite-order trun-
cation, the higher-order couplings could be accompanied by a truncation-ghost scale, at which
the truncated theory develops inconsistencies because of unitarity violations of the associated
higher-derivative ghost modes, cf. Sec. 1.3.1. Without a proper analysis of unitarity of the re-
spective higher-derivative truncations, it is unclear which effects of the higher-order couplings
should be attributed to their physical contributions in a potential unitary infinite-order trun-
cation and which effects are unphysical phenomena induced by unitarity-violating truncation
ghosts.
With this word of caution, the higher-order couplings contribute to the propagator of metric
fluctuations. For the given choice of gauge, i.e., β = 0 and α → 0 subsequently, only the traceless-
transverse spin-2 mode and the trace mode are non-vanishing. We observe from Eq. (C.19) that
for spectrally adjusted cutoffs this results in two pole-structures arising from the spin-2 and
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Figure 38: Slices through the Yukawa structure-bound in gravitational higher-derivative coupling space. Green
(yellow) areas show where a non-trivial Yukawa coupling can (cannot) emerge in a flow towards the IR. The
Newton coupling does not influence the viability bound significantly as long as it remains below the weak-gravity
bound. Left-hand panel: slice in the Λ–b plane where b is the RµνR

µν-coupling; all other couplings set to zero.
Right-hand panel: slice in the Λ–a plane where b is the R2-coupling; all other couplings set to zero.

trace mode, respectively, i.e.

poleTT = g

(1 + µh + b − d)
, (C.22)

poleTr =
g

(3 + 2µh − 18(a − c) − 6(b − d)) . (C.23)

In the vicinity of these poles, anomalous dimensions, for instance, ηψ, grow large. Even if the
results are assumed to not be driven by truncation ghosts, this indicates a breakdown of the
present approximation.

Fig. 37 and Fig. 38 show the weak-gravity bound and the viability bound in higher-order
gravitational parameter space, respectively.

C.4 Suppression of matter-mediated effects

In Eq. (4.14)-(4.21), finite g results in finite fixed-point values for the corresponding couplings
and anomalous dimensions. We aim at analyzing the impact of these induced interactions on

βy, i.e., ultimately on the value of y at the Planck scale which is linked to θy = (−βyy ) ∣y∗=0.

Specifically,

θy = −(ηψ +
ηφ

2
) − g Dy + 4λAMλy

y (C.24)

In the absence of gravity, all contributions vanish at the free fixed point. Thus, the critical
exponent of the Yukawa coupling at the free fixed point depends on the gravitational coupling
directly, through D1, and indirectly: Gravity induces nontrivial anomalous dimensions ηφ, ηψ,
which enter θy, and also induces a finite four-fermion coupling λA, which enters θy. The direct
and the anomalous-dimension-mediated spin-2 contributions dominate the result, cf. Fig. 39.
In the spin-2 approximation (where Dy = DλA = −5/8Dηψ and Dηφ = 0) the suppression of matter-
mediated effects can be demonstrated explicitly by solving Eq. (4.16) and plugging the result
back into Eq. (C.24). In a regime where gravity is not strongly dynamically suppressed by a
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Figure 39: Comparison of the critical exponent
of the Yukawa coupling θy (with a = b = c = d =
µh = 0) for different approximations: the green
wide-dashed line shows the spin-2 contributions
(including anomalous dimensions) only; the blue
narrow-dashed line includes trace-contributions;
the purple dotted line includes trace-contributions
and matter-mediated effects from the induced
four-fermion coupling λA; the red continuous line
additionally includes matter-mediated contribu-
tions from the χ-sector that contribute to the
Yukawa coupling via anomalous dimensions. The
comparison shows that trace-mode and matter-
mediated effects are subleading in the regime of g
that obeys the weak-gravity bound.
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large effective mass of the TT-propagator (i.e., µh + b−d < 2), matter contributions are typically
subleading by a factor of 1

16π2 occurring in pure-matter loops. Therefore, Eq. (C.24) can be

expanded for small Mλy
y and we find

θy =(gDy − 32

8
+ ∣gDy − 8∣

2
)

− 16Mλy
y Dλ g2

∣gDy − 8∣ +O ((Mλy
y )2) , (C.25)

where we have also exploited that Mλy
y =Mλ

λ. For small g ≪ 1 the matter-mediated Mλy
y -term

is suppressed by the canonical dimensionality of the induced coupling λA. For large g ≫ 1 the
suppression relies solely on the matter-loop suppression

Mλy
y ≃

Dy/λ
16π2

. (C.26)

This explicit example is in accordance with the expectation that the gravity loop, which features
several modes, dominates over the matter loops in βy, with only one matter mode. We conclude
that it is sufficient to consider only the direct contribution from the TT-mode to obtain a good
understanding of the bound on the gravitational parameter space in our model. However, the
suppression of matter-mediated contributions might not hold in models with many fermions and
scalars.
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D CKM running in three generations

For the parameterization in Eq. 5.19, the 1-loop running of the 3-generation CKM-matrix ele-
ments can be obtained from the general case in Eq. (5.14). The result reads

dX

dt
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(4π)2
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c
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E RG-flow of the scalar potential in a simple gauge-Yukawa
model

We present the full RG flow for the simple abelian U(1)-gauge model including a complex scalar
degree of freedom φ charged under the U(1) and a Dirac fermion with left- and right-handed
components ψL,R which is neutral under the U(1). The scalar and fermion are coupled via a
Yukawa term, i.e.,

LYukawa = y (ψ̄R φ∗ψL − ψ̄L φψR) , (E.1)

with Yukawa coupling y. The model is utilized as a simple example for the Planck-scale fixed-
point potential and subsequent symmetry-breaking for a GUT in Sec. 6.4.1.
We use the gauge-invariant flow equation [514] corresponding to a so-called physical gauge
fixing in the background-field formalism employing a linear metric split. The RG flow of the
dimensionless scalar potential U = Ū/k4 evaluated for ρ = φ∗φ/k2 reads

k ∂k U(ρ) = −4U(ρ) + (2 + ηφ)ρU ′(ρ) + π̃g + π̃f + π̃2 + π̃0 + η̃ , (E.2)

where primes denote derivatives with respect to ρ. The traceless-transverse and scalar-gravitational
mode contributions π̃2 and π̃0, respectively, have been calculated in [481, 504, 678]. They are
presented for the Litim-type regulator [371], i.e.,

π̃2 =
5

24π2

1

1 − v(ρ) , v(ρ) = 2U(ρ)/M̃2
P . (E.3)

π̃0 =
1

24π2

(1 +U ′(ρ) + 2ρU ′′(ρ)) + 3
4 (1 − v(ρ)/4)

(1 − v(ρ)/4) (1 +U ′(ρ) + 2ρU ′′(ρ)) + 3ρU ′(ρ)2/M̃2
P

. (E.4)

The constant measure contribution η̃ = −1/(8π2), related to the gravitational gauge degrees of
freedom, is not of importance in the present context. The gauge and Yukawa contributions,
cf. [264, 317, 617] read, respectively,

π̃g =
1

32π2
( 3

1 + g2ρ
− 1) , π̃f = −

1

8π2

1

1 + y2ρ
, (E.5)

where again the constant term in π̃g corresponds to a measure contribution in the U(1)-gauge
sector.
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Figure 40: Numerical data (blue connected points), fit (red-dashed) and fitted value ϑ0, cf. Eq. (F.7) (red
continuous) for the deflection angle in RG-improved Kerr spacetime with a = 0.9rg and γ̃ = 0.11 at an impact
parameter corresponding to the outermost image point (x, y) = (10,0) in the equatorial plane. The plot shows
the dependence on the radial distance rcam at fixed precision Nprecision = 10−20.

F Ray tracing in regular spacetimes

F.1 Simple Ray Tracer: A mathematica package

Generating an image of the horizon as seen by a distant observer requires tracing light rays
through the corresponding black-hole geometry. Pioneering first approaches evolved geodesics
forward in time from the source to the observer and considered radiative transfer from optically
thick, geometrically thin accretion disks [679, 680]. [681] first traced geodesics backward in time
from the observer to the source, which, in the case of homogeneous and non-localized sources,
is far more efficient for a typically very localized observer. We will use similar techniques here.
More recently, efficient methods [682, 683] for ray tracing involving both a localized source and
localized observer have also been developed.

The geodesic equation. In a given spacetime the trajectories of light rays are governed by
the null-geodesic equation

d2xρ

dλ2
= −Γρµν

dxµ

dλ

dxν

dλ
, (F.1)

where xρ is the position of the photon, λ is an affine parameter parameterizing the photon’s
world line, and Γρµν is the metric-compatible Christoffel connection. We implement the geodesic
equation (F.1) as eight coupled first-order ordinary differential equations

dxρ

dλ
= kρ , dkρ

dλ
= −Γρµν k

µ kν . (F.2)

Here, Γρµν are given in an analytical form and since computation time is not critical, we use the
native numerical integration techniques available in Mathematica [684]. Since the functional
form, cf. Eq. (F.7), is known, we can test the convergence in radial distance in RG-improved
Kerr spacetime explicitly, cf. Fig. 40.

Camera setup & image We position a distant virtual camera far away from the black hole
where the geometry is well-approximated by flat spacetime. We will optimize this distance with
respect to precision and computation time in the following section. The coordinates of the origin
of the image plane in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates are given by (rcam, i, φcam). The image plane
itself is spanned by two Cartesian coordinates (x, y). Each point in this image plane can be
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Figure 41: Deflection angle error ∆ϑ = ϑfit(rcam) − ϑ, where ϑ is the exactly calculable deflection angle, as
a function of radial camera distance rcam at fixed Nprecision = 10−20 (left panel) and as a function of numerical
precision Nprecision at fixed radial camera distance rcam = 106 (right panel) for a = 0.99 rg in classical Kerr
spacetime. Blue points show explicit numerical data points. For the radial distance, we also show the fitted
function (red dashed), cf. Eq. (F.7).

expressed in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates (r, θ, φ) of the black-hole spacetime by the following
transformation

r2 = σ +
√
σ2 + a2Z2)1/2 , cos θ = Z/r , tanφ = Y /X , (F.3)

where σ = (X2 + Y 2 +Z2 − a2) /2. Here, (X,Y,Z) are Cartesian coordinates centred around the
black hole. They are in turn related to the image coordinates (x, y) by

X = D cosφcam − x sinφcam , (F.4)

Y = D sinφcam + x cosφcam , (F.5)

Z = rcam cos(i) + y sin(i) , (F.6)

where D = sin(i)
√
r2

cam + a2 − y cos(i).
All the light rays are initialized perpendicular to the screen in which case their initial momentum
vector can be calculated by differentiating Eqs. (F.3).
We parameterize the shadow boundary in the x − y image plane by its radial distance from the
origin ρ(ψ) in the image plane as a function of the angle ψ between the x-Axis and the radial
vector, cf. right-hand panel in Fig. 32. The resulting shadow boundary is determined by bisect-
ing nested radial intervals for each ψ: Depending on whether the light ray crosses the horizon
(and metric components in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates diverge), or escapes to large radii, the
outer or inner interval is chosen for the next iteration.
To obtain the intensity distribution generated by a homogeneous background source, we employ
the affine-parameter emissivity approximation [685]. We normalize the resulting intensity to the
image point with the smallest affine parameter.

Error control. We use the deflection angle ϑ in the equatorial plane as a benchmark value
for our error control. In classical Kerr spacetime, this angle can be obtained from an analytical
form with arbitrary precision [686]. In controlling the initial-data error, the discretization error
(due to a finite stepsize), and the computational errors due to finite numerical precision, we rely
on standardized and well-known error control of the native ODE-solver.
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Figure 42: Horizon for the classical and RG-improved Kerr spacetime (left panel) and the RG-improved shadow
boundary (right panel) in the equatorial plane for a critical γ̃ = 0.010242 (a = 0.99 rg) just before the horizon
disappears.

Additionally, there is an error due to the finite radial camera distance. At large distance rcam ≫
rg all investigated black-hole metrics converge to flat space. In this regime, the dependence of
the deflection angle ϑ on the radial distance is therefore expected to obey the functional form

ϑfit(rcam) = ϑ0 − b/rcam . (F.7)

We fit this function to a series of data points obtained at increasing values of rcam to determine
the parameters ϑ0 and b. Specifying a chosen maximal error ∆ϑ = ϑfit(rcam)−ϑ0 determines the
required radial distance rcam(∆ϑ). We apply this procedure to fit the exact known result for
Kerr spacetime, cf. Fig. 41. The exact form for θ in the equatorial plane allows us to also bench-
mark the required numerical precision. In Fig. 40, we also demonstrate the radial distance error
control for an explicit deflection angle in the equatorial plane of the RG-improved spacetime.
Kerr-like spacetimes exhibit three constants of motion: the energy E, the angular momentum
along the black-hole rotation axis LZ , and the celebrated Carter constant Q [664]. We use the
conservation of energy and the angular momentum as independent checks of our numerical error.

We demonstrate how to obtain the minimal required radial distance and numerical precision
given a desired error-tolerance in the deflection angle in Kerr spacetime. As a point of reference,
we choose the outermost image point (x, y) = (10 rg,0) within the equatorial plane. Within the
latter, the deflection angle is exactly calculable with arbitrary precision [686]. Therefore, we use
it as a benchmark test for the required numerical precision. Fig. 41 shows how the numerical
results (blue points) and the exact result (red continuous) develop with increasing radial distance
and numerical precision. In both plots, we explicitly show how the error convergence stalls due
to dominance of the respective other error. In practice, we avoid this by choosing both a large
enough camera distance and numerical precision at the same time. Assuming that both errors
do not significantly change for the RG-improved metric, we require a maximal error of the
deflection angle ∆ϑ = 0.001 and therefore use rcam = 104 rg and Log[Nprecision] = −20 throughout
all computations.
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Figure 43: Marginally stable light-like trajectories in the RG-improved black-hole spacetime (thick red lines)
for an extreme γ̃ = 0.010242 (a = 0.99 rg) just before the horizon (transparent surface) disappears. The left panel
shows an image angle ψ > ψcrit,1. The middle panel shows an image angle ψcrit,1 > ψ > ψcrit,2. The right panel
shows an image angle ψ < ψcrit,2.

F.2 Secondary features in the shadow boundary for near-critical γ̃

Close to critical γ̃, the horizon and the resulting shadow image develop additional distinct fea-
tures. Such features are non-generic in the sense that they only appear for γ̃ close to γ̃crit. In
the near-critical (γ̃ ≈ γ̃crit) regime, the dent in the RG-improved horizon at θ = π/2 becomes
very pronounced, cf. left panel of figure 42. This leads to a more pointy appearance of the
dent-like feature in the shadow boundary at ψ = 0. Loosely speaking, the horizon takes on the
appearance of two largely but not fully overlapping spheres (while remaining differentiable at
θ = π/2). Further, it results in two sets of distinct, novel features at two intermediate image
angles, e.g. for a = 0.99 rg and γ̃ ≈ γ̃crit = 0.010242, these occur at ψcrit,1 ≈ 16

100π and ψcrit,2 = 4
100π,

cf. right panel of figure 42.

These secondary features are a consequence of three different regimes for near-horizon null
geodesics, cf. figure 43. For ψ > ψcrit,1 the light rays closest to the horizon probe the entire
horizon. At ∣ψ∣ = ψcrit,1, the null geodesics transition from wrapping around the entire horizon
to wrapping around roughly half of the horizon. Loosely speaking, they probe just one of the
two spheres that make up the horizon. Accordingly, the shadow diameter grows significantly at
∣ψ∣ ≈ ψcrit,1. In other words, a smooth, step-like feature appears in the shadow for ∣ψ∣ = ψcrit,1.
As the dent in the shadow is rather prominent for γ̃ ≈ γ̃crit, it can ”trap” trajectories that exist
for ∣ψ∣ < ψcrit,2. As shown in figure 43, these mainly wrap around the dented region of the
horizon and cover a significantly smaller interval in the affine parameter in exploring other parts
of the horizon. Accordingly, these probe the smallest values of r of all trajectories and therefore
arrive at values closer to the origin in the image plane.

For less extreme cases, i.e. γ̃ < γ̃crit, these features in the shadow-boundary become less
pronounced. Nevertheless, traces of these features remain present in the shadow boundary. We
stress that we do not consider such features universal, in the sense that they can depend on the
RG improvement that is used. The existence of the dent in the horizon and shadow, however,
is robust.
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